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The High School is badly in need of
a piano to be used in the gymnasium
for various activities. The one in use
at present has been completely played
out after a long faithful career.
Anyone with a piano which weighs
heavily on his hands would do the
school a great service by donating
Cut off from shore for more than a
said instrument in time for the Kippi
Karnival which takes place on the week by a solid sheet of ice jamming
—
■♦
Good deeds ring through Heaven » 14th and 15th of this month.
Machias Bay. Coast Guardsmen of
•* like a bell.—Charles Dickens.
—
*
•• For th a t Valentine party .a de the lonely Cross Island station effect
licious 1-pt. decorated cake for 35c, ed a landing Tuesday a t Sprague's
Be moderate in your excesses, but ask your nearby Ice Cream dealer. Neck to replenish their seriously de
not moderate to excess.
It's F ro-Joy—adv.
15-18
pleted food supply.
The ice began moving seaward
broken up by rising temperatures and
an exceptionally high run of tide.
Cautiously the Guardsmen chugged
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
shoreward through grinding floes in
the station's surfboat. Ashore, Capt.
vs.
H. T. Flynn loaded a snowplow truck
CAM DEN HIGH SCHOOL
with supplies for the Coast Guard
IBOVS AND GIRLS)
station and Inched slowly over the
snow-drifted roads of the Holmes
Bay District toward Sprague's Neck—
the one point sufficiently free of
Admission 35c, 25c.
Dance after gam es
anchor ice to permit the island surf1 7 - lt
boat to make a landing.
Eleven men and their families were
quartered a t the Cross Island sta
tion. Breaking up of the bay ice
Tuesday, coupled with the successful
TONIGHT
landing of the surfboat a t Sprague's
Neck and Capt. <7ynn's timely a r
"BACK TO THE GAY NINETIES"
rival with supplies averted a danger
with
ous food shortage on the island,
BERNIE MARR and his HILL BILLIES
Guardsmen said.
NOVELTIES
FRIZES
CONFETTI
• • • •

night under difficult conditions, after
a trip by a Belfast surgeon and two
nurses th a t included motoring about
48 miles over icy roads and an eightmile ride in a motor boat from the
mainland, Mrs. Harold Smith was
resting comfortably and her infant
daughter was in excellent condition.
Mrs. Smith, who had planned to
enter a Belfast hospital became ill
Saturday afternoon, while alone in
the house with a maid, and when the
local physician, Dr. William S. Gar
celon, was summoned, he discovered
th a t an emergency operation was
necessary.
He called Dr. Carl H. Stevens, Bel
fast surgeon, and although transpor
tation was badly hampered by ice.
Dr. Stevens and two nurses reached
the island within a few hours. Driv
ing to Castine, a distance of about
36 miles, the surgeon and nurses
boarded a motor boat for the island
and when they reached shore there
was another drive of 12 miles to the
Smith home, where th e operation
was performed with the aid of Dr.
Garcelon. Fortunately there were
electric lights but the only heating
apparatus in the house consisted of
stoves.
Undergoing a caesarian operation
One of the nurses remained at the
at her home in Islesboro Saturday island to care for Mrs. Smith.

F riday N ight, F ebruary 8— 7 .3 0 P. M.

OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

SA T U R D A Y NIGHT
EDDIE WHALEN and his
PRIVATEERS
Entrrtaining You With the Latest
Song and Dance Hits

NUT

GOOD INTENTIONS SPOILED

SHOP

“I 'l l show hhn,” said Charles

TOASTED FRESH WITH REAL CREAMERY BUTTER
Visit our Nut Shop. Watch how we actually to u t nut. fresh with our Barbecue
Touter. Tasle them yourself and know how nu t. touted fresh with creamery but
ter differ from ordinary kind, merely cooked in oil.

PHONE US FOE NUTS WHEN ENTERTAINING FRIENDS

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

ONE PO U N D IDEAL M IXED NUTS, 4 5 c
TH E CORNER D R U G STORE, Inc.
CORNER MAIN & LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 378

A bird of prey,, possibly a shrike,
has been making himself at home on
the premises of Register of Probate
Charles L. Veazie, in Rockport, and
has made life miserable for the lnoftensive feathered creatures who are
too proud to fight.
Indignant over the hostility shown
by the shrike Charles wrathfully pro-

duced a shotgun and laid for the un
welcome visitor.
The shrike came in due season, and
perched in an apple tree awaiting
a victim.
Charles took careful aim. in fact,
was over-deliberate about it, and the
shrike took wing. But the register of
probate was not to be denied a chance
for vengeance, and h e pulled the
trigger.
Out in the direction of the harbor
there came a scream of • raucous
laughter from the shrike.
But there was no laughter in the
Veazie domicile. The charge from
| the shotgun had ruined Mrs. Veazie's
best tablecloth which was hanging on
j the line in the general direction
aimed at by the Rockport sharp| shooter.

Ask your nearby Ice Cream dealer
about the new Fro-Joy decorated
1-pl cake for 35c. I ts delicious.
J

adv-

15’*8

POULTRY W ANTED

P H IL C O

G ood Prices Paid
P h o n e 330, Rockland

The W o r ld s Leading R adio

17*18
X C L U S IV E e n g in e e r in g a d v a n c e m e n ts
m a k e P H IL C O th e lead er In w o r ld 
w id e rece p tio n and fine to n a l G et t h r ill
in g p ro g ra m s fro m abroad w ith th ia n ew
1935 P H IL C O 4 5 F . B ean m m /t r » r
t ifu l h and-rubbed c a b in e t

E

T h e D oris H eald
S ch ool O f D ancing

Liberal Trade-in Allowance — Eatr T om s

HOUSE-SHERMAN,

Odd Fellows Hall
ROCKLAND

IN C

ROCKLAND,

E very Saturday P . M.
TEL. 721

All Types of Dancing Taught
Class Lessons, 50c; Private, $1.00
Further Information Call
CAMDEN 2402
17*19

B A B Y CHICKS

mo a aii i.'i i ixn
W e Print

Everything
Printable!

STATIONERY SPECIAL

ROCKS, REDS AND CROSS
PULLETS ONLY
4000-5000 per week.
January
hatches average 72%; last hatch
76%; mortality less than 1% on
January chicks. Layers have aver
aged 70%-80% egg production.
Chicks prices as low as 9c. Write
or phone your needs. Inquire how
we can produce such high quality
chicks at so low a price.
MAINE PIONEER HATCHERY
UNION, ME. TEL. 8-24
17*&Th20

A ttention,
P a ck ers Of Fish!

$ 1 .2 5 a
Y our personal Stationery printed w ith y o u r nam e
and address in blue or black ink.

Ladies size, 6x7

inches, I 50 sheets, 100 envelopes.

M en’s size, 6x9

inches, I 50 sheets, 100 envelopes.

Printed on high

*

grade w hite bond paper in plain or laid finish.

ONCE USED
SALT FISH BARRELS
HALVES AND KEGS
Always Ready For Immediate Ship
ment. Write for Quotations,
Delivered at Your Station
Also For Sale. Butts, Casks and
Sugar Barrels
HENRY A. THORNDIKE
P. O. Box 43.
Newport, R. I.
17-tf

A

good size for all kinds of everyday notes a n d letters.
W E BUY

C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E
Rockland, Maine

OLD

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniela
JEWELER

$70 M A IN STREET, RO CKLAND
78-U

Representative Cleveland Sleeper,
Jr., of Rockland, told the Judiciary
Committee yesterday the town of St,
George was politically controlled by
Communists. He was speaking in
behalf of his bill to prohibit recogni
tion of ballots of any political party
which advocates tne overthrow of
local, state or national governments
by force or vio.ence or carries on a
program of sed-tion or treason.
"The stone and paving cutting
union in St.-George is completely in
their control. Republican and Demo
cratic parties mean nothing to them,
because Communists have such a
prominent place on the ballot,'’
Sleeper said.
After the meeting Sleeper said he
had been told a Communist news
paper has a circulation of more than
600 in the town. James L. Boyle of
Waterville, State Adjutant of the
American Legion, said the bill had
the support of the Legion.
Betting On The Races
A bill legalizing pari-mutuel run
ning and harness race betting and
creating a state racing conDnission
—copied from the New Hampshire
law—is ready for introduction in the
Maine House of Representatives
Thursday. The bill provides for a
three and one-half per cent tax on
total contributions to all pari-mutuel
pools.
The bill if enacted, would be ap
plicable only within municipalit.es
which vote to accept it. The Com
mission would consist of three mem
bers appointed by the Governor with
the advice and consent of the execu
tive council, each member to be paid
$1,200 a year.

Rural Residents “Agin” It
Approximately 90 per cent of the
residents in rural sections of Maine
are opposed to increasing fees for
hunting and fishing licenses, the Iniknd Fisheries and Game Committee
was told Tuesday at a preliminary
hearing on a bill which would increase
the license fee from 65 cents to $1.15
each or $2.15 for a combination li
cense.
Several1 representatives,
speaking in opposition to the meas
T H O M A S T O N FIR E
ure, said they would1 ^ot "have the
face to go back home and meet the
A. Creifljlton Compnny
jj they voted for proposal

Building

G u tte d — Loss

A round $6000

G O .'R O U N D THE W O R L D W IT H

THE

SA Y S COMM UNISTS IN CONTROL

C O U R T CONTEST DE LUXE

Cross Island Light Station G ets Supplies— Rep. Sleeper Tells Ju diciary C om m ittee A b ou t Nothing L ike Last N ight’s Gam e E ver Seen Here
C aesarian O peration A t Islesb oro
St. G eorge— O ther L egislative M atters
— R ockland G irls B eat M orse

BASK ETBALL

442 M AIN STREET,

V olum e 9 0 .................. N um ber 1 7

THREE CENTS A COPV

Fire discovered at 5.45 this morning did damage approximating $6,000
in the J. A. Creighton & Co., building
in Thomaston. T7ie upper part of the
two and one-half story structure was
badly gutted, entailing an estimated
loss of $2,500 and approximately the
same damage was done to fixtures,
equipment and large stock of tools in
the store, the company being about
half protected by insurance.
The upstairs tenement was occu
pied by John Upham whose loss will
approximate $1,000 with no insur
ance. Mrs. Upham, an invalid, was
removed with some difficulty to the
home of a neighbor. Workers from
the Black & Gay Canneries, Inc. fac
tory nearby assisted by volunteers
salvaged as much as possible of Mr.
Upham's furniture.
The blaze, said to have been
caused toy the overturning and ex
plosion of an oil heater, was noted
by the engineer of the morning
freight nTnose repeated whistling co
incided with the sounding of the
alarm by AdeJbert Benner, watch
man a t the Black & Gay factory.
Mr. Upham meantime was making
frantic efforts to get his family out
of danger, and suffered severely
from inhaling smoke.
Chief Edwin Anderson and the
Thomaston fire department may be
credited wrth an excellent stop as
the building involved is a large one
of wooden construction, surrounded
by other inflamable structures. It
has been the home of the J. A.
Creighton Co. for over 70 years and
Charles A. Creighton the present
head of the firm, stated this morn
ing that rebuilding would start at
once. The Creightons established
their business in 1858, one of the fa 
mous old ship owning and lime
burning firms of the cqast.
The delicious milk, cream, butter
and eggs, fresh a t your door, of the
famous Round Top Farm Products
are available a t all 'times. Just phone
Rockland 38-W and P at Lawrence
will do the rest. Have you tried that
splendid Round Top Farm’s Ice
Cream?
$ -tf

Liquor Store B ill

An order appropriating $250,000
to enable the State Liquor CommisSjOn to open more stores—it now operates eight—was killed in the
House Tuesday.
"
I t was presented toy Connolly (D)
of Portland and failed1 of passage
when opposed on a point of order by
the Republican floor leader, -Hill of
South Portland. The point taken by
Hill was that it was not appropriate
for the House to demand the ex
penditure of such a sum for that
purpose by an order. An order, he
said, applies to conduct of business
by the House and to its committees.
A bill sponsored by Rep. William
8. Tupper of Calais, to take profits
from liquor soles in th e current year
and use them for expansion purposes,
has already been introduced.
• • • •
O utdoor A dvertising

Outdoor advertising would be pro
hibited- after Jan. r. 1936, unless an
annual $10 license was obtained from
the S tate Highway Commission,
under a bill introduced Tuesday toy
Senator Hussey of Augusta. The
measure would require permits to
place outdoor advertising devices on
real property at the rate of two cents
a square foot of the area of each
sign, except those displayed- within
200 feet of the building where goods
advertised were manufactured or
sold. No permit would be granted
for setting up outdoor advertising
structures within 500 feet of the in
tersection or junction of a highway
with another highway, or with a rail
way or street railway.
• • ■ »

Collecting agencies in Maine would
be required to file a bond of $5,000
with the Secretary of S tate under a
measure drafted by Jacobson of
Portland. The measure provides a
bond be given for a period of tnree
years under such conditions and pro
visions as might be prescribed by the
Secretary of State with the approval
of the Governor and Council. It
further provides th a t collection
agencies, whether a person, partner
ship, association, or corporation ex
cepting attorneys-at-law. be required
to render an accounting to their
clients within 30 days after demand,
on penalties of a fine of not more

than $500 or imprisonment for not
more than three months.
• • V•
'
Senator Franz U. Burkett of Cum
berland seeks establishment of pen
alties for participation in outdoor
sports where admission is charged or
collections are taken on Memorial
Day before 3.30 or on Armistice Day
before 1.30 p. m.
• e • •
The bill which would make it un
lawful to take clams in Cranberry
Isles comes out of the Sea and Shore
Fisheries committee with a report
"ought to pass.”

By an approximate score of 32 to used, and that the Lions were heaving
19 the High School faculty last night one of them into their own cage.
Anon the game started in real
defeated a whole flock of ferocious
earnest, with this lineup:
Lions in the Lincoln street gymna
Faculty—Durrell rf, Sezak If, Bow
sium. An awe-stricken crowd which den c, Libby rg, McCarty lg.
overflowed from the gym far into the
Lions—Cross rf, Prescott If, Gowpurlieus watched th e rather extra ell c, MlacLaughlin rg, Russell lg.
ordinary contest between the educa
The first quarter ended 11 to 6 in
tionalists and jungle beasts.
favor of the faculty and the half
Following the girls' game, which was found the educators still leading, 16
the first attraction on the program, to 12. The Lions -were ahead for a
there was a long wait which kept the few seconds during the last half, but
the roar from the Lions coaching sec
tion grew fainter and fainter, as the
faculty lead steadily increased.
The Lions took their whipping in
F A T A L EV ID EN C E
good part, deriving a modicum of
satisfaction from the fact th a t the
Leon Shepard Tells R o ck 
man who so materially aided in their
dej>at--8am Sezak—is also a Lion.
land Lions H ow F inger

P rin ts a n d Ballistics W o rk
A tall, good-looking and mild
voiced gentleman stood in the midst
of the Rockland Lions Club yester- clay and with the aid of a lantern
Islide projector, presented a xascinat1ing lecture which quite justified his
introduction by Chairman Ludwick
of the entertainment committee as a
man who would make “Sherlock
Holmes look like a piker.”
-The speaker was Leon P. Shepard,
representing the Department of
Criminal Investigation a t Augusta,
who has made an intensive study of
finger-printting and ballistics, by
which methods—as he proceeded to
show — several mystifying crimes
| have been solved, and- the perpetraj tors are doing time.
The finger piinting designs, in
magnified form, were shown on the
screen, and Mr. Shepard made his
audience understand readily how
identification is obtained in that
manner. In one case a suspect had
mutilated his fingers with a razor
1blade in the firm belief th a t he was
outgeneraling the Department. But
his cleverness was not sufficient to

spectators in a state of suspense.
Eventually a cheer arose from tihe
High School section, and there trotted
onto the floor, in the most approved
style, the members of the facu lty men who bore a decided resemblance
to real athletes; men not bowed down
by sedentary habits. They cavorted
beneath the bosket In the eastern
zone, made a few dozen uncontested
goals, and retired.
Another wait, and the elated stu
dent body began to suspect that the
jungle beasts might be having what
civilization knows as stage fright.

McCarty makes a flying tackle

The faculty brought into play only
one "spare," Knowlton; but replace
ments were frequently necessary for
the Lions. Among the substitutes were
noticed Newman, MoRae, Libby and
Russell. In the excitement of the
moment there may have been a few
others.
Everybody watched with much in
terest the work of one of the newest
Lions, Oowell, who was coder than
the proverbial cucumber throughout
the entire contest and who was al
ways a threat to the team which rep
resented Principal Btaisdell’s school.

sp o il t h e design.

The ridges on a person's fingers do
not change between the time of his
birth and death, Mr. Shepard ex
plained. He cited a case which h ap 
pened up around Guilford where an
aged man had- been beaten to death
by a boy who hod a grudge against
him. and told how a confession was
obtained.
The location of $3000,
hidden somewhere between Guilford
and Dover, has not been discovered,
however.
Elaborating somewhat on the sub
ject otf ballistics Mr Shepard made
his audience understand th a t it
means th a t a particular shell was
fired in a particular gun. Numer
ous illustrations were given to show
suicidal and accidental shootings.
The need of a radio broadcasting
service m connection with the ap
prehension of criminals was stressed
by the speaker.
Mr. Shepard fhowed pictures of the
big Ellsworth conflagration, and told
of obtaining a confession from the
boy who started it. A picture which
excited- compassion was th a t at a
little gill who had been thrust out
into the cold by cruel grandparents,
both legs being frozen so th a t she
lost the use of them.
There was also projected onto the
screen the picture of a bug. which is
so small ae to be Invisible to the
naked eye, but which is powerful
enough to destroy trees. T he saws
which do the mischief were plainly
revealed by the magnified picture.
And ini conclusion Mr. IShepard
declared he would show the "master
criminal,” A great laugh w ent up
when a snapshot of Sheriff Ludwick
was flashed on.
Hestor G. Staples and Gerald Margerson of the local voiture. Forty and
Eight, presented the Legion's plea
for immediate payment of adjusted
service certificates, and so success
fully (hat the club, upon motion of
Earle Ludwick voted to send letters
to Senator White and Congressman
Moran urging them to support the
Vinson bill.
Raymond Cross was admitted- to
membership.
Justice Harry Manaer of the Su
perior Court will be guest speaker
next Wednesday.

The cometist o f the German Band
worked overtime

And then m artial music burst upon
the air and a quartet of musicians
imported directly from the Fatherland marched across the gym surface
followed one of the motliest arrays
that ever -invaded the sanctity of a
basketball court or a masquerade.
Some of the players who had come to
represent the city's largest service club
wore football uniforms, some wore
baseball uniforms, some were on
crutches, and one patriarch with long,
flowing white hair -had every appear
ance of having celebrated his 100th
birthday. Another Lion was evidently
prepared for cold weather as well as
rough treatm ent, for he was well
padded fofe and aft. Several skillful
operations were performed upon Mar
cus until he gradually regained his
sylphlike form. The patriarch lost
his white locks, eventually resolving
himself into a lawyer by the name of
Tirrell. The m an behind the base
ball mask, but who needed no padding,
either fore or aft, was identified as
the leader of all the Lions, Doc New
man.

It may be weeks before Doe Newman
is able to throw away th a t cane

The game had all of the appur
tenances that could be found at the
Hauptmann trial, a photographer,
who “shot" everything and everybody
in sight; two newspaper reporters.
Manager Bert Gardner who had his
Western Union gear and a real mes
senger. The German Band played
whenever there was an opening, and
Park Worrey, wearing the whiskers
of the Oay Nineties and an Ernestine
hat, was there to see that there was
no dull moments between quarters.
Walter Kimball read a flood of tele
grams.
• • • »
Rockland 29. Marte 23
The Rockland girls in a rough and
tumble game last night evened up
the score on the Morse girls. I t was
a battle all th e way through and it
was not until the final period- that
Rockland was assured of victory. It
was a free game and the girts had a
fine time seeing which could get the
Jump on the other. Sprague of Morse
was outstanding as were Poster,
Mullen and Hapworth of Rockland.
It was not so much as teamwork
that counted in the game but the
rugged-ness otf the players. Morse
(Continued on Page Two)

Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M
It I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The lose of these tastes Is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
AT EVENTIDE
The tired breeles are tucked to rest
In the cloud-beds far away;
The waves are pressed to the placid
breast
Of the dreaming, gleaming bay;
The shore line swims in a hazy heat.
Asleep In the sea and sky,
And the muffled beat where the breakers
meet
Is a so ft, sweet lullaby.

The pine-clad hill has a crimson crown
Of glittering sunset glows:
The rools of brown In the distant town
Stretcher bearers brought up the
Are bathed In a blush of rose:
East Penobscot Bay—Isle au Haut
radiant ripples shine and shift
rear of the procession, and their serv - The
In
shimmering shreds of gold:
Light reported extinguished Feb. 4. ices were necessary in two emergency The seaweeds
lift and drowse and drift.
And
the jellies All and fold.
Will be relighted.

NOTICE TO MARINERS

Caution — Ice Conditions — Mari
ners are requested to use extreme
care in navigation as due to severe
ioe conditions prevaling floating aids
may be dragged from their charted
positions or may oe temporarily re
moved without prior notice.

cases, one of the victims being "Link''
McRae, who was captain, coach,
manager and. chief strategist of the
Lions team.
Referee Ralph Brewer blew his
whistle, but the game had not been
long in progress before it was discov
ered that two basketballs were being

The great sun sinks and the gray fog
heaps
His cloak on the silent sea:
The night-wind creeps where the ocean
sleeps.
And the wavelets wake In glee;
Across the bay. like a silver star.
There twinkles the harbor-light.
And faint and far from the outer bar
The sea-birds call 'Oood-nlght."
—Joseph C. Lincoln.
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Q uestions A nd Answers

Finer— and More Satisfying

THBEE-TIMES-A-WEEK:

These students are on the honor
roll a t Warren High School: Doug
By LATTIMER SHAW
lass Gray of the senior class ;Kathcation In the fine arts and prefers have many more. The new t j td
ryn Peabody and E tta Starrett,
y^L L over the country. oq bill them, but the greatest demand ta verUalng ts always tn demand
Helguera first attracted attenii.in
juniors: George Still, Ja n et Wade, and
boards, Id newspapers and mag for his peculiar cartoon type of pic
azines, you are looking
Helen Thompson, sophomores; Win
Q. How would Maine benefit by
the tures in which be has developed an five years ago when be Inaugurated
entirely new pebble board tech a campaign, via the cartoon method,
SU R V E Y S T H E FIELD I immediate paym ent of Adjusted
quaint drawings
ona Robinson and Florence Grindle
nique that may be of greet value against mechanical music lu thia
of- the backs of
of the freshman class.
to
the
art
world.
He
calls
tt
his
endeavor
be
caricatured
Robots
O w en Tells O f Possible Can- * * * * * Certificates?
people's
beads.
Austin Snow, master of the High
. | A. Following is a compilation of
coqullle
board
method.
playing the violin, the harp and the
all devoted to the
land Grange at East Warren, assist
didates For G overnorship th<; ^tribuUon of Maine's $12,121,This gasoline series ts his Brat piano. Tha Idea behind the cam
glories of one of
nationwide advertising campaign of paign was to keep musicians at
ed by Mrs. Srpw, Miss Charlotte
our best known
and O ther Offices
627.12 by counties, showing the
Its type. Observers predict he will work and prevent their unemploy
Lane and Mrs. Shirley Bowley in
brands of gaso
las
-----' spread throughout the state. The
stalled officers a t W arren Grange*
line. These people
So far only two formal announce- , figures te v e been declared by officials
are for the most
ments have been made by candidates J Q[ the Veterans. Administration in
Tuesday evening, with the exception Glover hall a t 7.30. A good time is is having a recess of a few weeks
part alttlng lo the Leon Helguera
of the secretary. T he officers are in the offing, with games and danc during the hard traveling.
for the Republican nomination for Washington to be as nearly correct as
front seats of automobiles In one
here listed: Master. Percy R. Bowley: ing. a program and refreshments.
governor. They are former Senator u
niake them. In the
Mrs. Maurice Carroll is ill at her
case however the drawing repre
overseer, Fred S tarrett; treasurer.
Blin W. Page of Skowhegan and counties of Maine the spread of this
home at Mt. Pleasant.
sents two boye In a rumble seat
Local residents were pleased to
Samuel E Norwood; lecturer, Mrs.
Councillor Clyde H. Smith, also of money would be as follows:
The topic Sunday morning at the
Thia amusing series is the work
learn Monday evening that Miss
Emma
Norwopd;
chaplain.
Mrs.
Gert
the Somerset metropolis. Mr. Page I Androscoggin .................... $1,082,524
of a young Mexican artist. Leon
Baptist Church will be "The Christ Helguera, born Id Chihuahua, and
rude Starrett; steward. C. Frank Sarah Russell, daughter of Mr. and like M an;” Church School wiU be at
is still a candidate so he informed Arocstook .......................... 1.335.301
educated
In
an
American
school
In
Berry; assistant steward, G. A. Aspey; Mrs. Austin K. Russell of Ellsworth, noon; Christian Endeavor a t 6; at 7,
me a short time ago. and he is doing Cumberland .................
2.046.738
Mexico City. He has a splendid edu
lady assistant steward. Mrs. Laura was listed as winner of a third prize following a song service, the pastor
some work but not yet has been as j Frankbn
303,123
Robinson; gatekeeper, Charles Pease; in an Educator Cracker essay con will speak on “Little Foxes.”
active as Councillor Smith who is ! Hancock
466.989
ment which might result from the
Ceres, Mrs. Adelaide Norwood; Flora. test, In which several hundred par
making a real fight for the nomina- ' K ennetr1074973
At the Congregational Church Sunuse of mechanical music.
Miss Doris Bowley; Pomona. Mrs. ticipated.
day morning Rev. H. I. Holt will
tion and is also making much prog- Knox
420961
He comes from a family having
Charles Pease.
Highland Orange
Mrs. Florence Oxton Is employed In jp,,ak on
Kinds of Prosperity.”
seven children and the success of
ress according to all accounts. Mr. lRCC..n
235 585
his coqullle board method was only
had been specially invited to attend the finishing room a t the mill.
, The evening subject will be "Lincoln
Smith is a good politician, has as wide
839 533
attained after five years of experi
and other guests were present from ; Mrs Ilda RusseU Mrs Carrie and Modem Problems."
an acquaintance, probably, as any
1.404253
Pencbscot
mentation.
White Oak, North W arren, Good Will. gm ith and Mrs
Simmons at--------------- —
man in public life in Maine and pos
277.129
Piscataquis
Helguera. unlike some ether art
South Warren and Pioneer Grange tended Monday the installation of ]
sesses the faculty of making friends
ST.
GEO RG E
257,307
ists, only uses the grotesque when
Sagadahoc
East Union. Miss Doris Bowley was officers of Seaside Chapter O.ES. a t '
to an exceptional degree. He is a
_____
It
suits
the
case
and
would
rather
594 526
Somerset ...
chairman of the supper committee. I Camden.
man who will have to be watched
portray
beauty
and
rhythm.
Edward
M.
Edwards and Lester
308.367
Waldo ___
Guests over the weekend of Mr
when the real race begins.
The meeting of the Women's Club Smalley of SmaKeytown. nearly lost
574 993
Washington
and Mrs. Alden W atts were Miss
Many, especially of the younger
held Tuesday evening at the hdme
York ................................... 1.108.669
Anne Green and Jack Lorentzen of
their lives When they broke through
element would like to see Clarence
of Mrs Flora Peabody, with 20 pres
ROCKPORT
Rockport.
Mass.
Harry
Green,
H. Crosby of Dexter in the race, but
ent was a pleasant occurrence. Mrs. the icy waters of the St. Georges
Total ...............................$12,121,627
brother of Miss Green, who accom
the Dexter man apparently hasn't the
Mrs. Herbert T. Mann was able to
Nettie Vlnal read, "Pigs is Pigs.” and River Monday while clamming. As
Q. W hat is an adjusted-service
panied them, ts spending a few weeks
slightest intention of making a try
leave Community Hospital Tuesday
Mrs. Ella Cunningham. "Mrs. Ma- Mr. Edwards came up for the sec
Rockport 35, Thomaston 23
had a fine team and played with
certificate?
visiting Gunard Matson.
. ..
where she has been a surgical patient
for the office.
ond time Roy Smalley of Tenant's
Divided
honors
a
t
Thomaston
Tues
Mrs. Ethel G nffin. teacher at the
J ________ ____
,__ ,___
Former Councillor Blaine S. Viles j A. It is a Government bond paya and is now at her apartment in The great ability.
Harbor, a companion, pushed a sled
humorous
selections.
At
the
business
From the very sta rt the game ap day night. Rockport boys winning 35 Intermediate school is ill with grippe,
ble
to
an
honorably
discharged
vetof Augusta has long been regarded as j
Robert. Main street. Camden.
to him on which there was attached
meeting
It
was
voted
to
help
pay
peared to be close and all expecta to 23. while Thomaston |irls edged Mrs. Nettie Vinal substituting in her
gubernatorial material and he is still j eran °f t h e Worid War.
Mrs. Joseph Wheeler and daughter tions were fulfilled. I t was even their opponents 21 to 20. Turner led
transportation for a high school a long rope. With the aid of Albert
absence.
to be considered a possibility. HA told longer than 110 days, payable in Dorothy Spear, returned Tuesday to
student.
Enstead they succeeded in rescuing
Steven i nthe first period with the the scoring for the boys, with 14
Martha Griffin, daughter of Mrs.
me recently that he was not yet ready 1945, or 20 years from date of issu Rockland after a visit with Mrs Edna
Edwards white Smalley remained in
The
School
Committee
met
Tues
points.
Snow
and
Libby
being
runRcckland girls having the edge
Ethel Griffin, is suffering from an at
ance, in return for service rendered.
to make a decision.
Robbins.
day evening a t the High School the frigid water but was not in dan
Mullen was a factor id the scoring i ners-up with 10 each, The score:
tack
of
grippe.
Q.
Why
did
the
veterans
who
If the idea should be that Portland
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
ger as his feet could touch bottom.
Rockport High
Visitors Sunday a t the home of Mr. Building.
should supply the candidate two served less than 110 days not receive Chapter O.ES.. was held Tuesday ! because of her fouls shot which were
Mrs.
Grace
Wyllie
spent
Tuesday
precise
and
which
gave
the
Orange
and
Mrs.
Alden
W
atts
were
Mr.
and
O
F
names would naturally suggest them such a certificate?
p i
evening with the new officers occu-' and Black a margin to come and1go
with Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond of
For your Valentine Party a de
A. When each veteran was disSnow. If ................... 5
selves. They are former Councillor
0
10 Mrs. Irville C. Mank and son Rich
pying the chairs. At the next meet on. The half ended with Rockland
North Haven who have an apartment licious l.pint Ice Cream Cake, 35c.
ard
of
Camden.
William S. Linnell and former Gov- charged he received $60 cash bonus
Turner,
rf
...............
4
5
14 I
ing. Feb. 19. Past Matrons' and P a  in the lead 18-13. The second half
Free deliveries, Corner Drug Store,
The Freshman class of Warren for a time in Rockland.
emor Percival P. Baxter.
to purchase civilian clothing, shoes.
Wentworth, c ........ 3
3
6!
trons' night will be observed w ith ;
Highland Grange of East Warren Tel. 370.—adv.
15-18
High,
will
hold
a
social
Friday
a
t
was a see-saw with both teams Woodward, lg ........ 1
4
I
Mr. Linnell has been on the point ■etc. The veteran had given his
2
Seaside Chapter of Camden and For- ,
struggling to do their best. The su  Morong, rg ............. 0
of running for Governor the last two civilian outfit to the Red Cross when
1
1
get-Me-Not Chapter of South Thom
primaries, but for personal reasons he entered the service. All veterans aston as special guests. Supper w ill; periority of the Rockland team final—
—r
has not felt that he should do so. He entitled to receive $50 or less were precede the meeting with Mrs. Lin- ly won cut and final score was RockTotals ................. 13
9
35
said to me the other day that condi- paid cash and not given a certificate, thel Lane as chairman of the supper , la^ 2®' Mcr-e ~3
Thomaston High
Th? line-up:
tions looked more favorable for his in arriving a t the amount of an adcommittee.
| „
,,
I
O
F
P
Rockland—Rf. MuEen. Maezeo; If,
entering the race this year than two justed service certificate, the first
Ex-Senator Obadiah Gardner and
Jackson, rg .............. 0
0
0
sc,
Foster;
years ago which means of course tha: 60 days were deducted on account
c. S. Beverage of A u -, Hap™ rth: C
£C
1
Upham, lg .............. 2
5
he is to be considered a possibility. A of the $60 payment.
g
Saturday Qf
j rg. Korpmen; lg. Morgan,
Delano, c ................. 2
2
6
G
audet;
great th
many
Q. How did the Government arMors?—Rf. Goodwin: If,
ibtak
,t » interested
G o vRepublicans
. S ”S
CK“ t e So ° ” d” >
0
0
c. Sprague; sc, M. Nickerson, Des- Woodcock, rf .......... 0
1Litby, If ................. 4
X
“
solution of t t .
c e rtlto u ?
™
mot
2
10
jardin; rg, Desjardin, Kakos; lg, An}Spear, If ................. 1
problem
The former Governor
A Each veteran was allowed $1 da>' afternoon at the home of Mrs. iiker. Crocker.
0
2
wouldn't go into a contest, but my a day extra for each day he served |
Whitman wit . rs. . ary pear
—
—
Referee. Brewer. Timers. Moses
5
23
guess would be th a t he would accept j in the United States, and $1.25 a day 35 os ~s'
and Hodgkins. Scorers. Allen and ' Totals ................ 9
Referee. Wotton.
extra
for
each
day
he
served
overI
The
Nitsumsosum
Club
and
husTibbetts.
if the nomination came to him.
Over in York County John E. Ab seas. John Doe, a veteran, was en- '. hands were entertained Monday eveWaldoboro 27, Vnion 13
titled to a credit of $400; $210 for i n' n& a t the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Camden Teams Coming
bott. former Senator and former mas
The
Lincoln
County baskefleers had
In league games Friday night the
ter of the State Grange is said to be 210 days home service and $250 for i Douglas Bisbee' HonOTS in bndge
200 days service overseas. The first were won bX Mrs Frederick Richards Rockland1 boys and girls meet the a superior attack in their game with
interested in the Governor proposi
Clarence Munsey with the con- Camden teams an d it will be a b at Union High, a t Waldoboro. Tuesday
tion. There is Don Partridge but a $60 was deducted, reducing his credit I
solation
falling to Mrs. Walter Car- tle. The Camden boys are primed fcr night and a little better than doubled
guess would be that if he were going to $400. Since he was being given | roll and Frederick Richards.
Vannah was
this game, suffering from a previous the latter’s score.
a
certificate
due
in
the
future,
20
to run for anything it would be for
parade
marshal,
with
11
points, The
Mrs.
W.
A.
Paul
returned
Tuesday
defeat and their place in the league
years from date, the Government in- !
the nomination for Congress again.
score:
from
a
week's
visit
with
her
son.
standing.
Rockland
will
have
to
do
I t is taken for granted that Gov creased the amount of his credit by
Brainerd Paul and family at Liming- its best, for Captain Johnny Karl will
Waldoboro
Brann will not be a candidate fcr a 25 per cent for waiting, making the
CUT FROM LIGHT LOINS
ton.
be cn the sidelines with a knee in
. .
G
F
P
third term, but that he is likely to credit $500. He was then given a
An invitation has been extended jury, sustained in a practice se s.otj Piper, If ........
2
0
be the ____
party nominee for United ' certificate for an amount equal to
4
o
States Senator to run against Senator I the $500 credit with 4 per cent inter- Harbor Light Chapter O.ES. to at- Tuesday. His absence will be felt Hilton. If ____
0
0i
Wallace H. White. Jr., who comes u p . est, compounded annually, for the 20 tend the observance of Past Matrons at this time when the league is D. Taylor, r f ............ o
0
0 ,|
fo re-election two years from now. j years, which amounted to $1000. and Patrons' Night at Grace Chap- swinging into its final round,
Vannah, rf ............ 5
«k»z 29c
lb 25c SUNKIST LEMONS,
1
CUBED STEAK,
11
The Rockland girls are out to even Harkins, c .........
Naturally one of the first Demo- His certificate was dated Jan. 1. 1925.1ter, Thomaston, on the evening of
0
3
2
doz 49c
H A M B U R G STEAK,
lb 15c LGE. CALIF. O RAN G ES,
crats to be thought of in this con- ! and made payable Jan. 1, 1945, or a t Feb. 13. Crocketts Bus will leave, Up (he score by taking th? Camden Ellis, c ..................... j
0
2
FRESH
STR
A
W
BER
R
IES,
bskt
19c
the
Rockport
postoffice
at
5.30.
Those
girls and will have a good standing, Achom. l g ................ 1
nection is former Mayor F. Harold Du- 1death.
0
lb 15c
STEW ING BEEF,
2
planning
to
go
are
asked
to
notify
having defeated those teams th a t R. Hilton, lg .......... 1
G RAPEFRUIT,
7 for 25c
bord of Waterville. Since the last, Q. Why did Congress agree to give
0
1I
Worthy Matron Alice Marston.
lb 10c
RIB CO RN ED BEEF,
beat them earlier in the season.
French, rg .............. 2
campaign and election Mr. Dubord's (the veterans this extra amount?
0
4
FLORIDA
O
RAN
G
ES,
2
doz 35c
• • • *
A slight change has been made in
_ |
A.
When the Selective Service
stock has increased remarkably in the
PURE LA R D ,
2 lbs 33c
Lincoln Academy plays in Rock
FANCY
Totals ................. 12
Act and other various legislative the basketball schedule of the Knox
party in this State.
port Saturday night—the big game
NO
RTHERN
SPY
APPLES,
pk 59c
What conditions will be a year from proposals were pending in Congress and Lincoln League. The game be
Union
tween the Lincoln Academy boys and of the scries there.
next fall none can say, but to judge relating to induction and enlistment
ONIONS,
10
lb
bag
33c
O
F
p
girls and the Rockport High teams i
• • • .
by past performances the Waterville ! of soldiers, sailors and marines, the will be played Saturday evening in the 1 Here is the standing of girls' teams K. Payson, rg ....... 0
2
2
NATIVE PO TA TO ES,
bushel 45c
man would be the strongest candidate ' question of pay was very much deHart, lg ................... 0
1
1
Rockport gymnasium instead of Fri- >*n the Knox and Lincoln League:
ICEBERG LETTUCE,
2 heads 19c
who could be nominated. The name , bated. I t was understood then that
....
0
1
w
1|
Tied Esanby, lg
day night as planned. At Thomaston !
of William M. Ingraham of Portland j the pay agreed upon by Congress
Wiliams,
c
...........
2
BRUSSELS
SPR
O
U
TS,
basket 25c
0
5
0
SH REDDED W H EAT,
2 pkgs 23c
4I
has frequently been mentioned in J could be adjusted after tha emer- Tuesday evening Rockport High ■Rockland
3
1 D. Payson, rf ........ 1
School's fast moving boys’ team won Thomaston ............ 3
4
connection with the nomination and gency in the event an adjustment
W A L D O R F TOILET PA P E R , 4 rl» ISc
•
0
2 Hessengsen. If ........ 0
over Thomaston High with a score of Camden ,................ 1
the story has come i ut of Washington was due. Many members of Con 35-23. but the Thomaston girls gained Rockport ............... 1
2
M ACARONI-SPAGHETTI, 4 lbs 39c
that Representative E. Carl Moran gress insisted on a $3 a day minimum some measure of revenge by defeat- I Lincoln .................. 0
6
1 Totals ................. 3
12 j
PER R Y ’S 19 COFFEE,
lb 21c
might come home to run for Gover pay. The war cost the United States
CA M AY SO A P,
4 cakes 19c
ing Rockport 21 to 20.
nor again. I don't know how authen more than $36,000,000,000; ail the
W
HITE
H
O
U
SE
COFFEE,
25c
lb
housekeepers were Mrs. B. L. S m ith .:
The Rockport Hardware Co. began
RO CK W O O D’S COCOA, 2 B» tin 19c
VIN ALH A VEN
tic that is. Mr. Moran ran for Gov man power in uniform received less
LA
TO
U
R
A
IN
E
COFFEE,
lb
29c
Mrs.
Charles
Grindell
and
Mrs.
1
ernor and was defeated. Perhaps he than $4,500 000,000 of this amount, or Wednesday to harvest ice from the
RO
CK
W
O
OD’S
COCOA,
1
lb
tin
10c
Charles
Webster
M
AXW
ELL
H
OUSE,
lb
31c
In observance of the anniversary of
wants vindication.
t
leas than one-eighth of the cost of Lily Pond.
Mr. and Sirs. Frank Rogers spent
B. & G. BEANS,
tw o 2 8 oz tins 25c
The town books are now in the the Scout organization, Boy and Girl
Speaking of Governors there are the war.
the
weekend as guests of Capt. and
Scouts, with masters and leaders, will
hands
of
the
Auditor,
preparatory
to
many men of both parties who think
(Further questions and answers
Mrs. Frank Rossiter
compiling reports for the annual attend Union Church next Sunday at
that William M. Campbell of Sanford will appear in Saturday's edition.]
Mrs. Frank Mullen was given a sur
the 11.30 service. All past members
Town
Meeting.
would make a pretty good Governor
and leaders are invited. Rev. Archie prise at her home Tuesday by the
of Maine. Mr. Campbell was one of
T H E D R IV E IS O N
Begg. scout master, will give a short Mother and Daughter Club of which I
Mrs. Elista A. Thompson
the Quoddy commissioners and is
talk on scout activities; Rev. N. F. she is a member
Mrs. Elista A. Thompson 85, widow Atwood will speak on "Abraham Lin
much interested in that project. TIip
Captain Llewellyn Thomas re-1
The campaign to liquidate the
RU M FO R D BAKING P O W D ’R tt> 29c . HEINZ SO U PS,
2 cans 25c
fact would win him many votes in the Knox Arboretum mortgage of $1700 of Gilbert B. Thompson, died Mon coln." The Scouts will take part in turned Tuesday from a trip to Bath
PURE
M
APLE
SY
RU
P,
8
o
z
b
o
t
19c
JELL-O,
3 pkgs 17c
East.
z
has r.cw passed the six hundred dol day morning at the home of her son, the service and there will be special and Portland.
• • ■GOLD M EDAL VANILLA, 2 bots 25c I CONF. SU G A R ,
tw
o
1
lb bxs 15c
Mrs.
Sadie
Robbins
entertained
the
lar mark.
Ernest B. Thompson, West street, music by the choir.
Member O1 Congress
Previously reported ..... ....... $565 95 after an illness of only a few weeks’
Union Church Circle will be held Non Eaters Friday.
The Democrats will of course re Kennedy Crane, Rockland....
The B. F. Club met last Thursday
Thursday, supper at 5.30.
duration.
nominate Simon Hamlin as their A. P. Blalsdell, Rockland ....
with
Mrs. Ray Webster.
Miss Mildred Robertson has re 
She was native of Appleton, daugh
(O ne Cake Free With Each Purchase)
candidate for member of Congress Dr. Edith M. Patch. Orono ....
Miss Mary Neilson was hostess at
turned
from
Rockland.
ter of Warren P. and Elizabeth Well
bridge
Monday.
Lunch
was
served.
in this district. Who the Republicans Edwin R. Edwards. Rockland
The Carver Street Bridge Club met
man Wentworth and had been a rcsiMrs. James Webster is is In North
will name is something else again. A. C. McLoon, Rockland ......
dent of Rockport for the past 3 0 1V|?dnesday ifg h t with Mrs. Scott
SOUR PICKLES,
2 qt jars 35c HULLED CORN,
lb 15c
Haven where she is employed at the
No one has made announcement of Prof. Ulric Dahlgren, Prince
years.
Littlefield.
OUR
CA
PTA
IN
FLO
UR,
bag
95c
DILL
PICKLES,
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Hop
2
qt
jars
35c
his candidacy but of those who have
Always kind and thoughtful of oth- j Mrs. E. G. Carver entertained reton, N. J ..............................
5 00
kins.
been talked about. Councillor Ray E. C. Payson. Rockland ......
5 00 ers Mrs. Thompson was dearly be- cently the C. C. Club at her home
Mrs. Stephen Gould left Tuesday ,
mond S Oakes of Portland is prob Eliza Derry, R ockland..........
.50 loved in the home, the neighborhood., featuring the birthday anniversary
for
Washington. D. C.
ably the outstanding possibility at H. O. Gurdy, Rockland ........
2 00 and the town a t large. These traits of Mrs Albert Carver. Lunch includ6. L. True of Portland was a visitor
the present time.
Edward R. Vcazie. Rockland
1 00 were strongly manifested during her 1ed a larfe. decorated birthday cake,
Senator William Bissett is said to
last illness which was borne uncom- [ E. A. Smalley returned Tuesday Tuesday in this place.
CO O K BOOK And 4 O Z. CA N CALUM ET BAKING PO W D E R FREE
be looking with favor on running for
Total to date ...........................$604 45 plainingiy. The tenderest care was from Swan's Island,
First Urchin—My father's had his
given her bv her son and daughter- | The Rainbow Club will meet F rb
the nomination and it is also said
Just w hat is a profession? Well, in-law. to whom much sympathy i s ; day night with Mrs. Edward G reen photograph taken.
that Senator Max L. Pinansky is con
5 to 6
Second Urchin—That's nothing.
LB.
sidering seeding the nomination.— I should say. off hand, th a t it is an extended. A sister Mrs. Margaret A. leaf.
My
father's
had
his
fingerprints
Pounds
Richard, young son of Mr and Mrs.
Fred K. Owen in the Portland Tele occupation where the work is more Crockett of Ash Point also survives
interesting than the pay.
her as well as several nieces and L. B Dv erentertained friends Fri- took.
gram.
' I press toward the mark for the i
prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus.—Phil. 3:14.
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SALADA
TEA

Compiled By American Legion
Concerning Adjusted Service
Certificates

COURT CONTEST DE LUXE

j

PERRY’S MARKET
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

ROASTING PO R K ,
BONELESS PO T RO AST,
BONELESS OVEN RO AST,
CHUCK RO A ST,
RUM P ROAST,

20c
20c
25c
14c
18c

BONELESS SIRLOIN STEA K , lb 25c

LAMB LEGS,

lb 2 5 c

RIB LA M B CHOPS,

lb 3 5 c

COFFEE SALE

QUICK ARROW SOAP FLAKES 2 - 25c
P&G SOAP

A Southend tot of very tender
years, but advanced ideas, was mildly I
reproved by her mother the other day
for some misdeed. "Why did you do
it?” she asked the little girl. “You i
figure that out,” was the prompt b u t'
unexpected response.

Helping millions to

EMD COLDS
SOONER

V IC K S
w Va

p u

K ub

nephews.
1day in honor of his fifth birthday.
Funeral services were held Wed-1 Walter H. Ingerson was guest of
nesday from the late home with R ev., honor as hns birthday fell on the
H. I. Holt officiating. The bearers t same date. Lunch was served and inwere Maynard Ingraham. Charles eluded two birthday cakes.
Regular meeting of Lafayette Relief
Ingraham, Ross Patterson and Ed
ward Merriam. Interment wil be in Corps was held Tuesday night, sup
Mountain cemetery in the spring
per preceding the theetihg. The

3 cams 11c

SWAN’S DOWN CAKE FLOUR

29c

ROASTING CHICKENS

34c

THE
FAM ILY
ST O R E

(f&TfouA J la h k e l
" E V E R Y T H IN G

■■

TO

EAT

THE
FAMILY
STORE

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. Elizabeth Barton will be In
The silent policeman at Rankin
charge of supper before the evening block has joined the silent and in
meeting of Edwin Libby Relief Corps visible majority.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS.
Feb. 4-10----- Men's Week In Baptist tonight.
Churches.
One of the outstanding activities
Feb. 8—Past Matrons and Patrodt
Night, Eastern Star.
H ie beautiful callas a t the Univer of the year for Golden Rod Chapter
Feb. 8—Knox County Fish and Gang
Association holds membership meeting salist Church Sunday morning were O .E jS., Past Matrons’ and Patrons'
and banquet at Odd Fellows' hall, Te-3" from the family of Mrs. Elizabeth Night, takes place Friday, with
ant’s Harbor.
Libby, long affiliated with the church, George B. Orcutt and Evelyn Orcutt
Feb 9 — Camden — Llmerock Valli
Pomona meets at Orange hall.
,
Feb 10—Baptist Men's "go-to-churcl^ who recently dicdin the chairs. The supper will be In
Sunday.
charge of the new officers and a
Feb. 10—North Lincolnville—Snow CaK
nival at Airline Boys Club athletic
fle
ithletic flelA
Several members of Golden Rod pleasiing entertainment program Is
Fob. 11—Parent-Teacher Assoclatii
Chapter O.E.S motored to Camden being arranged.
meeting at High School auditorium
Feb 13—Rockport—Methodist Ladb
Monday evening for installation of
Aid birthday party.
Feb. 13-15—Klppy Karmval at tnF1the officers of Seaside Chapter, with
Garden Club members are being
High School building
F'eb. 14—Camden—Valentine party In Mrs. Gladyse Walker of Auburn, offered tickets a t reduced prices for
Opera House for benefit Relief Assocla. worthy grand matron of the Grand th e Boston Flower Show which opens
tlon.
Feb. 15—New York—Interstate fisheries Chapter Of Maine, installing. A bail- a t Horticultural Hall. Boston, March
conference.
,
, ,
25. Mrs. Leola Wiggin, president,
Feb 15 (7 45 p. m.)—Guest evening of quet preceded the ceremonies.
Rubinstein Club
holds such tickets for members of the
Feb. 17—Septuaceslma.
Rockland Garden Club; they must be
Feb. 18—Shakespeare Society meets at
E.
H.
Phllbrick
says:
“My
bird
the home of Mrs Emily Stevens.
family both in number and variety is purchased, however, prior to March
Feb. 23—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday dance.
I have crows, gulls, 23, to take advantage of th e low
Ocean View Ballroom, given by Junior increasing.
League. Bnal B'rlth.
pheasants, grackles, snow birds, figure.

TALK O F THE TO W N

Knox Lodge I.O.O.F. will rehearse
the third degree Friday night.
News was received here yesterday
of the death of Maurice Goldberg in
Boston.
The first in the new series of meet
ings of the Citizens’ Civic Committee
utilizing local speakers was held last
night in City Council Rooms with a
most pleasing attendance. Detailed
report is deferred to Saturday.

DO N’T M ISS IT !

McLAIN SHOE STORE

The meeting of the Comrades of
the Way a t the Congregational ves
try Sunday night will be of unusual
interest, as it will afford an oppor
tunity to meet the new pastor. Rev.
Corwin Olds. Parents and friends
! of the Comrades are invited. The
CA M D EN
I guest speaker will be F. A. Winslow
!of The Courier-Gazette who will give
Camden Commandery, K. T., will
his new lecture on “Knights of the sponsor a dance and bridge party at
Masonic hall tonight. All Masons
Road.”
Feb 26—Thomaston—''I Myself,” by
Busnell Players, benefit Legion Auxili sparrows and chickadees. Today a
and their friends are invited.
ary, at Watts hall.
Fol'ty members of Golden Rod
A happy group of sportsmen, rep
The annual Past Masters' Night of
Feh 28-March 1—"Oh Doctor,’’ musical large hawk came and ate for nearly
comedy sponsored by Lions Club.
a half hour on a piece of suet which Chapter O.EB., motored to W arren resenting the Knox County Fish and Amity Lodge will be held Friday, with
March 2—Knox Pomona Grange meets
s' South Hope.
was tied in a tree not more than 20 Friday night for past matrons and Game Association will invest Odd supper at 6.30 o'clock. There will be
March 3—Shrove Sunday.
patrons night of Ivy Chapter. The Fellows’ hall a t Tenant's Harbor to 
work in the Master Mason degree.
March 6—Ash Wednesday. Lent be feet from the house. The birds ap
past
officers in the chairs did their morrow night, the occasion being a
gins.
pear to be very hungry this winter.
Limcrock Valley Pomona meets
Mar. 7, 8, 9—Camden—Food Fair spon
work in a highly commendable man membership meeting to be addressed
sored by Camden-Rockport Lions Club A gray squirrel and a red one have
with Megunticook Grange Saturday
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
ner, and the visitors were warm in by Dr, George H . Coombs, director
also joined my family.”
a t 2 o'clock.
their appreciation of the splendid of public health. There will be an
Mrs. Edward Dangler of New York
THE WEATHER
hospitality shown them. A banquet open forum for discussion of the pro
Tuesday Sheriff Ludwick arrested
city is visiting relatives in town.
The thermometer was a pleasant
was served.
posed game laws. A chicken supper
The weekly meeting of the Cam
object to behold this morning for in Sherman Eaton and Leila Hatch at
will be served at the nominal price of den-Rockport Lions Club was held
Ballyhack.
The
w
arrant
charged
stead of those sub-zero temperatures
All roads tonight lead to the Unlwhich it has been carrying so fre them with the larceny of furniture versalist vestry where “Cynthia's 50 cents, and one of those popular St. Tuesday night a t Dunbar’s Cafe. John
quently th is winter it read 10 above. belonging to Howard A. Ellms of Lin- Candlesticks," will be presented under George entertainments will be put on. Taylor gave an interesting account of
his 25 years as secretary of the local
The prediction for today was ‘ fair colnviUe, whose house they formerly the auspices of the Woman's Society.
A man who rooms on Park street
Y.M.C.A. Mr. Taylor reaches the
and not quite so cold," and for F ri- i occupied. Eaton was sentenced to 60 T his play Is being repeated by popureported to the police recently th at a
day “Cloudy and wanner, with rain daJ's
and the woman to the re- Jar request i t is a clever production ring had disappeared from his ap art age limit on April 30 and will then
formatory at Skowhegan. Sentence |
retire. He will continue to make his
or snow afternoon or night.’
and reflects the intelligent coaching ment during a brief period of his ab 
was suspended in both instances, and
home in this town
given by Mrs. Grace Rollins, who sence. A careful description of the
Camden Cemetery Association holds
Miss Mary Veazie or Rockport is' the parties were placed on probation plays a prominent role, In hfcr inim it missing obect was given, and in a
its annual meeting a t the selectmen’s
employed a t th e home of the Register for a year. Harry Wilbur for the re able manner.
local restaurant the sharp eyes of P a
spondent; County Attorney Burrows
office Friday, a t 7 p. m. Election of
of Probate for this week.
trolman Christofferson saw the ring
for the State.
Ten inches of solid ice a t North on the finger of one of the waiters, officers and other business will come
Roy Elwell, who has been stationed
Haven Thoroughfare yesterday en who said th at a man had loaned it to before the meeting.
About 7 o’clock Monday night the
at Pemaquid Light, since leaving
Work has been started in prepara- abled two Rockland traveling men. her. The man in question is no
Rockland Breakwater, is now on tlon for the publication of the 50th Percy L. McPhee and Charles W. longer in the city and the case has firemen were called for a fire in the
second story of the foundry building
Spring Point Light Station. Portland, anniversary issue of the student Morton, to walk across yesterday after been dropped.
of the old Camden Anchor-Rockland
____
)'• newspaper, The Maine Campus, at a nine-mile single-track motor journey
Machine
Company plant. The dam
M. F. Lovejoy was at Searsport the : University of Maine, to appear be- from Vinalhaven. I t was winter on
MRS. EMMA BROWN
age was slight, but had the blaze
first of the week in the interests off-fore the spring recess in March. It the water, but spring in the village,
Mrs. Emma Brown an esteemed started around midnight without
the New York Board of Underwri<~t was in August, 1885, th a t the first as this paper can testify after seeing
ers. A steamship commanded by ’student paper, The Cadet, was print- the bunch of pussy willows picked by Rockland citizen, died Feb. 2 a t the doubt the entire water front would
Capt. Herman (Menke had arrive® t«d. It was continued monthly there- 9-year-old (Victor Beverage, and home of her daughter. Mrs. Alice have been swept. I t is alleged to
there with a badly damaged cargo of after until 1899. when the name was brought to this office by Mr. McPhee Knight, after a short illness. She have been of incendiary origin as the
sulphite of ammonia.
Changed to The Campus; later the The pussies were so well developed was born April 12, 1853. She was building had not been used for years.
married to Dr. E. F. Brown of Sears- A crew of men watched it through
'name was changed to The Maine th a t they were almost cats.
mont, who died Oct. 17, 1903, after out the night under orders of Chief
C. E. Dickey was fined <100 arid Campus. The anniversary issues will
practicing
a t Lincolnville for 30 Allen Payson.
costs and sentenced to 30 days in jalil be one of the most ambitious jour
Ruth Mayhew Tent met Monday
Arthur Pierson, 8. son 'of Leland
r¥lna
yesterday when arraigned befoinalistic efforts ever undertaken by lor sewing. The supper chairmen years.
Mrs. Brown had lived an interest Pierson, and Gilbert Marriner, 8. son
Judge Dwlnal. The jail sentence w£f*
w£Pv, students at the college, with probably were Mrs. Susie Karl and Mrs. Lizzie
suspended, though asked for by the around 30 pages. Miss Cynthia Was French, and guests were Capt H. R. ing and busy life, her lively interest of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marriner, were
county attorney in accordance with gatt of this city is associate editor, Huntley. I. Leslie Cross and Edward in all around her, her alert facul injured Tuesday in a coasting acci
the attitude of the Superior Court and Miss Elizabeth Philbrook of Mullen. The special birthday table ties, and natural zest for living, m ak dent. They were sliding on Elm
justices. Alan L. (Bird for the re- Brookline. M ass. a granddaughter oi for Februarv had four guests—Mrs. ing her a favorite wherever known street and were struck by a car driven
spondent; County Attorney BurrowY W. O. Fuller, editor of The Cowier- Priscilla Smith, Mrs. Josephine Loth- She had traveled extensively, having toy Stanton Dearborn who was on the
for the State.
Gazette. is among the special writers, rop, Mrs. Belle Bowley. and Mrs. Belle been to Idaho and back six times and iright side of the road and who did
Bowley, and Mrs. Bessie Sullivan, and having visited 20 States of the Union. everything possible to avoid the acci
-.The Hy-Hatters. an orchestra un- I T he W.C.T.U. was pleasantly enter a birthday cake was * feature, A She had her first airplane ride in dent according to eye witnesses.
der direction of Mrs. Emma H arvieJ tained at the home of Miss Marcia program of readings and music. in 1930 a t the age of 76, and enjoyed it Marriner was slightly cut and was
furnished music for the men s supper Farwell. Friday. The program was keeping with Lincoln’s Birthday was | immensely. She was a member of able to attend school in the after
at the Congregational Church last under direction of Mrs. Amelia John- presented under the direction of Mrs. the Eastern Star, and the Three noon but young Pierson is still in the
night; plays a t the Universalist son who read the National plan for Eliza Plummer. As the new member, Quarter Century Club whose outings Community Hospital suffering with
Church tonight where the play the year’s membership campaign un- , Mrs. Olive Crockett, was placed at the she attended enthusiastically each severe cuts about the face.
“Cynthia's Candlesticks" is to be pre der the title of “Seedtime and Har- J altar for initiation, Edward Mullen year. She was also a member of the | The American Legion Auxiliary
sented and also for the past Matrons' vest." The month of February was presented a history of the flag, which Baptist church which she joined at j will hold a public card party at the
and Patrons' supper at Masonic Tern) to include "Surveying the Field," that with the initiation ceremonies lent an the age of 18 years a t Lewiston. Mrs. Legion rooms Feb. 19. Refresh
pie Friday night.
is, checking up on last year's mem- impressive air to the occasion. C ap t Brown made her home for the past ments will be served.
bership and "Preparing the Soil"— Huntley spoke. The visiting commit- few years with her daughter, Mrs. ' Mi's. Grace Eddy entertained the
Mrs. Leo Mouradian of Main street distribution of literature. Mrs. Clara tee reported calling on Peter Prock, a Knight, who with another daughter. American Legion Auxiliary Sewing
entertained the L. G. Club a t dinner Emery read articles from the attrac- Grand Army veteran. Mrs. May Cross Mrs. Maude L. Cooney of Northamp- Circle Wednesday afternoon at her
Wednesday evening. The guests, in tive new literature Spade. Rake & was installed by Mrs. Carrie House. ' ton. Mass., and a son, Amon B. home on Free street.
cluding Mrs. E. M. Mills, Mrs. Ray/ Hoe. and The Strength of the Wheat- P«st president, as Color Bearer No. 1 Brown, a civil engineer at Riverside. ! The Twilight Twelve met Wednes
Foley. Mrs. Herman Carr, Mrs. H. A. lands. Miss Lena (Miller read the Beano was played after supper. Good Calif., survive. Also a sister. Mrs. day with Mrs. Lillian Rossiter. Bay
Harris, Miss Sally Dyer, and Mis* poem by Edgar Guest, "A Packet of attendance marked both supper and Addie Woods of Bingham. Maine, and View street.
Plan to attend the Valentine ball to
Lucille Souza, especially enjoyed a Seeds.” Miss Ada Young, local treas- 1meeting. An invitation was extended 11 grandchildren and five great
be
held In the Opera House. Feb. 14.
demonstration of the latest in "keep urer, displayed a striking Holdfast by Mrs.
grandchildren.
Bowley to be guests at
entire proceeds of which will be used
ing fit” exercises by the new calis membership poster (the handiwork of ber bome on Monday afternoon and
For your Valentine Party a de for Relief Association work. Those
thenics teacher from Bangor.
Earl Bickmore) bearing the symbol evening, with covered dish supper.
licious
l.pint Ice Cream Cake. 35c. not caring to dance, may enjoy bridge
T
he
next
meeting
will
be
Feb.
18.
At
of a shield in color, red, white and
Anderson Camp is arranging a blue, and the names In clear black the first meeting in March, the Free deliveries, Corner Drug Store. and during the evening an entertain
ment will be given. Refreshments
notable Lincoln's Birthday observances print. All who have paid dues for March birthday table will be in order. Tel. 37O.T-adv.
15-18
will be on sale. Money Is greatly
to take place in Temple hall Tuesday 1934 were starred with a blue star;
needed and your attendance will help
at 730. T he speakers will be Bey,. new members with a silver star; de
the good cause.
Herman Winchenbaugh, commander ceased with a gold star. Forty-nine
Ebcn F. Yorke Jr. of Waldren, N. Y.
of the Camp; Col. E. K. Gould, and names on the list were starred and if i
Is guest of Mr and Mrs. W L Bassick.
Rev. John Sm ith Lowe, D. D. Musi^
The Board of Trade is making ar
will be furnished by Rockland High Rockland Union will be a Holdfast
rangements for a Ladies’ Night to be
School O rchestra and Universalist Union and receive a certificate from
R ockland, M aine
Church Q uartet. The public is in National, sealed and signed by the
vited.
NOTICE OF Q UALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS
jjl president, Mrs. Ida B. Wise Smith.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Two Gleaners (those who secure one
new member>■were given cards which
entitle them to w ear a white button
with sheaf of w heat and the word
Qleaner Those securing five new
members will be known as Ruth, and
will receive special recognition at the
State convention.

"We can 't seqpt
rtan to get along witWout it,” w rites» Mrs. A. J. Stetson, a
Thomaston
Courier-Gazette
subscriber. T he Roving Reporter s articles are great. We like the spicy bits
of wit found in them, as well as the,
descriptive part. We also like 'notic
ing' and Mrs. Morgan's ‘Realm of
Music’ column is a gem. Surely S' Cooked food sale, Saturday, Feb. 9,
fine paper, and we are proud to have 2 p. m„ Senter Crane Store, for Citi
it on our reading table. May it bp zens Civic Committee, Ward 3, Mrs.
printed for many years to come!” 1‘ Ruth Ellingwood. chairman.—adv.

The Parent-Teacher Association
Citizens Civic Committee, Ward 3,
meets Monday at 7.30 at the Highj
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. chairman, is
School auditorium and Harrison Uyto conduct a food sale Saturday a t 2
seth of Augusta, State agent for sec
at the store of Senter Crane. There
ondary education, will be guest speak
is such a great need for funds for
er. Mr. Lyseth will give an address iri
necessities, it Is hoped there will be
keeping w ith observance of the 30(tdi
donations of food and
anniversary of the founding of the
money as well as patronage—adv. *
first American high school Feb. 13,
—
1635, with the advent of Boston Latin yThrough a special arrangement
School. T his will be a portion of the with the manufacturers the famous
address which he is to deliver before Arch Health shoes will be sold as an
the winter meeting of the Nationaf advertising offer a t $3.95 for two
Education Association. He is first vice- weeks beginning today at R. E.
president of the Secondary School Nutt's Shoe Store, 436 Main street.
Principals’ Association of the Uintad See advertisement page 3 —adv. •
States. O ther features of the meet
ing will be a play presented by pupijg. Three.act comedy “Cynthia's Canof Miss Lucille Coding's Fren:-Il jiielesticks" Universalist vestry Thursclasses, and selections by the G ir LW da:,y, Feb. 7, 8 o'clock. Dont miss it!
Glee Club and HighSchool Orchestra.
15-16
For your Valentine Party a 1-pint
Samples of the new Fro-Joy l.pt.
delicious Ice Cream Cake, cherry ice decorated cake on display a t ' your
cream, appropriately decorated. Free nearby Ice Cream dealer, only 35c pt.
deliveries. Comer Drug Inc. Tel.
a Fro-Joy product.—adv. —
370.—adv.
” "
15-18
15-18

I, Ensign. O tis, C lerk o f the Knox C ou n ty T ru s t
C om pany, hereby certify that a t the an nual m eeting
of its stockholders held on Jan. 8, 1935, the following
stockholders w ere elected cis m em bers of the Board of
D irectors for the e n su in g year, and have qualified as
such b y taking the required oath of office:
C harles H. B erry

M. R. Pillsbury

F reem an F. B row n

A lbert C. M cLoon

Jo h n C. C reighton

John J. M eehan

' E lm er B. C rockett

M orris B. P erry
A lbert S. P eterson

W illiam T. H ocking

C harles E. S tarrett

Rockland, M aine, Feb. 6, 1935.

ANNOUNCING

BAK ED BEA N S EXTRAORDINARY
(STRICTLY HOME MADE PRODUCT!
Beginning Saturday we offer what we call the Most Delicious Baked
Beans ever tasted in Rockland—Yellow Eye and Pea Beans— to take
home— haked fresh by Jerome Stair, late chef of United Hotels Lines.

PA R A M O U N T BA K ED BEANS, Qt. 25c; Pt. 15c
PA R A M O U N T COLE SL A W ,
Qt. 25c j Pt. 15c

PA R A M O U N T RESTAURANT
ROCKLAND, ME.

a a m z iz g

COTY
Chooss your favorite
from
these
lovely
COTY fragrance®:

T E LE P H O N E 1380

Read the Beauty News!
...

T h e R egular 98c

j

COTY FACE PO W D ER

H
i!

L 'O R IG A N
STY X

is specially
Priced at
J

)i
iii
if

P A R IS
EM ERAUDE

9
-3

11
11
• i

CH YPRE

For a lim ited tim e , so order
y o u r s w ithout delay!
Every w om an know s the delicate texture . . . the
exquisite fra g ran c e of face pow der by C oty. Its
popularity e x te n d s the w orld over. T ake ad v an 
tage of this sa le and order enough for m onths to
come. A n e x tr a box for th e guest room is a grand
idea . . . not to m ention th e gift possibilities . . .
for birthdays a n d graduations.

L 'A IM A N T
•
NATURELLE
RACHEL NO. I
R A C H E L NO. 2

VESPER A. LEACH
366 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
IW'll

,11ijll

S lt& fH S

I. ..nlMblluili.Ax

Dorothy Kershner of East Wilton,
held the latter p art of the month.! UncCa Ab says he would not mind
J. H. Hobbs has been appointed being th e oldest inh ab itan t if he Franklin County Champion, 1934,
canned 1320 pints valued a t $200.
chairman of the entertainm ent com- I could be the youngest in spirit.
mittee and will be assisted by Alton
French, Harold Corthell and Finley
Calder.
J. A . J A M E S O N C O .
Mr. and Mrs Richard Howarth have
returned from a visit in Concord and
Haverhill. Mass.
Frank Gilmore has employment in
Lewiston.
Mrs. Andrew Cote entertained
Fancy Native F o w l .............................................. lb .26
Cheerio Club this week. Mrs. John
This is another lo t of last spring pullets, about like
Clancy will be hostess to the club
chickens.
next week.
Fancy C apons......................................................... lb .32
The stage production of Stephen
Superba T cm atoes, large c a n s ........................ can .2 0
Gushee, “The Rose an d the Ring" will
be repeated tonight, by popular de
.5 5
Three cans .......................................... .................
mand. The lavishness of this play
Superba Tom atoes, medium can ................ can .1 5
and the rollicking hum or put forth by
Three cans ..................,......................................... .4 0
the talented players of Megunticook
These are the best Tomatoes we know about.
Grange should not be missed by any
.3 0
Best
Green Asparagus, large c a ,n ................can
one who de'iresA good laugh! The
.80
Three cans ............................................................
second shewing of th is master pro
.5 0
duction will take place a t the Grange
Green Lima B e a n s .................. can .20; 3 cans
Hall at 8 o'clock, and a large attend
.4 0
Grape Fruit...............................can .15; 3 cans
ance Is expected. Take your friends
S h rim p .............................................. .
2 cans for .25
to this Thackeray production and
.2 0
Superba Peaches, sliced or h a lv e s ................can
revel in an evening well spent!
.5
5
Three
c
a
n
s
..............................................................
Uncle Nate B arrett leader of the
Red Salmon, tall c a n ............................................... .2 0
Hope Happy Farmers, takes his boys
to the blacksmith shop after each
.1 5
Pink Salmcn
.................................................can
meeting where they work on iron,
.2 5
Campbell's T om ato J u ic e ......................... 3 cans
repair chains, grind axes, make ax
Pint Bottles T om ato Juice C o c k ta il........ bottle
.2 0
and hammer handles, and learn all
Three b o t tle s ...............50. Six b o ttle s ......... .9 0
, around general repair work.

W EEK -E N D S P E C IA L S

By the time we are educated, our
hatred for books has become incur
able.
BORN

ROLLINS—At Camden. Feta 5. to Mr and
Mrs Donald Rollins, a daughter, Carrol
Ann.

D IED
COLBY—At Deer Isle. Feb 1. Capt. Ed
ward H. Colby. Interment In Hillside
cemetery.
IN MF.MORIAM
In memory of Senla Hill who passed
away Feb 8. 1927
Eight long years have come and gone.
But atlil your sweet memory lingers on
By those you loved and held so dear.
Our only wish Is that you were here.
Lovingly remembered by Mother and
Sister.
•

Supeiba P e a r s..........................can .27; 3 cans
Grape Fruit Juice, pint ja r s ........................... jar

Three ja js .........................................................
Pineapple Juice ............................................... can
Three Pound C an s C risco ......................................

.7 5
.2 0
.5 5
.1 5
.6 5

Butter is high; let's u *r Crisco fo r cooking.

Green String B e a n s................................ 6 cans
W ax B ean s...............................can .15; 3 cans
Lucky Dog F o o d , ...... .................................. 4 cans
W hole Refugee Bean# j . ....... can .20; 3 cans
Baxter’s O ven Baked B e a n s ....................... can
Three cans
.....................................................

.7 5
.4 0
.2 9
.5 0
.1 5
.4 0

Choate says h h w ife can't bake them better.

Baxter’s Pod R u n P e a s ...... ... can .20; 3 cans
Large Cans Pum pkin or S q u a s h ..................can

.5 5
.1 5

Makes two pic*.

Beech-Nut Prepared S p a g h etti............... 3 cans

.2 9

Handy to have on hand.

IN MEMORUM
In memory ot Lewis B Stanley, who
away Feb. 11. 1934
F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R S passed
Safe In the arms of Jesus, our loved one
found sweet peace and rest.
Within the sheltering care of Him who
knows our sorrows best,
But memory has made for him a bright
place set apart,
Not Leaving Problems
For our loved one who has crossed the
bar stays close within our hearts.
Mrs. Laura Stanley and Family.
Today's method is to know and a r 
Swan’s Island. Me
•

range beforehand. Those who remain

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Whereas the silent Messenger has again
are upset, incapable of fair and clear entered
our Order and removed our
I
worthy Brother John E Knowlton, from
thinking.
our midst and to hts eternal Home.

Resolved, that In the death of our
brother. Union Lodge has lost a worthy

1Heads of families can consult with ai^d respected brother, whose friendly
and respect for the principles
| Davis at any time without obligating disposition
of the Order, of which he was a worthy

ENSIGN O T IS , Clerk.

402 MAIN STREET,

P age T hree

member, has won for him the esteem
of bl» brothers and associates
Resolved, that while we bow In sub
mission to Him. who doeth all things
well, we tender to the relatives of our
Our finest Tributes are these where late brother, our sympathy, and assure
them, that their loss. Is also our loss.
financial and every arrangement was
Resolved, that In remembrance and
respect of our brother, our Charter shall
be draped for thirty days and his name
settled long In advance of its need.
be Inscribed upon our Records of De
parted Brothers, a copy of these reso
lutions shall be spread upon our records
Call on Davis Now and then tell your and a copy be sent to The Courier-Ga
*
zette. for publication
family the result.
F H. Lenfest, A E. MacPhall, U S.
Wincapaw, Committee on Resolutions.
Union, Me , Feb. 2.

themselves.

IP' .«.

>». •».

1^

192
1 0 7 M A IN STREET
R
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PROMPT RELIABLE DELIVERY SERVICE

J. A. JAMESON CO.

The newspaper cannot make
use of announcement* of births,
marriages and death* unless
accompanied by the name of
the sender.

THOMASTON

THOMASTON,MAINt

••• ••• •••

Fruit Salad................................................. 1 lb can
.2 0
Fruit Salad, large caps ........................................... .32
Maine Maid M ince M ea t..................... large can .25
Maine Maid M ince M ea t................ one pie can
.1 0
Superba Tiny R ed Beets ................. ............ can .1 5
Three cans i r r ...................... ........... ................... .4 0
Best Maine C orn
........can .15; 3 cans
.4 0
Tall Cans Evaporated M ilk......... can .8; 1 doz .8 5
Diced C yrots
can .1 0
Nice California P r u n e s ........................................lb .1 0
N ew Bunch C a r r o ts ............................2 bunches
.1 5
Endive Greens ............................................... peck .30
Spinach.............................................................. peck .3 0
New Lot High Grade Federal Mill Co.’s Cereals
Five Pound B ag Granulated M e a l..................... .2 5
Five Pound B a g Bolted M e a l .............................. .2 5
Five Pound B ag Winter G r a h a m ....................... .3 0
Five Pound B ag R ye M e a l................................... .30
Five Pound B ag R ye Flour
.3 0
Five Pound B ag W hole W heat Flour
.4 0
Five Pound B ag Gluten Flour
1 25
Five Pound B ag Rolled O ats
35

743 MAIN S T .
$|

ROCKLAND

T E L 17 OR 18
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Every-Other-Day

R ockland C ourier-G azette, T hursday, F e b ru ary 7, 1935

--------------------------------------------------- in his sweeping gestures "anfl erect
M ED O M A K
white head; the moonlight showed '
his eye-sockets like black fissures I
Horace Smith who has employment
The secret of keeping young is to
In his drawn facet
at West Waldoboro spent the week feel young-to do this you must get at
“Go on up slowly," Eric mut
end with his sister Mrs. Roland Prior. the cause—there's no need of having
tered to Nan. “It's our only hope
Mrs. Hazel Benner visited her j a sallow complexion—dark rings under
now. Maybe I can keep him talking
eyes—pimples—a bilious look in
sister
Mrs Evie Merchant in Rock your
your face—dull eyes with no sparkle.
till we get our bands on him.”
land
last
week.
Your doctor will tell you ninety per
But Anulgas spirit was already
Miss Anna B artlett who has been cent of all sickness comes from in
running to meet his gods. Stronger
124 Year O ld Treatment
guests of friends on - Keene's Neck, active bowels.
hands than Eric's seemed to clasp
Knocks '£m Out Quick
Dr. Edwards, a well-known phy
his own. As the two palefaces
has returned to Boston.
sician in Ohio, perfeoted a vegetable
Almost any one in Maine can tel.
peered over Ihe rim, he backed to
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Prior have compound as a substitute for calomel
you how to knock out a cold tjuick.
ward the void.
moved from Long Island and will to act on the intestines, which he gave
124 years ago when Maine winters
Nan's heart was suffocating, so
were awful—and folks couldn’t afford
spend the rest of the winter with to his patients for years.
she clung to the ledge, but Eric
to take chances with doubtful reme
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are
their son Roland Prior.
sprang for the crest She saw him
dies— a New England doctor pre
gentle in their action yet always effec
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman tive. They help bring about that nat
risk his own neck as he wrenched
scribed a quick-acting, sure-fire treat
ment for colds, grippe and flu. He
were visitors Saturday in Waldoboro ural buoyancy which all should enjoy
over the rim, his hand snatching for
called it Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
by clearing the system of impurities.
Anulga'g parka.
and Damariscotta.
—a 2-way treatment—internal and
Dr. Edwards O liv e Tablets are
He was too late. "Kou-yudam
Mrs.
Florence
Osier
and
children
external—that really got to the root
known by their o liv e color. 15c, 30c. 60c.
Agougon” the old man wailed, in
of the trouble. Maine folks wouldn't
attended a birthday party given S a t
voking bis heathen gods. "Achidan
"pet” a cold in those terrific winters.
urday for her father Willis Hilton a t
Agougou!” Then, with a trium
They won't do it now. That’s why,
his home in Broad Cove.
G R O S S NECK
after 124 years, Johnson’s Anodyne
phant shout th at echoed and trem
Ralph
Keene
of
Head
Tide
was
re|
Liniment
is
still
recommended
by
They
walked
leisurely
at
first,
bled
among
the
crags,
he
sprang
SYNOPSIS
Mr. .and Mrs. Ernest Eugley and
folks who know. Don't take a chance i cently in this place for a brief visit
but before they reached the door
into the sea.
with
your
cold!
Knock
it
out
quick
Dorothy
C
arter
who
is
attending
daughter
Maybelle visited Friday with
they were almost running. But the
CHAPTER I.—With hi« yacht, tha
Dark water leaped high and
with Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
- 1 .
„ , , _____. . . .
■ractltftUy abandoned by
scene by the flickering oil lamp
On
safe
at
your
drug
or
grocery
store.
Waldoboro
High
School
passed
th
e
Mrs.
Eugleys
parents. Mr. and Mrs.
it* crew, Felix Norton, millionaire,
drifted down In a nebulous cloud.
soon relieved their fears. Chigum
tailing with bit mother, hie daugh
_____________________________ weekend at home.
»
, James Stewart of Broad Cove.
Eric
stood
peering
over
the
brink:
ter Nan, and Roy Stuart, puts into
lay with her baby at her breast, her
_
Mr and Mrs. Astor Miller and
Benjamin French and Orville SideSquaw Harbor, Alaska, to recruit.
everything went black before Nan's
broad face radiant, her long eyes
He unsuccessfully tries to engage
mi m more afral than daughter Phyllis were guests Sunday Unger of West Waldoboro were at
eyes as she expected him to at- | gasping,
Eric Ericssen, holding master s pa
darkly lustrous, her course lips
pers but at the time unemployed.
tempt a rescue. But it would only ever.”
| Willis Genthner’s last Saturday.
curled In a wistful half-smile. Eric
"You must never be afraid of life, of Mrs. Prank Collamore,
Falling to secure sailors, Horton en
be suicide—and the old island gods
gages a bunch of nondescripts
bent over her a full minute before
Mr. and Mrs Astor Willey visited i Mrs. C. L. Eugley was a recent callsweetheart.
Or
of
love."
had their due already.
stranded there.
A gigantic Pole
he chanced to see that the old
Sunday with Mrs. Willey’s parents [er on her daughter Mrs . Irvine
called Sandomar, deaf but not dumb,
“Poor old chap,” he murmured, j She mused a long time, then shook
le their leader. At the request of
Aleut was no longer in his corner.
lier
head.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Winchenbach Genthner of Broad Cove.
Then he turned back, and reaching
Captain Waymlre, the Intrepid's
“Where is Anulga (Corn.eram»?”
“I won't be afsaid of love—when a t Dutch Neck.
| Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
skipper, an old friend, Erie en
a
hand
to
Nan,
drew
her
up
beside
gages to sail at chief officer.
Chigum shook her head with a
It comes," she said staunchly. "But
Mr and Mrs. L. W Osier and chil- Miss Eleanor Winchenbach of West
him.
fateful air. H er eyes moved fur
CHAPTER IL—Horton Is seeking
Long moments passed before they it hasn't come to me yet, and I dren were recent guests of Mrs W. L. i Waldoboro and Mrs. Elroy Gross, Miss
uncharted Islands of which he has
don't think it ever will come, on this
tively in their almond slits. Sud- I remembered words. They listened
Hilton at Broad Cove.
' Marjorie Gross an d Elroy Gross Jr.
heard. Waymlre and Ericssen look
denly Eric and Nun found them- • to the sullen roar of the surf, the island."
on the voyage ae a wild-goose chase.
Francis Studlev and mother were of Waldoboro were guests Sunday a t
Nan attracted by Eric's quiet
selves erect, each reading the i long splashlngs of the waves
“Were you near it—Just now?”
strength, indulges in a moonlight
! William Gross.'
truth in the other's blanching face.
“It an came from your heart, not Rockland visitors Saturday
flirtation, which brings them both to
against the rock; they watched the
the threshold of interest In each
Mrs. Rosie Collamore and sons W ilMrs. Harvey Simmons and daugh“You don’t think—" Nan begun. [ shimmering path of the moon across mine. Perhaps I'm too fond of Roy.
sthsr, if not of Iota
“I know IL Life must pay for [ the sea. . • . They were infinite And Eric—I'm afraid I’ll never know son and Harold were in Waldoboro ter Marguerite were visitors Saturday
life, those were his last words. | ly alone.
CHAPTER IIL—The Intrepid Is
for certain until we're back In civ last Friday.
j at Alden Gross’, Dutch Neck.
dsllberately wrecked by one of 3anWho
can
understand
these
people!
i
ilization.”
domar’s crowd.
Eric takes com
T in almost glad we didn't win,"
Mr and Mrs Lowell Burns of Mus- ; Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Davis of
I’ll get Chechaquo—we might save
“It's now or never for me." H»
mand of a small boat. In which are
Eric whispered at last "You saw
congus were callers Sunday evening Waldoboro were visiting in this place
Horton, his mother and daughter.
him y et”
drew a deep breath, and his voice
it from the first, didn’t yon? Your
Nan's maid, Marie, and Roy Stuart,
on Mrs. Thomas Carter.
! Sunday.
Eric
sprinted
from
the
room,
and
and the necessary crew. Unable to
sensibilities are far finer than mine ‘ resounded like a low gong among
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner and 1 Mr and Mrs. Fred Stahl and Miss
help, they watch Saiidomar kill Cap
Nan
heard
him
shout
as
he
ran
up
i
the
crags.
“Well,
I’ll
keep
on
try

—1 could see only my own side.
tain Waymlre and leave the ship
children spent Sunday with h er . Frances Stahl of Broad Cove were
the village row. Chechaquo, Jerked i Anulga’s time was almost up, any- , ing."
with his crowd. Waymlre has
thrown Eric a revolver.
out of his fur-bed, was at first eva- I way. Next winter would probably 1 Her eyes lighted, tier lips curled mother Mrs. Edith Eugley at D utch 1recently at Charles Geele's as guests.
sive, and only when Eric clutched ; finish him, slow decay, at last a
dimly. "After all I've said?"
CHAPTER
IV.—Aleut
Indlane
Neck
M r and Mrs. William K. Winchen
help the party ashore. From one of
his shoulder with iron fingers, did
“What you’ve said only makes me
rattle in his throat, and his old ;
bach of Dutch Neck and Mrs. Eldora
them, "Chechaquo," speaking a lit
he stutter out the truth. The old
spread a little more canvas." He
tle Englleh, Eric learns there Is no
bones thrust In the sea-caves. As
Gross visited Sunday in Medomak.
ISLESFO RD
communication with the outside
gods must be propitiated. It was
caught both her bands in a strong
it
Is,
he
went
with
Agougou's
hand
!
world. Flreheart, priestess of the
Hazel Creamer was a visitor Sunthe
ancient
law
of
the
island,
laid
Island, descended from a w hite man
on his shoulder, and the flush of - grip. “Nan. do you think I'm golug
Mrs. Grace Hadlock entertained the day at Clinton Gross.'
In the remote past, also knowing
down by Tanaga, the first man who
to take down the flag and run hack
glory
on
his
face.”
English, welcomes the castaways.
A group of relatives and friends re 
came from heaven, that life must
“Better than th a t He died for I to port? I'm sailing on! I'm going Church Club last Thursday and will
Sandomar, backed by his crowd, de
clares there shall be no law on the
pay for life. White Chief did not
'round the born! I'll not stop till I'm also be hostess today.
cently gathered a t the home of Mrs.
his
tribe—a
hero’s
death.
It
was
Island, but Eric, having the only
permit Chigum’s baby to be given
W. A. Spurling has returned from Alden Waltz to help celebrate her
gun, cows them for the time, declar
an Illusion, of course, but a fool’s ’ sunk! And by G—d. if the breeze
ing he Is the law.
to the winds, 'so Anulga took its
faith is better than no faith at all. ' bolds, I’m going to win through!”
a trio to Augusta.
j birthday anniversary. Among those
place. Otherwise birds would not
CHAPTER V.—Eric lays out work
. . . . I didn't nse to understand
Ralph Bryant's grandmother who present were Mr. and Mrs. Fred
for all, whites and Indians alike.
fly, nor salmon run.
that, but I do now.”
Nan faces the situation bravely.
is 88 years old will make her home l Burns and Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Waite
“Chechaquo not know. He gone.
TO BE CONTINUED
Eric's love for her, first fe lt on the
Eric gazed far off. “And a fool’s
with him during the remainder of the of Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs. Gardner
Intrepid, swells, and he tells her he
He leave hut while you eat meat,
love—Is
better
than
no
love
at
all,
means to win her for his mate, de
winter.
(Burns. Ernest Burns, Mrs. Theresa
say
goodby
to
old
men,
go
away
to
spite all obstacles. She Is not un
isn’t It? ’
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
willing. Flreheart claims Eric as her
big cliff across island. You no
Keeper
and
Mrs.
Faulkingham
of
t
Shuman. Thomas Creamer. Mr. and
He reached for her hand. His
own, and realising the importance
catch him. H e make medicine to
of her friendship he is forced to
touch seemed to complete an elec- ! Frank Brown waTa Rockland visit- Bakert Is,and were callers Priday a t Mrs Pred Chute of 1)11teh Neck: Mr
temporise. Defending him self from
gods, jump In sea by now.”
, this place
trie circuit His head bent, and she or Saturday
and Mrs. Alfred Waltz. Mrs. Dexter
an attack by Sandomar and his
“He couldn’t have reached there
saw his h air blowing in the wind I
crony "Gorge,” Eric's revolver ap
Boats are frozen in the ice in th e Gross, Allison Waltz and son Kenalready. Put ou your mukluks and
parently misfires.
as he slowly, gently kissed her ' Mrs Lizzie'Kalloch is spending the harbor a t th is place and the coast i neth. James W altz and daughter
come with me. We may catch him
winter months with Mr. and Mrs
fingers.
CHAPTER VI.—Sandomar. deaf,
guard is obliged to carry the mail and Marie and Alden Waltz of this place.
does not hear the trigger fall, nor
yet"
It was a token of surrender, his Willis Wilson.
realise Eric's defenselessness.
He
get provisions from Seal Harbor as Mrs. Waltz received a sum of money
But
Chechaquo's
jaw
set,
and
he
second tonight A few minutes be
turns away and Garge follow s him.
Miss Eva Torrey has so far recov- ' jt jS im00®sible to reach Southwest and other gifts.
stood like a stone. “I no go. White
Eric finds the revolver Is rim-fire,
fore
he
had
bowed
down
to
the
w hile five of its six cartridges are
Chief beat me—kill me—1 no go I
------------------stern destiny that exacted an old ered from her recent illness as to be Harbor. T he ice is a month earlier I
center-fire. Erlo has one cartridge
Heap bad luck."
with which to protect his party
than last year.
man's life In payment’ for a mo able to go out pleasant days.
W
EST
RO CK PO RT
from Sandomar and his brutes. He
There was no time to waste, so
ment's exultation of his soul. Now
Did anyone in town see the ground
Mrs. Andrew Stanley is gradually |
determines on a showdown, calling
Eric sped back to Cbigum's h u t
a meeting, at which "Swede," one
he bent his head again—to his own hog Saturday? Hope not. for there recovering from a long illness. She
Miss Bernice N utt was at home
of the worst of the gang, makes an
‘Tin going to try to catch him," he ! hard-bargaining fate as it moved
attempt on his life. lie uses his
has
been
plenty
of
winter
already
]
is
deeply
aporeciative
of
the
rem
em
|
from
Gorham Normal School for
told Nan. “I t s a long, dark trek,
one cartridge, killing "Swede." but
through Nan. He would no longer with zero weather nearly every day.
brances of friends and cards received the weekend.
le left defenseless, though for the
and you'd better stay here.”
haggle
pver
the
price.
He
would
time master of the situation. Flre
“I’m going too. 1 won’t slow you
Mrs. J. F. Heal Is much improved
William P ratt. Jr who has been on her recent birthday.
heart claims his love, making
risk all. give ail, for one deep
threats, and Eric is at his wits' end.
up—and I’m afraid to stay alone.”
in health and was outdoor Sunday
breath of mountain air, one rocket- I barbering in Thomaston, has returned
wA moment later they were strid
CHAPTER VII.—Ft reheart's threats
rush to the stars. home.
WHEN YOUR DAUGHTER for the first time.
culminate in an attempt on Nan's
ing across th e moors. Nan seemed
“I've tried to deny it until now,"
Word from Mrs. Emma V. Leach
life. Eric saves her. but Flreheart
Myron
Wiley
is
passing
the
winter
fired by the flint of his will; noth he said gravely. “I was afraid 1
COMES TO WOMANHOOD who is wintering in Florida states
refuses proffered forgiveness and
friendship. Eric makes Nan under
ing mattered in the world but to ar could never win you, so I didn’t with Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wilson.
stand the depth of his love and de
I that she has been ill and is now
rive In time. Her little feet flew.
Most g irls in
dare love you. I knew how it would 5 There will be degree work a t the
termination to win her, but she Is
with her son William Vinal in St.
uncertain of her own heart, wanting
At last they saw the cliff in grim
their teens need
be
with
me—you
did
too.
If
It
once
Odd
Fellows
hall
next
Tuesday
night
to defer her choice between Roy
tonic and regu
silhouette against the moonlit sea.
Petersburg.
took hold of me, it would never let when Henry Lowell and Charles alator.
Stuart and Eric until their "return
G ive your
On its crest was a minute black
to civilisation."
| Mrs. Stewart Orbeton entertained
me go. i t would follow me always." Morris will take the first degree. daughter Lydia E.
form—it might be no more than an
Nan smiled dimly. This was so. The lodge is admitting several new Pinkbam's Vege
I the Tuesday Club this week.
odd-shaped stone. As they hurried
CHAPTER Vn. CONTINUED
Steadfastness, loyalty, unfaltering
table Compound
Mrs. Olive Dyer of Camden has
nigh it grew incredibly in stature.
Idealism were the watch-cries of members.
for the next few
been
guest of Mrs. iM. J. Oxton.
It
was
Anulga,
rising
from
bis
Puritan Rebekah Lodge held a spe m onths. T each
this strong man's life. To one
When Fheehaquo came, he soon
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Robinson, Mr.
knees to lift both arms in supplica woman only could he surrender, cial meeting last Thursday night at her how to guard
made the situation clear. “Chigum,
and Mrs. A rthur Clark and Mrs. M ar
and to her he must give every which charter members and past her health at this
the afraid squaws will take baby tion to the gods of the winds.
There
was
no
hope
of
seizing
him
critical time. When she is a happy, garet Merrifield! were among those
thing.
out on beach, give him to wind," he
grands
night
was
observed.
On
the
healthy wife and mother she will from this village who attended the
“Now I’ve got to love you. wheth
explained casually. "Too many unawares. He stood on the very
committee were Beatrice Smith and thank you.
summit, an Immense granite crag
er I win you or not," he went on.
people on Island. Too many mouths,
Sylvester-Gavitt meetings Friday
Sold at all good drug stores.
“You’ve made me, with your beau Jessie Harris. At the supper hour
not enough meat Squaws do this whose hoary brow overhung the
evening at N orth Waldoboro.
sea.
It
seemed
best
to
advance
the
center
of
attraction
was
a
large
ty—and
your
bravery—and
Just
long time when too many babies
silently until they could speak to
birthday cake in compliment to the
you."
L tjd ia E .B n kh a m 's
born."
him in quiet tones, then somehow
“Doesn't th a t mule ever kick you?"
Nan’s hand clutched his. "Are honor guests, and directly following
Nan went white with indignation.
Vegetable
Compound
distract his attention from his
“No. sah, he ain 't yet, but he fre
you sure, Eric?”
games were played completing a
“Chechaquo, tell those women that
sacrificial rite until they could
quently kicks th e place where Ah re 
He smiled dimly. “Do you think
leasurable occasion. Valentine Day
If they touch a hair of that baby's steal nearer and take his hand.
I could be mistaken—now?’
_ .
.
... ~
cently was."
head, Eric will kill them.” Her
will be observed with a special pro
"I am not asleep—I am not dead
“I want to hear you say it. In
eyes fairly blazed. “If he doesn’t, —I am alive,” they heard him
plain words. Maybe then I'll know gram a t the close of the meeting Peb.
1 will! Explain to him, Eric,” she
14 and all members are requested to
my own heart.”
begged. “You won't let them carry
He drew both her hands against be present as the members of the I
out that horrible custom1”
his b reast “I love you. Nan.” he committee have prepared a surprise.
“You say—no let baby die?” Che
RATES:
told her quietly. "I will always love
chaquo asked.
S in g le ’ 2 » j u - 3 i »
you."
“Tell them that the baby must
tR Y our h o te l in B O S T O N
S
W
A
N
’S
ISLAND
Double
* 3 « -4 " -4 «
She looked long Into his eyes. At
live. There will be plenty of meat
last she shook her head, baffled.
AIL ROOMS WITH BATH
for alL If anyone barms the baby,
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Conary are
“It hasn’t come to me. It’s all so
Spgt'Ol wr<kJy roUS
he’ll be harmed the same.”
strange—this place—the moon—the guests of their daughters in Portland.
5 0 0 R ooms
Chechaquo translated the com
old
man’s
body
rolling
In
the
water
Mrs. Eddie Scott entertained the
mand amid a poignant silence. The
—you and I standing here, mud to Methodist Ladies' Aid last Thursday
squaws nodded, glad to be spared
our knees—our hands grimy—wear afternoon.
the grim office, but the old Aleut
R A D IO
ing parkas of seal-hide. . . . It's
rose from his corner, hobbled Into
Capt. Lewis Butman is living a t the
S E R V ID O R
glorious
and
terrible
and
Impossi
the lamplight, and spoke In tremu
T U B ’-.S H O W E R
ble, all a t once. It can’t la s t I’ve home of his nephew in Millinocket
lous, excited tones.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges are
got
to
go
back!"
"He say, if baby live, whole tribe
“You mean—go back again to spending a vacation on the mainland.
have bad luck," Chechaquo in
your own world?”
Mrs. Will Freethy is caring for
terpreted. "When one too many
« NORTH STA TIO N
“It’s certain In the end. This Is Frank Bridges' store during his ab 
born, one have to die. Old gods
*<t STEP - t r i m you r TRAIN- to yo u r ROOM "
all
Just
a
dream
that
we'll
wake
up
say so, long time ago; If people no
sence.
from sometime, on the deck of an
obey, old gods get mighty mad,
Schools in Atlantic are closed for
other
yacht—or
an
ocean
liner.
raise h—1, birds no fly, fish no run.”
two
weeks during the extra hard
Then we’ll have to part. You
“Tell him that the old gods are
wouldn’t share my life, would you? traveling.
dead," Eric answered gravely. "I
I wouldn’t want you to, I'd feel that
will take all the bad luck on my
I was keeping a polar bear in a
head. Tell him straight that the
fountain. You’ve got to stay In
baby Is not to be harmed. It is “I Am Not Asleep—I Am Not Dead
your element—the sea—the snow.”
the New Law. And not to be
— I Am Alive."
“Yes, but you could share my
afraid—the God of the Ikon and the
life. You could come with me.”
chant Then there followed an
candlestick rules the Island now,
She shook her head doubtfully.
earnest invocation Eric could not
and forbids the killing of children."
“I’m afraid I couldn’L I don’t think
translate;
no
doubt
an
entreaty
to
When the patriarch heard, he nod
I’ve got It in me, the fighting heart.
the old gods of the wind and sea,
ded and returned to his corner. Nan
the spirits that made the birds fly I don’t think I have the will power
thought siie saw a dull glow steal
. . . A M O D E R N HOTEL " O N ITS
to take a rough road, Just for the
and the salmon run, to take this
Into his deep-set eyes.
sake of the thrill, when there’s a
TOES"
EVERY MINUTE T O MAKE
bumble
failing
life
of
his
in
the
After their belated supper by the
smooth one open. I’m a great hand
stead of the new-given life denied
beach-fire, Eric and Nan turneil
YOUR
V
IS IT M OST PLEASANT
for synthetic thrills.” Her tone
them today.
again toward Chlgum’s turf-hut. “I
grew
bitter.
“The
real
thing
The two Intruders had now crept
don't entirely trust those squaws
700 R O O M S
scares me out."
.5 0
and maybe not the old man, either,” to the base of the rock on which
daily
from
*Is
this
the
real
thing?”
His
the
patriarch
stood.
"Anulga,”
7
00
B
A
T
H
S
Nan said. “Anyway, I want to see
arm
stole
about
her
shoulders,
Eric called quietly.
If she’s comfortable."
His chanting stopped in the mid pressed her close, and his lips mas
HOTEL
C H A R L E S L. O R N S T E IN , M a n a g e r
dle of a note. He grunted an in tered hers.
The sea seemed to rise over the
quiry.
crags and sweep her gently away,
Eric thanked his stars for his
but it was warm as blood, and the
few Aleut words and idioms. “Stay
where you ar& We would make swing of its wave was ecstasy. Her
arms began to steal about him, her
parley.”
muddy-looking, blotchy and
The reply was an excited out lips clung, then, with a spasm in her
4 6 th S tre e t, W e s t o f B r o a d w a y , N E W Y O R K
red—relieved and improved
breast, she wrenched free.
burst at the tup of the thin voice.
with safe, medicated Resinol.
“It was too real,“ she told hlmt
There was a kind of tragic dignity
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
47-Ventures
16-One who drives a
1-Coinclded
49-Prepcsitlon
team
5-Separated
19- Theoretieal aa
9-Metrie land m easure 50-Bag for holding
bulky articles (pi.)
opposed to practical
10- Raw metal
51-Grcwng sm aller
20- Moved rapidly
11- Spiral locks
22- Sw ifter
14- Grades
toward the end
23- The natural fat (pi.)
17-Egyptian sun-god
54- Point of com pass
(abbr.)
26- A horse's gait
15- Gaze fixedly
27- Half a score (pi.)
21- A wel'-deserved
55- Part of the foot
30-lnterjection
56- Divided with
reward
22- Deatiny
32-Eleetrical Engineer
another
(abbr.)
24- B'emish
57- Kingdom in Europe
35- A serpent (pi.)
25- Station (abbr.)
36- National Education
26- Gent'est
VERTICAL
28- Answer (abbr.;
Association (abbr.)
38- Remark
29- Defaees
1- Frightens
2- Having ears
31—Golf term
39- Scent
3- Greek goddess of
41- Beseech
33- Pellet of lead
42- Plot
34- Eneas (Fr.)
discord
4- Lair
44-M asculine name
35- An insect
5- American poet
46-Cereal grass
37-A male singin g
I 6-Sciences
(E. Ind.)
voice (pi.)
48-Lucid
4O-lnsane
7- Halts
5 3 -Frozen precipitation
8- Puts off
43-Profound
45- A measure of length 12-A measure of weight 52-Suffix meaning
(pi.)
13-Tardy
footed
46- Ascend
<15—Of age (Lat., abbr.) 53-Pronoun

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

N O R T H H O PE
Weather here Monday: Cloudy. 32 ,
above at noon; evening, colder and
spitting snow. Quite a contrast to !
last week's w eather which registered
30 below in places.
Mrs. Mervyn Merrill was a recent
guest of Mrs. Donald Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. E Donald Perry were
guests Saturday of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs Walter Bowden in Camden.
Mr and Mrs. L. H. Perry and
daughter Bernice of Owl’s Head were
ment weather, their service continues
callers Friday afternoon at Willow
unabated.
Worthy of honorable
Brook
mention is the mail carrier, Charles
Karl Wentworth and Clara Bart - piummer, who regardless of rain or
lett of Belfast were dinner guests i
snow or b]ow deuVers the mail
Saturday of Mrs. A. I. Perry.
i regularly. Also those who manned
The recent death of James Morse i the snow plows during the recent
which occurred a t the home of his i blizzord merit praise and thanks.
son Frank Morse in Camden, was i ----------------------- ■ ---------learned with regret by residents here
Why suffer tortures from RheumaMsm, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
where Mr. Morse was well known, and
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
had been a fine neighbor
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
Ellison Coburn is working for
IO1INSTON S DRUG STORE
171 Main St., onposite Knox County
Charles Plummer this week.
Trust Co.. Rockland
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Appreciation is due efficient public
50 cents
18-Th-tf
servants, when in severe and incle-

F L O R ID A

M I A M I ’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest— Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. M any rooms with private balconies.
Booklet

on
Application
H. H. Maae

HOTEL

June to
October

GRALYNN

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

Manager

Moderate Rates
Dining Boom Service Unsurpassed

A C harm ing W in te r Playground

TRYON, N. C.
In Famed Thermal Belt of The Blue Ridge
M ountains

Outdoor life at its glorious best—golf,
tennis, hiking, steeple chase and trail rid
ing, hunting. Musical, literary and dra
matic programs. AbsenoeW garish disp'ay
and “jazz" atmosphere, -Beautiful Lake
Lanie. and its sports. Winter climate mild
and tonic. How very delightful will be your
stay at Tryon—and hospitable, home-like
modern Oak Hall Hotels A week will call
for a month—and a moftth will seem only
a week! Modest American-Plan rates.
Furnished Cottages on Hotel Grounds
Write for Illustrated Folder

Oak H all H otel
Tryon

N. Y.

Every-Other-Day
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With the Extension Agents
— A n d The —

K n o x L in c o ln F a r m
Agriculture

Poultry meetings will be held th u s;
Friday, Feb. 8, Union hall, Whitefield; Saturday, Grange hall, W ash
ington; Tuesday, Alden Hall, Bunker
Hill; Wednesday, Bethel, Aina; Feb.
14, Grange hall, Boothbay; Feb. 15.
W. W. Cochran, iNorth Edgecomb;
and Feb. 16. Mel Houdlette, Dresden"
All will start at 1 p. m. There will be
milk testing a t the Dresden meeting
in the forenoon.
• • • •
Hatchery reports for December
showed an increase of 92.28 per cent
over 1933. Mcst of this increase is
for broiler market. There is some
indication that there will be a slow
ing down of chicks hatched for Ja n u 
ary as the price of broilers is not as
good as a year ago. There is also a
large amount of broilers In storage.
Eggs In storage arc about 11 per cent
lower than last year Jan. 1, and 35
per cent lower than the five-year
average. There are considerably
fewer hens in farm flocks this year
as compared with last, which would
indicate a smaller production this
spring.
• • • •
There was a good attendance at
the dairy and poultry meeting in Jef
ferson this past week. Wallace
Spear acted as chef and prepared
coffee a t noon. Samples of milk
were tested in the forenoon and a
dLscusiion on pasture improvement
followed. In the afternoon the
County Agent Wentworth presented
information on poultry situation,
poultry accounts, and management
practices.
• • • •

B ureau

their projects, are: Chich raising,
Stanley Alley and Leland Gamage;
garden. J. Russell Frey, Alva Farrin,
Wln:low Rel.ey, Roland McFarland,
Albion Gamage and Earl McFarland;
pig, Lauris’.on Rice, Lyman Plum
mer. Martin Wall. M aynard Thomp
son and W alter RSce; poultry man
agement) Austin Pinkham, Henry
Haley, James McFarland, Meivin
Farrin and Alva Farrm. Mrs. E. W.
Farrin is the local leader of the
Friendly Farmers and Mervin Rice
is her asssktant.
• • • •
Forty clubs have sent in enroll
ment cards for 1935 and 33 clubs
have sent in programs of work for
Knox-Lincoln. Up to Feb. 4 this dis
trict has an erxollment of 351 club
projects, making 61 more than last
year a t this time, and 23 more pro
grams of work in the county office
Each week will be broadcast names
of leaders who have
1. Sent in the most 1935 enroll
ment during the past week.
2. Equaled or exceeded their 1934
totals in 1935 enrollment.
3. Reported 1935 programs of work
mads out.
4. Club activities.
WLBZ. Sunday 6.30 p. m.; WCSH.
Monday 1 p m.; WRIDO, Monday
6 30 p. m.
• • • «
W ith The Homes

and preserving as much of the year
ly food supply on the farm as pos
sible.. In Maine, It has been found
from various d ata th at the average
farm furnished only $45 worth of
food per person for a year, when it
might be furnishing $65 worth. This
is a pioblem which these meetings
will bring out and recommendations
will be made as to how this supply
may be increased.
In the afternoon the foods leader
will give a demonstration on the
making of Chili Con Carne. Recipes
will be given to each one present for
.he canning of one-dish meals such
as chili, Hungarian goulash and
icups. The women present will also
receive a “Vegetable and Fruit Bud
get" and a list of the recommended
‘Varieties of Vegetables" to plant In
their gardens.

N EW H A R B O R
The 4-H Club girls were en ter
tained Saturday a t the home of the
president Virginia Richardson. Mrs.
Lida Fillmore is leader and Mrs.
Minot Little, assistant.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vannah of
Washington were callers recently a t
E. A. McFarland’s.
Standish Young has been visiting
tis father George Young in Boston.
The article in last weexs issue of
The Courier-Gazette referring to
the “country minister,” Rev. Emer
son Herrick, was read with much in
terest. Mr. Herrick made manyfriends in this place and they are
always pleased to learn of his work.
C. J. Hanna and R. L. Brackett
nave finished the harvesting of ice
H.ram M orton is shipping peri
winkles to Massachusetts and repo: ts
a fair price.
Mr. and Mrs. E H. Gifford were
callers Sunday in Round Pond.
The Parker Head: news in the
"Guardians of our Coast" depart
ment is of e pecial interest here as
the Osgood family have friends in
this vicinity.
Miss Roberta Stone is a surgical
patient at Memorial Hospital in
Damariscotta.
Fishermen were busy Friday break
ing harbor ice in order to clear the.r
lob.ter cars.
Dr. and Mrs. W alters and several
friends of Fairfield who arrived at
their cottage a week ago, became
stormbound and were obliged to make
an extended visit in this .place,
E. A. McFarland, M. F. 'McFarland.
Mrs. Inez Gifford and Miss Geraldine
Gifford were in Damariscotta S atur
day night -where they attended the
movies.
Wilbur Brackett is a surgical
patient at Memorial Hospital in
Damariscotta.
C. J. Freeman of Thomaston was
a caller in town last Thursday.
To those up country whose th er
mometers have been registering
around 40 below it would appear that
this vicinity has been having com
paratively warm weather, as the low
est the mercury here has dropped is
20 below.
The beano p arty in the Methodist
Church last Thursday night was a t
tended by about 60 persons.
C. B. Meserve is reported to be very
ill.
•
Norman Kelsey who was In town
Saturday night to attend the dance
spent Sunday a t Willis Gilbert’s.
Mrs. Roy Moody returned home
Wednesday after several weeks visit
with her mother in Massachusetts

Miss Jessie M. Lawrence, home
demonstration agent, next week will
hold these extension meetings on
“The Kitchen, the H eart of the
House," Tuesday, at Friendship in
the Methodist vestry; Wednesday, at
Appleton in the Grange hall; Friday,
at Rockland in Mountain View hall
i l l Club Notes
Opportunity will be given to women
Snappy Seven 4-H Owl’s Head has
who are planning, to make some
reorganized with a new club leader.
changes in the kitchens to enter the
M. E. Scammon. These officers were
kitchen improvement contest. These
elected Feb. 4: President, James F ar
are the rules and directions:
rell; vice president, Robert St. Clair;
Each contestant must enroll in
secretary.
William Buckminster;
written form on an enrollment card
treasurer, Che.'ey Emery; color
provided by the home demonstra
bearer. Perry Margeson; cheer lead
tion agent.
er, Robert Learned and Elv-n Perry;
Contestants may enroll any time
and club reporter, Murdock Smith.
before March 1, 1935 and begin work
Lester Emery is also a* member of the
immediately.
club.
The contest ends on June 30, 1935.
• • • •
All requirements must be completed
Junior Boys of Hope have reor
by that date.
ganized Hatchet Mountain 4-H CSub
The requirements are:
with Mrs. Bessie Hardy as club lead
Two sketches are to be made drawn
er. Lawrence Curit was elected
to scale on graph paper (each square
presiaent February 2 at their leader’s
represents one fool). A sheet is a t
home. J. Wilfred Hobbs vice presi
tached for your use, also instructions
dent, Elroy Beverage secretary and
for making the sketches. The first
treasurer, Dana Herr-ck color bear
sketch will show the kitchen as It
er, an d Robert Wright cheer leader.
was before any work was done on it.
• • • •
The
second sketch will show the im
Hope Happy Farmers have started
their sixth year with N. F. B arrett, provements made. Both sketches
club leader. These are the officers: will show the location of windows,
Assistant leader, William Hardy; doors, cupboards and equipment such
president, Royce Thurlow; vice as stove, sink, refrigerator, tables,
president, Guilford Payson; .secre etc.
A written description of not more
tary, William Hardy; and cheer
than 500 words
telling how the
leader, Richard Hart.
• • • •
kitchen looked before any work was
Mrs. Cecil Hallowell of Jefferson, done on it, and w hat changes were
with Mrs. Nancy Bond her assistant, made to improve it.
is the new 4-H Club leader of the
A record of the money spent. A
Jefferson Cheerio 4-H. Seventeen cost record sheet is attached.
girls were present Feb. 2 a t Jeffer
The contest is organized on the
son Grange hall for reorganization. basis of improvements in relation to
These officers were elected: Presi cost. Class 1, improvements costing
dent, Catherina Bond; vice presi up to $50; class 2, Improvements
dent, Stella Glidden; secretary. Ar costing from $50 to $100; class 3. im
M A TIN IC U S
lene Hallowell; treasurer, Louise Agi- provements costing $100 and over.
Although Rockland harbor was
Awards: The Farm Bureau S late
line; color bearer, Barbara Swift;
cheer leader, Marjorie Orlf; ana d u b Federation will award a first prize of frozen, the Calista Morrill arrived
reporter, Leona M. Perry. These $10 and a second prize of $5 ki each here on schedule with the mail. The
coast guard cutter Harriet Lane broke
girls are working for their fourth class.
a channel through the ice for Capt
• • • »
seal of achievement.
• • • •
Miss Edna M. Cobb, State home Ames. Judging from reports received
“Friendly Farmers" is the name management specialist, will be held from the m ainland they have not
th at the 17 boys in South Bristol in Rockland Feb. 14, to work on il been so fortunate as we were in the
called their new 4-H Club. The club lustrative m aterial with Miss Law matter of road clearing.
Lermond Thompson is passing a
voted to hold three meetings a month rence for the project to be carried
and have a penny collectrion. For throughout the county on ‘Making few days on the mainland with rela
subject matter the boys spoke on the Living Room Comfortable and tives and friends.
Mrs. Mina Wilson is ill with grippe
their experiences with chickens. Five Homelike."
Blanchard Ames was a visitor in
• • • •
took the chick raising project In 1934
Rockland this week.
with the Walpole Hard Workers 4-H.
Two leader meetings are to be held
Betty Ann Rhodes, young daughter
Alva Farrin is the club president; next week on "Raising and Preserv
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes is til
Henry Haley, vice president; Melvin ing Pood a t Home." At Camden,
with an abscess of the throat.
Farnin, secretary; fWinslow Relsey, Feb. 13, Mrs. Evelyn Bridges. Mrs.
• • • •
treasurer; Earl McFarland, color Martha Gross and Mrs. Charles
Welcome Visitors
bearer; Russell Fray, song leader; Lord are the leaders; a t Hope, Feb.
The Seacoast Mission boat, S un
Walter Rice, cheer leader; and Ro 15 Mrs. Marjorie Beverage and as
land McFarland, club reporter.
sistants will conduct the meeting beam, docked here Jan. 26 for the
The boys enrolled according to which is concerned w ith the raising weekend, with Mr. Guptill on board.
The furnace being out of order at
the church, services were held a t the
schoolhouse Sunday evening. The
attendance was small on account of
the cold
) weather and snow.
While here. Mr. Gupttll made as
many social calls as the traveling
would permit. This genial, kindly
man is a welcome guest wherever he
We have a copy for you!
goes, not only here but all along the
Tt has hundreds of suggestions W HEN,
coast of Maine, where he speeds on
W H E R E . W H Y and H O W concerning—
errands of mercy and good cheer.
Sometimes with a doctor for some
critically ill person, or an emergency
case to th e hospital, sometimes lto
I t ’s intecesting reading— a mighty useful book to have in the house,
comfort and help some stricken and
i You w ill have frequent occasion to refer to it to your pocketbook’s
'advantage. W rite or call for your Free Copy today.
(535)
bereaved family, always busy, always
F A R M , D A IRY a n d
P O tlL tH V
~ fe tP j .
ready.
Among several isolated parishes
along the coast, which aTe unable to
support regular pastors, he plans for
r tD C R A L . n d T L M P t t $T$„
P C R T tA A D
M A IM t
them one Sundau of each month on
which he conducts services.

OUR 1935
v “ GOOD
BOOK”
IS R EADY

SEEDS, FA R M . PO ULTRY, D A IR Y A N D
G A R D E N SU P P L IE S

endall

& W h it n e y

UNION

B illia r d W iz a r d Uses D o d g e T o S idestep N e rv e S tra in

UNCORKS
STUFFY NOSES
IN 5 SECONDS

The monthly Missionary meeting
will be held Feb. 14 at the home of
Mrs. Jennie Thurston at South
Union.
Several meirJbers of Seven Tree
Grange attended Pomona at East
Un.on and enjoyed a fine program
D o c t o r * R e c o m m e n d in g E x tr a c t
which included an address by B. C.
O f C h in e s e P la n t
Redonnett of Augusta.
When you have a head cold, thousand*
Mrs. Nancy Arey is ill at Augusta., o f tiny blood vessel* in your nose swell up,
choke off breathing and cork up your nos
F une:al services for ML: Sadie trils as tight as a bottle. You can't sleep
well and it makes you feel miserable. But
Yates were held last Thursday at the : nnw—you can get relief in 5 quick seconds.
Thousands o f years ago. Chinese medicine
Methodist Church, Rev. Mr. Chap men
d is c o v e r s that one o f their plants
posse sed alm ost magical powers in relieving
man officiating.
nose and throat conditions. Today, after
Tiie Ladles’ Aid will meet Friday at i endless experim ents, modern science has
found a w ay to extract from this plant its
2 o’clock at the parsonage for work m ost active ingredient, called Ephedrine.
And. now , you and every other si fferer o f
and plans.
head colds can get the wonderful benefits
f Ephedrine in a scientific compound called
Clarence Leonard, Jr., when walk oHill's
N o se Drops.
ing on snow shoes recently tripped J In five seconds Hill’s N ose Drops start
to shrink sw ollen blood vessels in the nose.
and fell on a shart stub, his leg being [ A s they contract, passages open, mucu*
off and breathing is made easier.
severely cut and mangled. He was drains
Now you understand why ordinary prepara
tions
th
at m erely “oil’’ your nose cannot
j taken to Knox Hospital and is gaingive the same relief. They don’t hit at the
real
cause
o f clogged passages . . . nasal con
, :ng slowly.
gestion*. So, if you want ” 5 second r e lief’
E ery Townsend of Thomaston for- from head colds or the spasms of asthma
bronchitis, get a bottle o f Hili’* No*e
i merly of this community is improv- or
Drops today. A t all druggists, 33f.
© 1934. The Larned Co.
:ng from his critical illness.
Mrs. Oibeton ct Warren is stay
ing with Mrs. Jennie Thurston for G E O R G E S RIV ER R O A D
the winter.
Mrs. Tcirila has returned home
Coasting, snow shoeing and skiing
are now at their height and young from a visit with her daughters in
folks are Joyously indulging in these; Quincy. Mass., having rrjade the trip
winter sperts.
with Arthur Harjula who visited his
T he effortless m anner in w hich 1935 auto
under the auspices of th e N ational Billiard
wife and daughter who are also
m obiles are driven is dem onstrated convinc
A ssociation of America. T h e tour requires
located in that city. The travelers
SOUTH W A RREN
ingly by a m otorist to w h om driving fatigue
the driving of considerable distances daily, to
arrived here the eve of the big storm,
maintain the schedule.
“After a thorough
m ight m ean interference w ith a great ambition.
Mrs. Jeannette Rctotnson en ter-! and Mr. Harjula with his brother ran
demonstration," sa y s Caras, “I ch ose the 1935
T h is man is 25-year-old Jam es Caras, the
tained BH. Club Tuesday evening at the snowplow until theri machine
“ Billiard W iza rd .” Caras, w h o has held the
D odge, because scientific te sts h ave proved it
her home at- Oyster River. At the broke down the following morning,
D elaw are State Pocket Billiard Championship
far less tiring to ride and drive. T o maintain
previous meeting a tin shower was
Several from this place attended a
as w ell as the E astern S tates Championship,
cham pionship form a billiard player has to
given Miss Annie Overlock.
!surprise birtlidav party given recent dow ned the w orld ’s cham pion at the age of 16.
m inim ize nerve strain. A t th e end of a long
Mrs. Olive Fales recently attended '-v a' the home of Mr. and Mrs.
T he “W izard ” is n ow touring the country
d ay’s drive w ith m y D odge I can go in and
a meeting of Larkin Club at the Webster Clark in Thomaston In
on a “ Better Billiards” exhibition program
play as w ell as ever.”
home of Mrs. Marjorie Cummings at honor of Mrs. Charles Duncan of
Rockland Tlie evening was pleas
Rockland.
FR IE N D SH IP
Mrs. Rosa Copeland, Mr. and Mrs. antly passed with beano, music and
n o r t h HAVEN
refreshments. Mrs. Duncan received
Stanley Poland of Augusta was a Harry Levensaler and son Albert of many loVelv gifts. Those present
Mrs. Will Hopkins returned home
THIS $5c TEST FREE
Rockland
and
Mrs.
Georgia
Burns
visitor in town last week.
Saturday accompanied by Mr. Hop
If It Fails.
were Mr. and Mrs. Webster Clark. Mr.
Use this bladder laxative to dr’ o u t! Mrs. Geneva Thompson visited a of Friendship were callers Sunday at and Mrs. Hollis Gilchrist, Miss Har
kins. For a time, Mrs. Hopkins will
O. A. Copeland’s.
Impurities and excess acids which
have with her Mrs. James Webster the
riet Oilchrest, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
irregularity that wakes you up. Get
(htyK last week with her father
Mrs. E ther Newbert who has been
of Vinalhaven.
Duncan, Miss Katherine Oilchrest,
buchu leaves, Juniper oil, etc., in little John Fales in Cushing,
ill at her home is reported as slow
green tablets called BU-KETS Works
_
,
~ __.
Miss Mary Condon. William. Harjula.
Mrs. Lucy Poole after spending the on
the bladder similar to castor on on
C harles G rant spent the weekend ly improving. Mrs. Florence Cope
Miss Ida Harjula, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
winter thus far in Boston, returned the bowels Poorly acting bladder can in .Bangor as guest of his parents
land and Mrs. Addie Jones of Thom
cause scanty flow, frequent desire, burn,
~
.
Nelson.
Satu:day to her home in this place.
ing or backache. In four days if not Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Grant,
aston are caring for her.
• • • •
pleased,any
druggist
will
refund
your
Gerald Beverage has returned to 25c Get your regular sleep and feel “full
A dinner party was given at the
Kenneth Fales is loading pulp
Church Notes
the University of Maine after a two- of pep 'l Charles w Sheldon druggist. h<)me Qf Mr an%. Mrs. A;bert Jam e. woed cut at Stahl's Hill, on cars at
Corner Drug Store, C. H. Moor & Co.
There will be a meeting tonight at
day visit at his home.
[son Saturday evening, their gu.sts the siding for Merton Bradford of
the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
George Young went to 'Rockland
being Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young and j Thorndike,
A P PL E T O N R ID G E
Ellison, East Friendship.
Sundiy to visit Mrs. Young a t Knox
son Frederick, Mr. amdl Mrs. ByTon
Mr. and Mrs Chester Hunt and
• O• •
Azuba Sprague was a visitor Sun Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Bird Jame children of Rockland, Fred RobinHospital.
Annals
of
the Blizzard
son and daughter Clarice.
on ail’d Callie Sm ith of Cushing
Mr. and Mrs. Argyle McDonald are day a t Mrs. Evelyn Pitm an’s.
What
a
night
was
that of the blind
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and daugh
receiving congratulations upon the
The ladies of the Chester D. Stone were caliers Sunday at L. S. Cope
ing blizzard when snow like icy bullets
birih of a daughter a t Knox Hospital. ter of Bangor spent the weekend at Post Auxiliary recently met in the land's.
was propelled by a hurricane wind!
Mr. and Mr# Edwin Lermond of
home.
Jan. 28.
V.F.W. hall a t East Friendship. The
Many times residents here were
John Crockett returned Friday
W. M. Newbert is doing his bit to afternoon was devoted to welfare Jefferson were weekend guests at awakened by the hard snow rattling
be p through the winter the blue- work and a t 6 o'clock a box lunch was George Lermonds. \
from a trip to Rockland.
against th e windows
Meanwhile
jays,
pheasants, snowbirds and two served. In the evening the business
iMrs. James Webster of Vinalhaven
men on the snowplow tried valiantly
L IB E R T Y
arrived Monday to act as house robins who daily visit his feeding meeting was held with Department
to keep the road open. The storm
ground where they never fail to find Chief of Staff Myra Watts and Past
keeper for Mrs. Will Hopkins.
raged all of the next dav and all one
Mrs. Ruby Hoit is guest of reJa, , see was whirling
. , .,___snow
Pre .dent Francis G rant of Rock
Elmer Hopkins’ ice crop is h a r awaiting them a hearty meal.
—v could
Mrs. 'Mary Moore and daughter land present. Mrs. Watis installed lives and friends ini Portland and t,Harjula'k milk truck started In the
vested and is of exctpt.onaJ fine
were visiting Sunday a t Austin these officers who were unable to Thomaston.
WCe .small hours in order that their
grade, clear and hard.
Mrs. Charles Bagley has returned customW? might get service. Orchids
attend the regular installation: Con
Lloyd Whitmore is driving a 1935 Towle's.
R uth Moody an d Mrs. Merrow ductress, Geneva Thompson; trus tiome after viUtlng relatives in Rich as Winches1.' would say. to Edwin and
Plymouth coach.
tees. Evilo Cieamer and Jessie S.m- mond.
were
Rockland visitors Friday.
William H a ri^ a who. in spite of the
The President’s 'bail held in K P.
The Sewing Circle met Tuesday weather, mnriX delivery to every
Emily Perry. iRiN.. spent a few mens; musician, Ida Stenger; his
hall brought out a large attendance
with M r.. Frans Leyonborg.
customer.
\
and there was netted1 $20.75. The days last week with her skter. Mrs. torian, Adelia Jameson. Two new
Aibutui Cnapter, O .E S , held its
members
were
obligated.
The
next
Ellen
Carleton.
Tiie plow was soot? repaired and
new orchestra played fine music.
The W.C.T.U. met Friday after meeting will be held Feb. 12, when regular meeting Jan. 29, with- a good with a crew of men Shoveling the
The high school senior class holds
a Lincoln program, will be presented. attendance. Installation of officers road was open for travel ifi-wi •.short
noon
with Miss Adna P trran.
a cake and candy sale a t the Library
was held this session, with P a t time. Mr. Sleeper of the Keag. arriveef
John Chaples was a visitor Sun
hall Saturday at 2 o'clock.
Matron
Mrs. Mooers of Washington later wtth the new town plow and
Je'n
t
Installation
day
at
Abner
Grant's.
Other
call
The Forum meeting, scheduled for
ins.alling
officer. After the meet assisted by a group of men with
ers
there
were
Chrystal
Stanley.
The
Pythian
Sisters
andKnig'.its
last Thursday, on account of incle
m ent weather was again postponed. Hugh McCorrison, Earl Sprowl and of Pythias installed their officers ing supper was served by the com shovels, improved the road to boule
mittee.
vard width
Notwithstanding the prevailing ill L. Newbert.
jointly with many present to witness
ness on the island there were 64 Friends and neighbors sympathize
the ceremonies. Arthur McFarland
present Sunday at the church school. with the relatives of the late James
with
his violin accompanied by
Morse,
who
was
a
man
of
fine
char
With the interruption of the regu
Llewellyn Oliver at the piano, fur
lar boat service caused by ice con acter and is greatly missed.
On driving from Bangor Saturday nished music.
ditions, mails have been coming in
w .
and going out on uncertain days and the correspondent was pleased to find
Past Chief Bertha Jameson was
hours. A U. S. cutter broke a chan- roads in excellent condition from installing officer for the Sisters,
nel Friday from the west, and Sun- Belmont Corner to the Belfast turn
assisted by Past Chief Edna Packard,
day morning the boat went through From Bangor to th at point there
grand senior and P ast Chief Daisy
SOME LIKE IT HOT!
were
places
too
narrow
for
comfort.
to Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Much credit is due workers who Simmons, grand manager. The pre
H O T o r cold , Shredded W h e a t k eep s y o u
Labored hard to keep the road liminary remarks were given by Past
g lo w in g w ith health and b rim m in g w ith energy. B u t
W E ST R O C K P O R T
try i t th is w a y o n cold m o r n in g s: D ip b iscu its in to h o t
ploughed under trying conditions Chief Lizzie Thompson Eda La wry
w ater, d ra in thorough ly, and se r v e w ith m ilk an d fru its.
The Courier-Gazette Is now on sale caused by the two recent snow bearing the flag, escorted the newly
elected ant} grand officers to the hall.
storms.
at the Postoffice.—adv.
131‘tf
Past Chief Josie Lawry had charge
of the flower girls, Thelma Prior,
Joan Winchenbaugh and Ava Winchenbaugh. The officers installed
N A T IO N A L B IS C U IT C O M P A N Y “Unoeda Bakera"
were: P ast chief, Annie Doe; most
excellent chief, Geneva Thompson;
excellent senior, Millie Morton; ex
Ache and Discomfort Eased Almost Instantly Now cellent junior, Genie Simmons; mis
tress of records and correspondence,
Adelia Jameson; mistress of finance,
N O TE
“ D IR E C T IO N S P IC T U R E ! "
Carrie McFarland; guard, Olivia
Hoffses. The installing officer pre
T h e sim p le m eth od p ictured here is
sented to the retiring most excellent
the w a y m a n y doctors now treat
chief a past chiefs pin. Past Chief
colds and th e aches and pains colds
Bertha
Jameson also received a gift
bring w ith them !
from the Sisters, the presentation
It is recognized as a safe, sure,
being made by Annie Doe.
Q U IC K w a y . For it w ill relieve an
2 B A Y E R Aspirin Tablets.
I • Take
M ake sure you get the B A Y E R
ordinary cold alm ost a s fast as y ou
The Knights’ officers were installed
Tablets you ask for.
cau gh t it.
by Deputy Grand Chancellor Stanley
A sk y o u r d octor ab ou t th is. And
Cushing, grand prelate Charles Starwhen y o u b u y , be sure th a t you g et
rett and grand master at arms May
the real B A Y E R A spirin T a b lets.
nard Wentworth of Thomaston. Of
T h ey d isso lv e (disin tegrate) alm ost
ficers installed were: Chancellor
in sta n tly . A n d th u s work alm ost in
f ITS C L E A N — NOT
sta n tly w h en y o u ta k e them . And
commander, Guy Bessey; vice chan
for a gargle. G en u in e B ayer Aspirin
cellor, Amos Simmons; prelate, Fes
J
SM O K Y OR S M U D G Y !
T a b lets d isin teg ra te w ith speed and
senden Winchenpaw; master of i
com p leten ess, lea v in g no irritatin g
works.
Alton
Prior;
master
of
finance,
Drink a full glass of water. Repeat
particles or g riltin ess.
2• treatment
in 2 hours.
Granville Brow; keeper of. records
A N D ITS P U R E -? !
16
B A Y E R A spirin prices h a v e been
and seals, John Mitchell; master at
d ecisiv ely reduced on all sizes, so
IT G IVES A M O R E I
arms,, Bert Johnson; inner guard,
there’s no p o in t now in a ccep tin g
other th a n th e real B a y er article you
All.e Crouse; outer guard. Byron
EVEN H EA T!
w ant.
Nash. Mr. Bessey was pre ented a j
past chancellor’s jewel.
At tlie close of the ceremony lunch !
was served by the committee in
F O R P R O M P T D ELIVE R Y
chars^, Genie Simmons, Geneva
Thompson, Josie Lawry, Guy Bes- is sore, crush and stir 3
3 • IBf Athroat
sey, Alton Prior. Fessenden Winchen- I
Y E R Aspirin Tablets in a third
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.
PRICES on Genuine Bayer Aspirin
of a glass of water. Gargle twice. This
paw and Amos Simmons.
Radically Reduced on A ll Sizes
eases th ro at soreness almost instantly.

DON’T GET U P NIGHTS

S c ie n tis ts F in d F a s t W a y

SHREDDED WHEAT

to R e lie v e a C o ld

SOCONY BURNING OIL
EGR RANGES—

PHONE ROCKLAND 1 1 5

Every-Other-Day
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March are Mrs. Mary Overlock. Mrs.
Lois M. Creighton, Mrs. Emily Ste
The account of the accident which vens; alternates, Mrs. Ella Dunn,
Miss Lilia Bumps suffered, as Mrs. Annie Willey and Mrs. Lovinia
published in a Boston paper, was Elliot. Delegates to the Continental
greatly exaggerated according to re Congress in Washington in April are
ports in letters received here. Miss Regent, Miss Edith Lenfest, regent's
Bumps who is visiting Mrs. Carrie alternate, Mrs. Annie Lord of Wash
Puller in Dorchester. Mass., fell in ington, D. C. At the present time
the street striking face downward, but a contest is being conducted in the
no bones were broken, although her interest of good citizenship. Three
face was discolored.
girls will be selected by rank from
The Baptist Junior choir will pre the Thomaston High' School to com
sent the operetta “Flora Day Dream" pete with delegates from 39 other
Feb. 20 in the vestry. The object is schools in the S tate and the winner
to raise money with which to buy 1 nthe State contest will be sent to
music.
Washington. D. C. in the spring as
Mrs. Esther Newbert is ill a t her
a delegate to the 44th Continental
home in South Warren.
Congress.
Arthur Brasier of Portland was a
• • • •
weekend visitor at the home of his
The Auxiliary is holding another
sister Mrs. Ray Spear.
beano party Friday a t 7.30 at the
James McNulty, caretaker of the Legion rooms. A good' time is as
summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Amos sured all attending.
Mills of Lexington. Mats., went by
Mrs. Luther Clark and Mrs. Clara
bus Wednesday to his home in
Sawyer spent last Thursday with
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Sawyer's daughter. Mrs. Nellie
Mrs. Mabel Achorn is confined tc
Buker in Bath.
the house with a severe cold.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith of VinalMiss Mabelle Brown is at Knox
Ho.pital convalescing from an op haven who have been visiting her
sister Mrs. Lei»ira Reed, returned
eration.
home today.
• • • ■
Mrs. Frank Hathorn who fell and
These services will be held Sunday
at the Baptist cnurch: Bible school injured her hip a few weeks ago, is
at 9.45 a. m.l morning worship a t 11, now able to be out.
The beano game of the Beta Alpha
the pastor's topic “The Magna Carta
of the Soul." Music will include: Club held Wednesday at Mrs. Keyes’
Anthem. "O Worship the Lord,” W at was attended by 29 persons who
son: incidental to o. Ralph Davis; passed a pleasant time. Mrs. Keyes
anthem, "My F aith in The." O'Hara; proving a charming hostess.
Funeral services for Miss Annie E.
re pcnse, “Bethany Blessing," Oak
ley; Christian Endeavor meets at 6. Davis of Friendship who died Feb. 2
subject "The Peril cf Rejection.” were held Tuesday at the chapel of
The singing will be led by the chorus A. D. Davis & Son. Rev. John Smith
Lowe, D. D., of the Universalist
of young people.
Miss Lulu Simmons is assisting Church. Rockland, officiated. The re
with the work at the home of Mrs. mains were placed in the Thomaston
vault to await burial at Friendship in
Phoebe S tarred.
A fire call Monday afternoon sent the spring. The bearers were Oliver
the fire fighters to the home of Harrv Johnson. William Lenfest. Albert RobGillis cn Green street. The damage
and Loring Orff. Miss Davis
was s ight
i was the daughter of Randall Davis
The Baptist Mission Circle met and Sarah E. (Morsel Davis of
Tuesday with Mrs. C. H. WasMaurn. , Friendship.
Mrs. Truman Sawyer, leader, report- \
. . .
ed informally on the White Cross
SL
th n w h Notes
work done by the Circie. Members
A public supper will be held topreser.t were: Mrs. Lettie S ta rre tt.! n -?h t at 6 o'clock a t the parish hail.
Mrs. Cora Currier, Mrs. A. F. Rice. A special program will add to the
Mrs. Francis Tillson. Mrs. Clara T. enjojTnent of the patrons.
Sawyer, Mrs. C. H. Washburn, Mi?s Devotion- at 7 tomorrow night. Chc'r
Hahn. Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Grace members are requested to attend this
rtrvice, after which they are invited
Andrews and Mrs. Abbie Shaw
for practice and an enjoyable ev»• • • •
• 1
Thomas McPhail h is been ap nlng.
The men cf the parish njfet for or
pointed tpecial agent for the New
ganization Tuesday evening and for
York Life Insurance Co.
Miss Angeiia Upham has returned the annual yearly official appoint
to Augusta after a short visit with ments by the pastor. These ap
pointment? were' made: First trus
her parents) in this plaee.
Maynard Linscott recently a r  tee. Paul Herman Huber; second
rived from Rumfcrd to spend a day trustee,» Joseph Bingham Crittenwith his family. He reported huge den;_c.lefk cf the trustees, Edward
foy Stone; tre a u re r of trustees.
snowd;ifts a t th a t town and vicinity.
Railroad employes are at work clean Albert Carter; properties committee,
Albert Cciby Hall and Percy Watts.
ing the iracks.
/
Maurice Braz er, Jr., whd'-e jaw i FWlowing the appointments Joseph
was injured in a sliding Accident on ; B- Crittenden and Edward Leroy
Green street, ha: not ofitirely recov- Stone were chosen as rextons. On
ered from its e f fecyf
e c t :in previous j Monday evening next, the men will
winters ccas.in g /cn that street has j m€€t in th<‘ Parish hall for a social
been prohibited 4 n d as there are now j evening with refreshments furnished

APPLETON MILLS

THOM ASTON

so many porter vehicles moving, it Is I members. The next regular meetmor^-'tKngercus than ever.
i ln< cf the Pro-Ve;try will be the first
. . . .
I Monday in March.
At the D A K meeing M onday1 Services Sunday; 9 a. m.. Holy
afternoon a t the home cf Mrs. Annie - Eucharist and sermon; church school
Willey 12 members attended, among follows this service at 7 30 p. m. Ad
them being Miss Jane Tueker of Wis mission of choir members who have
casset and Miss Harriet Dunn of qualified by service and presentation
Portland. Delegates elected to the of choir medals; sermon and solemn
State convention in Bangor next evensong.

FOODS. FACTS'FOIBLES
HOT CROSS BUNS WERE
ORIGINATED 1(1 PAGAN
ENGLAND LONG BEFORE
THE CHRISTIAN ERA,
MISSIONARIES TOENCLAND
ADDED THE CROSS.

THE MOST FAMOUS CHEESE EVER MADE IN
AMERICA WAS THE 1250 POUND AMERICAN
CHEESE PRESENTED IN 1801 BY THE REPUB
LICAN LADIES OF CHESHIRE,MASS?TO
PRESIDENT THOMAS JEFFERSON.
JOHN LELAND, BAPTIST MINISTER,
PERSONALLY BROUGHT IT BY SLEIGH
TEAM TO WASHINGTON,O-C.. THEN,
DRAWN TO THE WHITE HOUSE BY SIX
RIBBON BEDECKED HORSES,THE
MAMMOTH CHEESE, 4 FT. G IN. ACROSS,
WAS SERVED AT THE FIRST PUBLIC
NEW YEARS OAY RECEPTION EVER
HELD THERE.

”S :~ .

j-

CHARLES
DICKENS
NAMED
PORTERHOUSE'
STEAK AFTER THE

OLD PORTER HOUSE
IN SANDUSKT.OHIO,
WHERE HE FIRST
TASTED ITIN 1847

Mr. and Mrs. Roland) Edgccomb
and daughter Jennie an d Priscilla
, Robbins were guests Sunday cf Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Hart.
i Miss Eulalia Fish was a weekend
guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
George Fish.
• • • •
S c h o o l N o lte s

MEXT WASHDAY
THE SALESMAN \A/AS RIGHT
ABOUT RlNSO! MY CLOTHES
CAME FROM THE WASHER
4 OR 5 SHADES WHITER
TODAY-ANO THE COLORED
CLOTHES ARE MUCH
BRIGHTER, TOO

Pupils who have left the primary
room are: Jeanlne and Johnson FenI wick transferred to Groton, Conn..
1and Jennie Edgecomb to Ghent
school, Searsmont.
There was one visitor for the term,
Mrs. Mary Ames.
Carolyn Hart won th e prize of
fered to the girls for getting the most
100’s fcr the month of January, and
Gerald Ames was highliner for the
boys in grade four. T here was a tie
1in grade three between Walter Fuller
and Raymond Gushee, so both re
ceived a prize. Gerald Ames had
the highest percentage, which was 99
i for grade Tour, Pauline Johnson
wan fcr the girls and also received
| highest percentage, which was 99.
A similar contest was held in
arithmetic in grades three and four.
. Gerald. Ames won both prizes for
i grade four with a rank of 99 Mary
1Miller was the victor of grade three
I with 98. Much enthusiasm was
] shown by all the children.
Grades three and four have started
1work on a project of Eskimo Life.
> Children net absent for the winter
i term were Rupert Fish, Carolyn
| Hart and June Pease. Several only
| m.ssed one day.
! Monroe High School boys and girls
will come to Appleton next Friday
, night to play basketball with AH.S.
j at Riverside hall. Social and dance
will follow.

G:a.-nmar School Program
All grade schools have closed for
a six weeks' vacation. Appleton
primary pupils had as guests Mrs.
Roger Fish and daughters Joyce and
O WASHING machine? T h en all the
Jean. James Watson. Wayne Butler.
more reason to use Rinso. A little
gives rich suds — n tn in b a rd tst v/attr.
Dorothy Pea?e. The pupils of the
Soabs clothes 4 or 5 shades whiter. They
Appleton grammar room and their
last 2 ot ) times longer. Recommended
teacher Mrs. Glenys Hall Gibson pre
by makers Lt }4 famous wishers.W onder
sented a creditable program the last
ful for dishwashing. Tested and approved
day, comprised cf there numbers:
by Good Housekeeping Institute.
Welcome. Walter Fuller; Psalm
T h e b i g g e s t - s e l l i n g p a c k a g e s o o p in A m e r i c a
23d, Lord's Prayer, Jesus Loves Me.
Pledge to the Flag, America and
—
Health Pledge, by the school; dlabcoks, one to Phyllis Cushman, andj logue. Our Woik, primary grade;
FR IE N D SH IP
the other to Barbara Au tie.
1vocal solo. Carolyn H art;; recitation.
The junior high school has com -' Raymond's Best Friend, Raymond
Rev. Mr. Lewis' Sunday school
class will hold a social a t the Metho pleted mid-year exams. There were Gushee; dialogue. If Wa:h;ngton
Were Here. Carolyn H art and Gerald
dist vestry Friday evening. Refresh some excellent ranks.
ments will be served and a small
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Chadwick of Ames; recitation. Rosy Glasses, Pris
Port Clyde are guests of Mr. and Mrs. cilla Gushee; dialogue, Jesus Is Our
fee charged.
Postmaster and ‘Mrs. Winchenpaw Wilbur Morse a t Friendship Harbor. Captain. June P ea.e and Pauline
Capt. and Mrs. L. J. Wallace have John on; recitation. The Duck. June
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. W ar
Pease; recitations. Abraham Lincoln,
dell MacFarland and son Elbridge, returned from New Bedford, Mass
Chester Brown has recovered from Rupert Fish and Lawrence Pease;
motored Sunday to Damariscotta
Little Historian?. Elwtn Mank. Teddy
a severe cold.
and called on friends.
Johnson. Robert Pease, Roj-ce Miller
The 4-H Club held a successful pie
and Walter FulJer.
social in the K. of P. hall last T hurs
W ALDOBORO
Song. School Days, Shirley Griffin;
day evening.
recitation. Moving, Virginia Fish;
Miss Marcia Bianey entertained
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Murphy en
ctalogue. The Star T h a t wa? Lincoln.
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Myron Neal i the Bridge Club a t its latest meeting.
Mabie Fitzgerald. Theresa Huntley,
and family and friends recently in Miss Angela Perry was guest player.
Mildred Griffin and Dorothy Sa'.o;
honor of Mr. Neal's birthday anni Refreshments were served.
vocal solo. Pauline Johnson; dialogue,
versary. Refreshments were served
Henry P. Mascn attended probate Pussy Wifiows, by six girl?; recita
and a delightful evening parsed.
i court Tuesday in Wlscas'.et.
tion. This Country, Gwendolyn Fitz
Mrs. Gould Pitcher who has b ee n : Recent victories for the Waldoboro gerald; Raggle Taggle Gypsies. Mabel
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Lawry, basketball team include the high and Gwen Fitzgerald; dialogue, In
has returned to Lowell, Mass.
school winning from South Bristol the Morning, Pauline Jchn.on June
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund W ottcn and 34-19 and the local team vlctor.ous Pease and Mary Miller; song. Yan
ch lo’cerj Lee and Joyce of South over the Damariscotta Aces 27-22.
kee Doodle, Teddy Johnsen, Vernon
Thcmaston were visitors Sunday at
Mrs. Nellie B. Wallace of South Pease and Elwtn Mank; recitation.
his parents' Mr. and Mrs. Albion Waldoboro has been visiting her Somebody's Mother, Gerald Ames;
mother, Mrs. Isadore Hoffse; and medley of songs, three girls.
Wotton.
sister.
Mrs. Ralph Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Wallace mo
O. E. Ludwig began Tuesday morntored to Northeast Harbor to visit
EA ST U N IO N
J ing to harvest his supply of ice.
relatives this week.
The meeting of Knox Pomona
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland of
W iw n m a C h a p te r In s ta lla tio n
Grange
held Saturday was well a t 
Augusta were weekend guests of Mr.
The officers of Wiwurna Chapter tended and proved to be a profitable
Poland's parents. Capt. a n d Mrs.
were installed a t a semi-public cere- session. There was a well-delivered
Jo;eph Poland.
address by Bradford Redonnett.
Mrs. Rufiij” Condon. Mrs. Howard '
Angie Dodge of Boothbay Harbor Lincoln County attorney, and this
| Beal and Miss Eda Lawry attended
asiisted by Celia Feyler as marshal was followed by other interesting
Wednesday the cooking school of the
and Eudora Miller, grand chaplain, features of the lecturers' program.
home service department of the CenMrs. Mary Payson recently enter
and Louise Miller as organist.
' tral Maine Power Co., which they
line officers are; Francis Crcoker. tained as dinner guests Lucretia
found interesting and instructive.
worthy matron; Austin Winchen- Pushaw, Mrs. Jennie Payson. Mrs.
Paul Wotton and Sherm an Wot bach, worthy patron; Verna Sco Lottie Wellman and daughter Helen.
ton motored Saturday to Farmington field associate matron; Hamlin Scowhere they visited friends for The 'i field, associate patron;
Timid Wife <to husband who has
Esther
c‘ay'
i shorey, conductress; Gladys Win- fallen asleep at the wheel): "I don’t
PhylHs Stevens entertained the [ chenba-h , associate conductress; Ida mean to dictate to you, George, but
4-H Club Juniors at her home Sat- Stahl, secretary; Rena Crowell, treas- isn't that bill-board coming a t us
' urdiy. The next meeting -will be urer; Althea Kaler; chaplain; Rosa awfully fast?"
held Feb. 9 with Miss Rachel Stet lind Kaler, Adah; Alma Fitch, Ruth;
When a young police dog was a t
son at the home of her grandmother Sace Weston, ‘E sther; Sarah Staf
tacked by a bull dog. near Portland,
! Mrs. Oliver.
ford, M artha; Gladys Bailey. Electa;
a Jersey heifer, with whioh the police
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wotton were Lydia Morse, warder; Louise Milter,
dog shared a stable, recognized its
recent guests of his sister Mrs. Myron organist; Millard Wade, sentinel.
voice, jumped a fence, and came to
Mank in Rockland.
Louise Miller and Mrs. Ruth P ratt
the rescue. The bull deg was driven
Mr:. Carrie Lawry and children sang at intervals during the impres
away.
Hattie and Gladys and Miss Rachel sive ceremony.
Stetson dined Sunday with Mrs.
Mrs. Dodge was presented with a
Helen Simmons.
gift by Mrs. Stahl and Mrs. Gladys
Postmaster and Mrs. Ray Win- Grant, the retiring worthy matron,
A LL w o m e n a t
chenpaw and Mr. and M rs Myron and A. L. Shorey retiring worthy
som e period of
Neal motored to Farmington recent- patron, with the jewels of their re
th e ir lives need a
j ly where they visited their daughter spective offices by jfriss Frances
stre n g th e n in g tonic
l i k e Dr. P ierce's
Elizabeth who is a student a t Nor- Crcoker, incoming worthy matron
F a v o rite P re sc rip 
[ mal School.
Mrs. G rant left gifts with her retir
tion. T h e y o u n g
Eaton Davis is a t home from the ing officers in appreciation of the
w om an who suffers
fro m
m o n t h 1y
COC Camp for a Visit with his par support given during her term of
pains, the expectant
office. Guests from Jefferson. Boothents Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Davis.
m o t h e r w ho has
The first of the year Mr. Standish, bay Hairbor, E ast Bcothbay, Ten
n au se a and o t h e r
symptoms, or th- middle-aged
principal of the junior high, offered ant's Harbor and Washington were disagreeable
woman should ley Ibis dependable’ tonir.
Mrs. Alvah Morse of 437 West Ave.. Locka new history book to the pupil in present, a total of 130.
port, N. Y., said : "X had no energy, felt
the seventh or eighth grades who did
tired and weary all the while and had fre
headaches. Dr. Pierre's Favorite Pre
In not a few cases it’s difficult to quent
the best work in history for the year.
scription relieved me of the headaches and
I
frit
stronger
and better in every way.”
There was a tie between two girls. tell a buddirtg genius from a bloom-

N

ADVICE TO WOMEN

TOMATOES, CALLED"LOVE APPLES,"WERE
REGARDED AS RANK POISON UNTIL THE

MIODLE OF THE 19** CENTURY.

Famous Gourmets o r

history

DIAMOND JIM"BRADY,
FAMOUS GOURMET Of THE
GAY NINETIES,USED TO EAT
SIX DOZEN OYSTERS ASA
STARTER FOR HIS ORDINARY
° ' N" ER-

Mr_. Standld),. howrYcr,. gave two in? fool.

New size, tablets 50 cis., liquid $1.00. Large
size, tits, «r liquid, $1.35. ’All druggists.

TO MARK 300TH YEAR
OF BOSTON COMMON
P ageant N ext Summer to
D epict H istoric Events.
Boston.—Saved from modem
road builders and street wldeners
only by the high-powered indigna
tion of the Boston Common society,
the tercentenary of fifty acres of
cowpaths, lawns and shrubbery, un
crossed by rapid transit line or
highway, will be celebrated next
summer.
Of course, thousands of persons
are inconvenienced each day be
cause of the disinclination of Bos
ton antiquarians to let go another
foot of land from the Common for
needed street wldenlngs or permit
the building of roads across It, but
other thousands revere It for Its
plaee In American history and the
breathing space It affords In the
heart of downtown Boston.
For this reason, a committee Is
now raising a fund, tentatively
placed
1------- at $300,000,
----■
- to
- reconstruct
the scenes and homes of vanished
days, the dnels, ducking stools and
hangings, during the 1935 celebra
tion ot Its three hundredth anni
versary.

BY A SING LE G O A L

In Everybody’s Column

R ockland High Puck T eam
Loses, Playing A gainst
U nexpected O pponents

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents three times for 50 cents Addi
tional lines live cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times. Six words
Stake a line.

Coach Sam Sezak's Rockland High
Pucksters again pulled the unexpect
ed when they held the powerful Colby
College Junior Varsity to a 1 to 0
PAST AUXILIARY President's gold pin
lost
Return to THE COURIERrGAscore.
GETTE or telephone 63-W. Reward
15-17
Arriving in Waterville it was learned
with sad hearts by the Rockland team
«
' that they were to play the Colby
♦
WANTED
Junior Varsity which was composed
♦
mostly of upper ciassmen and a few
POSITION wanted by capable youfg
varsity men instead of the Colby Frosh woman
to do general housework. r.xpe-

• LOST A N D FO U N D •

..............
■ CAMDEN
--------- M roc
rlence with
children. “Tel.
',85.

j team because that team had dis1SU7
i banded due tq mid-year exams. Even
MAN wanted Tor Rawlelgh Route of
families. Write Immediately. RAWwith two of the regulars, Herbert Po 800
LEIQH DEPT MEB-74-SA, Albany. N. Y.
__ ____________________ 17‘Th*23
land and Sam Gray, sick with colds
I WISH to hire a rent of four or five
and not even making the trip, a make rooms,
available soon. Address "R. H ."
shift but exceptionally scrappy Rock care The Courier-Gazette.
16*18
land team proceeded to skate rings
young woman, experienced, would
, _ ,,
like position as housekeeper. Will work
around the more experienced Colby cheap. Write mrs evelyn J ohnson.
team. But as the end of the game a p - ! vinaihaven. Me__________________ 16*18
. . .. _ —
,
j
u
GRADUATE
n f t u u A i r nurse,
nurse, with
w un o
district
is ir ic i u
duty
uvj
| proached the Rockland boys urea experience would like work by the day
Fees
very
reasonsI rapidly before tne more mature I hour, or short calls.
•
| ble. TEL. 921-JK.
16«1S
college boys and yielded one goal — — — —
which was enough to defeat them.
I
G reat praise is given to the star , *
goal tender Jim Accardi who made 22 | •
»
FOR SALE
■
stops, some very sensational. T h e .
- w
puck carrying of Sam Glover, Dick J HARD coal $15 ton. Pocahontas soft
$9 ton Coke $12 ton. Fifteen tons
French and Sid Harden was excep- i coal
July cut hay *15 ton In barn. J. B
tional and the defense work of Bobby PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
7«13-tf
Crane, along with Ed Hellier, who was
HORSE for sale, weight 1300. ten years
playing the first game of his career, Qld.' $75;
F. W.. NIW— hard
..................
wood, $5.50.
.............
BERT. Warren
18*18
was great. The summary:
WHEN you are planning to sell your
Cciby J. V. 11)
(01 Rockland High chickens and fowl, call PETTER EDWalker, rw ...................... lw, Glover | wards . Tel. 806-j, Rockland._____ L-tf
- F re n o h
GOOD family horse for sale, 1700 lbs ;
Cadorette, c- ............................c,
rrenen ajso
g00d eariy.cut bay m rs .william
BLAKE. Rockville.
16*18
Duff (Hollis), lw
BOY S bicycle and pair of boy s shoe
rw, S. Harden iPeaslee) skates,
size 8. Inquire 493 MAIN ST.
Ryan, r d ...... id, R. Harden (Hellier) _______________________________17-19
A LAROE horse for sale. $35. MARION
Hooper, i d ......... rd, Crane (Grover)
DR1NKWATER. Lincolnville. Tel. CamBlanchard, g .................... g. Accardi den 8714.________ ________________15*17
HORSE SLED and single runner puhg
Goal, second period, Walker (Colby
and second hand harness for sale. Tel.
J. V.), rebound 6 15. Penalties. Hollis 433-R 64 MECHANIC ST.________ 16*18
SAWED dry hard wood. $125 ft.; soft
(board check), French (trip). Referees
wood. $1 ft Tel. 56-W ALFRED DAVIS,
R. Michaud and R. Cyr. Time, three 8 Lovejoy St._____________________ 15*17
10 s.
FISHERMEN—An Ideal house. Spruce

A* It Was 300 Year* Ago.
With the help of the Emergency
Relief administration, the commit
tee, headed by Everett B. Mero,
hopes to draw from the past a rep
resentation of three hundred years
of history—to show the plot as it
was when Quakers and pirates
dangled from Its elms, as It was
when young Woodbridge and his
rival dueled at forty paces for the
favors of a Boston belle.
The committee, If sufficient funds
are raised, hopes to reproduce the
Common's ducking stool; show the
smoker’s circle where "henpecked"
devotees of nicotine repaired when
driven from the home; reproduce
the spinning bee of 1753 when young
ladies revealed their matronly traits
for the edification of their swains.
The anti-slavery meeting of the '50s,
Earl Percy and his Redcoats before
the Revolution; William Blaxton
Head Island, six rooms, plenty of fire
(or Blackstone), Boston’s first set
wood. orchard Price right. TEL. 793-W.
tler who sold his land, now the
Rockland, alter 4 p m.__________ io6-tf
Legal
N
otices
BARRED ROCK hatching eggs and
Common, to a community which he
day old chicks for sale. STANDARD
found too crowded and moved to
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
POULTRY FARM, Box 207, Friendship.
Rhode Island; Beacon street "when
15-28
Whereas. Mattle A Dlmlck. of Port Me.
respectability stalked unchecked"; land. In the County of Cumberland and
GIRLS bicycle for sale, in good conof Maine, by her Mortgage Deed d'.tlon, almost new. Call 120 LIMEROCK
the coming of the railroad in 1830; State
dated the twenty-eighth day of Septem ST.. City.
147*tf
the water celebration in 1848, when ber. 1928. and recorded In Knox County I
SIX ROOM house at Pleasant Gardens,
a public system was first installed; Registry of Deeds. Book 218. Page 41S. electric
lights, garage, three lots of land
conveyed to the North National Bank, a
the arrival of Lafayette on the Com National banking corporation having Its Rent plan $900: $10 per month. V. F
3TUDLEY,
283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
location
at
RockRind.
In
the
County
of
mon, June 17, 1825, when he came
and State ot Maine, a certain lot _________________________________ l-tf
to attend the Bunker Hill exercises; Knox
or parcel of land, together with the
KEYS1 KEYS! KEYS! Keyi m ade t o
recruiting for the Civil war in tents buildings thereon, and the contents of order. Keys made to fit all locks when
buildings, situated In the Town I original keys are lost. House. Office oi
near Tremont street—all this and said
of Owl's Head, in said Knox County, at Car. Code books provide keys for all
much more Is In the scope of a , Crescent Beach, so called, and bound locks without bother Scissors a n d
and described as follows, to wit:
Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea
celebration which could almost de edBeginning
at the southwest corner of sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO..
pict a nation's history and progress lot numbered elghty-four on the easter- i Main St , Rockland. Tel 791_______ l - t f
ly side of Main Street on plan of prop
as well as a city's.
erty at Crescent Beach owned by Mary i FOR SALE—More For Less Values at

This Week
Fine granulated
R Smith made by O. H Tripp. C E In 8tover's
$4 73 per 100 lbs.. 25 lbs. $121. 10
1891. and on the northerly side of street sugar
lbs.
49c:
confectionery
or
sugar 3
Anna Pollard, a woman noted for marked Knowlton Avenue on said plant pkg« 25 cents; White Rosebrown
Flour 87c per
north elghty-four degrees E on
her plain face, her fine tavern on thence
bag.
$6
95
bbl
:
Ml-T-Ntce
Flour
97c per
said Avenue eighty feet: thence north
bag; Stover's Pride $1 15 bag. $8 90 bbl.;
Beacon street, and the fact that erly seventy feet to stake and stones at Pillsbury's
Best
$1
17
bag;
Occident
southeast corner of land lot num bag; Pure lard. 2 lbs.. 31c; salt pork,$1.27
she was the first woman In Boston, the
18c
bered 91 on said plan; thence westerly. , lb
may well find some mention In the parallel with said Avenue eighty feet to t ; Fancy New Orleans Molasses, 63c
gal
:
Grammy
Graham
Flour.
5
lb.
bag,
and stones; thence southerly sev
ceremonies. She was a favorite of stake
enty feet to the place of beginning. 25c: Rolled Oats 4 lbs.. 25c: Granulated
the Harvard class of 1638 as well I Being lots-numbered 83 and 84, easterly Meal. 10 lbs . 39c: NBC Soda Crackers.
3 lb. box. 45c; Ritz Butter Crackers. 21c
as of 1639 and 1640, and others who J of Main Street on said plan,
j Subject, however, to whatever rights i pkg; Arrow Soap. 10 bars. 25c; Purity
loved her entertainment until at were granted In deed of Samuel A Salt. 10 lb. bag 19c: Motor OH. 2 gal
93c; Alcohol, gal. 65c. 5 gal can $3 00.
last she went to her reward. In | Burpee. Executor, to N A Az S. H Burpee ran.
free; Croft Pickwick and Balantlne
Company, dated June 29. can
those days Beacon Hill, according ! Furniture
Ale.
2 bottles. 25c. $3 00 case contents;
1920; and recorded In Knox Registry of
Forcing Egg Mash. $2 45; M F. L.
to a recent description, was “the I Deeds. Book 188. Page 483, to take water Stover's
Mash with Nopco XX Oil. $2 55:
i from the well on the above described Egg
tenderloin district.”
M
F
L.
18 per cent Dairy Feed. <2.18;
. lot.
Pride 20 per cent Dairy Feed.
More than sixty of America’s
Together with a right of way and Stovers
2
28:
M
F.
L. Stock Feed. $2 13; Waseo
of Ingress and egress to and
great—soldiers, poets, statesmen. privileges
Winter Mixed Feed. $2 00; Axe
from said premises, by. througb. and In Heavy
handles.
29c-69c;
Galvanized Water Palls.
Presidents, preachers, architects— and upon any private or open ways of
25c; Heavy Dairy Palls. 14 qt., 98c;
were wont to roam In leisure hours Mary R. Smith, formerly, whether now Shovels. 75c. For the Dairymen—Kow
or opened
Bag Balm. Filter Disks. Milk Bot
the routes that criss-cross this patch built
Also together with the contents of Rare Sure
Pull and plain Milk Caps. Milk
of tree-studded green In the heart the cottage upon the above described tles.
Bottle
Carriers We also carry a full line
lots.
and equipment. I t
of a city.
Provided, however, that the mort of poultry supplies
cash. Save at Stover’s.
gagee and its successors or assigns shall pays to pay
hours: Open dally untU 5 30.
observe the restriction relating to the Warehouse
evenings until 7. STOVER
U nited States Keep* 3c
operation of hotels, etc., as set forth Saturday
FEED MANUFACTURING CO . on track,
In previous conveyance of this property 83
Park
St.
TEL 1200
16-18
Being the same premises conveyed to
P ostage Indefinitely
said Mattie A Dlmlck by Frank E
Washington.—The 3-cent postage Munsey. Warranty Deed recorded Knox
Registry of Deeds. Book 219. Page 128 ♦
rate is here to stay Indefinitely.
_____
----- __________
----------And whereas, said Mortgage was as
An experimental measure, it was signed by the said North National Bank
to
the
Rockland
National
Bank,
a
Na
to have been supplanted by the old
banking corporation located at
2-cent rate if it failed to bring in tional
said Rockland, by written assignment
SIX ROOM tenement, electric lights,
creased postal revenues sorely dated July 18, 1931. and recorded In Knox
Registry of Deeds. Book 173. flush closet, at 7 Union St. Inquire
needed. However, Postmaster Gen County
Page 450; and whereas, the condition of BENJAMIN MILLER. Rankin St. Phone
eral Farley said:
said Mortgage has been broken, now 692-kL____________________________ 9 - t f
therefore, by reason of the breach of
“The 3-cent rate should be re the
TWO-ROOM heated furnished apart
condition thereof, I. Edward C. Paybath. $6 a week. FOSS HOUSE.
tained. If It Is not, our postal rev son .In my capacity as Receiver of the ment;
77
Park St. fe l 330 _______________ 8-tf
Rockland National Bank, and here
enues will be decreased approxi said
to duly authorized, hereby claim a fore
FOUR ROOM tenement upstairs, elec
mately $75,000,000 a year."
closure of said Mortgage.
tric lights, flush closet, at 582 Main St.
Dated
at
Rockland.
Maine,
this
30th
Inquire
BENJAMIN MILLER. Rankin 8t.
The department succeeded In
1935
Phone 692-M
9-tf
.wiping out a deficit last year for day of January.EDWARD
C. PAYSON
ENTIRELY reflnlshed tenement to let.
Receiver of the Rockland National Bank Excellent
the first time In fifty years.
condition, pleasant, easily
14-Th-2O heated.
New
hardwood
varnished
kitchen. Apply 11 JAMBS ST.
l-tf
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
Jobless C ollege Boys
UNITED STATES
NORTHERN side o f T h e C R O C K E T T
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MAINE
l-tf
BABY SHOP to let.
S O U T H E R N D IV IS IO N
W ill Take U p K nitting
SIX ROOM house on Oak 8 t .. a ll m o d In the Matter of
New York.—A group of Colum ROCKLAND 8z ROCKPORT LIME CORP . e rn . to let. Applv ALBERT S PKl'ERSON. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
l-tf
"Debtor
bia university freshmen and sopho
In Proceedings for the Reorganization
mores, casting about for some virile of a Corporation under Section 77B of
occupation for the winter, have the Bankruptcy Act. No. 19768.
To the Creditors and Stockholders of
formed a knitting clnb.
the above named Debtor and all other
"It’s good exercise,” explained Interested Parties;
Bondholders Protective Committee
Daniel Freedman, one of the organ ofThe
the Debtor, having nied In the above
entitled
proceedings Its petition dated
izers. “It gives us something to
WATCHMAKER. ALL KINDS watebea.
4. 1935 stating that It desires clocks repaired. Call and delivered. 8 .
do In our spare time. It allows us February
to propose, pursuant to Section 77B of A. MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St
1*26
the Federal Bankruptcy Act. the plan of
to express ourselves adequately."
HELEN: Encourage Bob to chew Wrlgwhich was filed In these
A professor’s wife will coach the reorganization
proceedings December 29. 1934 (herein leys Juicy Fruit after every meal., tt
knitters who Intend tackling long after called the plan), a copy of which provides that necessary chewing which
aur soft foods of today lack. IRENE.
annexed to said petition.
woolen underwear as their first op is Notice
1 7 * lt
Is Hereby given that the Court
ponent
has made an order dated February 4.
WE PAY up to *2 for Lincoln Pennies
1935 requiring all creditors and stock over nine years old; Indian Heads. $25.
holders of the Debtor to show cause at Send dime for buying catalogue. COINS.
a hearing to be held In the Court Room Hollywood. Calif
Youth Make* Dresses to
12*17
of the Federal Court House. Portland.
DOCTOR;
Thanks
for
the
free
advice.
Maine,
at
ten
oclock
In
the
forenoon
P ay College Expenses February 18. 1915. at which time said Never realized my digestion needed
16*lt
Pittsburg, Kan.—l»"n Riggs, twen Plan may be proposed pursuant to Sec Double Mint so much. MRS H.
77B, why the Court should not (a)
NOTICE—This Is to notify all per
ty-two, of Kansas City, Kan., who tion
find the Debtor herein to be Insolvent; sons that my son. Perley Hatch. Is taking
looks as If he might be a football (bi find that said plan Is fair and equita his time with my consent, effective this
and does not discriminate unfairly date. Jan 31. 1935. FRANK J. HATCH.
tackle, Is working Ills way throngh ble
lp favor of any class of creditors or
____________ 14*17
State Teachers’ college here as a Stockholders. Is feasible and complies Appletog. Maine.
SKATES SHARPENED. CRIE HARD
with the relevant provision of Section
dressmaker.
77B; (c) confirm said Plan upon the WARE CO., 408 M a in St., Rockland.
l-tf
Riggs, whose father Is a tailor filing In these proceedings of accept
MRS
RUTH
M A T H IA S .
A atrologiat?
and whose ambition it Is to go to ances by or on behalf of the creditors
stockholders required by said Sec complete Astrological reading. Send
Paris and serve ns an apprentice In and
tion 77B; (dI grant such further relief as birth date, five questions and $1. BOX
one of the great salons there, has may be equitable and In accordance with 106. Bangor. Me
___________ 17*19
77B
set up shop In a little three-room Section
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all t i m e *
Said hearing may be adjourned from
apartment
time to time without further notice Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
l-tf
otherwise than by announcement at the
hearing of any adjournment thereof.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
The Plan to be proposed Is dated land Hair Store. 24 E lm fat. Mall order*
December 29. 1934. was filed In these pro solicited. H C. RHODES. Tel. S19-J.
ceedings on that date and copies of said
NORTH HO PE
l-tf
plan have previously been sent to all
WHEN IN PORTLAND—YOU can buy
stockholders and creditors. Printed
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
with
th*
C. A. Towle at North Appleton sells copies of said plan are available to any
news at Central News Co., 66 Concreditor, stockholder or other Interest home
The Courier-Gazette.
137-tf
B
frr»R
o
fit
ed person upon application to Cook.
Hutchinson, Pierce i s Connell, Portland
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
No man denounces the high price Maine.
GEORGE B. WOOD
home news, at the Old South News
Trustee of the Debtor.
of what he is selling. I t ’s the price
Agency, Washington St., next Old
Dated February 5. 1935.
South Church; abb at Audelman'e, 284
F irst W oman In Boston,

TO LET

.................................:

i MISCELLANEOUS ♦

of what he buys that hurts.

17-TO-20 Tremont St.

Every-O ther-D ay

Rockland C ourier-G azette, T h ursday, F e b ru a ry 7, 1935

^ S O C l ETY

Through the co-operation
o f the manufacturers of
tciKwvmc

Page Seven

SERIOUS SALLIES
— bv—

SALLY L O W E
In addition to
notes regardr nonal
Mrs. K. C. Rankin and Mrs. Os
arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of mond Palmer entertained members
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone *111 be of Christmas Club and husbands
gladly received.

Monday night a t an Italian dinner,
prepared by Miss Vitricl Carini. The
Mr. and M rs. Earl Perry returned occasion also served as a birthday ob
Tuesday from an 18-day cruise tq servance for Mr. Rankin.
Haiti, Jam aica. Columbia, Panam a
Kenneth Orcutt is home from
and Cartagena, having arrived in Northeastern University.
New York Monday. They report a
—
rough trip down but gorgeous weather
Miss Letitia Creighton arrives at
on the cruise, after that, and a de her Thomaston home this week from
lightful retu rn trip.
Danbury, Conn. She has been visit
ing her brother in Hamburg, N. Y.
Wawenock Club had picnic supper
and a social evening Monday a t the
Mrs. Charles Bodman of Lawn
home of Mrs. Leila Benner. Mrs. avenue is seriously ill.
Hattie K eating's birthday came in
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Steeves
for observance, a decorated birthday
cake being featured prominently in (Clara Bodman) and daughte* Caro
the supper m enu. Mrs. Keating will lyn of Fairfield were called home for
be hostess to th e club next Monday the serious illness of Mrs. Steeves'
evening.
mother, Mrs. Charles Bodman o f ,
Lawn avenue. They have returned :
There will be another card tfarty to Fairfield.
at Hotel Rockland Friday for the
Mrs. E. F. B arter of 246 Camden '
benefit of St. Bernard’s Church.
street, who has been ill the past four
Mrs. Maude Blodgett was hostess to weeks, is gaining slowly. She is be
Itooevik Club for covered dish lunch ing cared for by Mrs. Ernest Maxeon Tuesday. Relief sewing occupied field.
the afternoon. The next meeting will '
be Tuesday. Peb. 19, at the home of 1 Opportunity Class meets in the p ar
Mrs. Clara Thurston, with a tacking j lors of the First Baptist Church
bee in order.
Thursday evening a t 7.30. Members
should go prepared to sew on White
Mrs. J. A. Burpee entertains Con
Cross work.
tract Club th is afternoon.
TELEPHONE _________

-

. H

O

E

W r-M O L B * U * 1 H I

ARCH”

770 or 7M

Mrs. B ertha Higgins and Mrs. Flora
Miss Lenore Benner is recovering
Fernald won honors in cards when from a week's illness with grippe.
Chummy Club played Tuesday eve
Dr. B. E. Flanders went to Boston
ning at the home of Mrs Herbert
yesterday to attend the Sportsman's
Mullen.
Show. He returns the last of the
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton leave to week.
day for St. Petersburg, where they
will remain u n til April
Mrs. George O rcutt and son K en
Mr and M rs. J A Burpee enter neth. Mrs. Essie Day and Mrs. R
tained a few friends at a Valentine L. Jones motored to Winslow's Mills
Monday to call on Miss Hazel N Day
dinner party Tuesday night.
who recently returned from Wash
The W om an's Auxiliary of Knox ington. D. C. due to ill health.
Hospital m et Tuesday afternoon at
the 8ok Home for Nurses. 26 women
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Edwards. Mr
reporting for relief sewing. A de and Mrs. Peter Edwards. Mr. and Mrs.
lightful m usical program featured Ernest Edwards and daughter Arlene,
Mrs. Winfield Witham. contralto, of Mrs Lydia Chrlstoffersen, Mrs. Rose
Camden in songs, and Miss Edna Edwards, and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Gregory an d Miss Nathalie Jones in 8trout of Thomaston, have returned
piano solos. Mrs. E. F. Berry was a t from Boston where they went to a t
the piano fo r Mrs. Witham. After tend the wedding Saturday of Miss
sewing was laid aside tea was served, Nellie E. Edwards and Robert Nye
with Mrs M. R. Pillsbury and Mrs. of Waltham, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
W. B. D. G ray of Thomaston pouring. win Edwards and Mr. and Mrs Peter

For Advertising
We are selling these nationally
known shoes fo r two weeks, begin
ning

T H U R SD A Y , FEB. 7
AT

$ 3 .9 5

You know w hat there shoes are—
and a ll new
Widths from AA to EEE
Blaik, Brown, Ties and Straps
Kid cr Calfskin— Cuban and Low
Heels

ALSO 50 PAIRS NOVELTY

PUM PS A N D TIES
$3.00 and $3.50 Value
Brown and Black

$ 1 .9 8

R. E. N U T T
SHOE STO R E
436 MAIN ST.

*

R O C K LA N D

M A IL O R D E R S F IL L E D
Sole Agents for the One and Only
ARCH H E A L T H SHOE

Mrs. William Sharpe is visiting her
mother Mrs. E. D. Spear, Maple
street.
Miss Marie Laney has returned
from a visit in Skowhegan.

Mrs. Donald Cummings entertained
I arkin Club Monday evening. Beano
and other games were played, prizes
being taken by Mrs. Elizabeth Creek ett, Mrs. Beth Seavey and Mrs. Alice
Mank. Lunch was served. Other
members present were Mrs. Doris
Jordan. Mrs. Clara Curtis. Mrs. Mar
guerite Johnson and Mrs. Blanche
Edwards also attended the Sports Fales.
Methebesec Club meets Friday at man's Show in Boston.
the home of Mrs. Linda Horrocks. A
Mrs. Maude Peterson spent a few
surprise program is being arranged,
Shakespeare Society met Monday days in Boston, th e guest of her
to be augm ented by current events,
evening a t the home of Mrs. Edith brother. Capt. Jam es Rhodes of the
and vocal solos by Mrs Mildred Hav
Bird and began the reading of Romeo steamer Hampton. This was the first
ener, soprano.
and Juliet,” Act 1 being read under occasion they had of meeting for a
period cf 20 ye'brs.
Mrs. C harles S. Small is guest of the direction of Miss Ellen J. Cochran
who
presented
many
interesting
her daughter. Miss Laura Small, in
critical comments.
Mrs. Helena
TEN A N T S H A R B O R
Portland for two weeks.
Fales read the Prologue and gave an
Naomi Chapter O.ES. wiU observe
The beano parties at K. C. hall, analysis of the play, and Mrs. Maude
a
t
its next stated meeting Feb. 15
sponsored by the men of St. Bernard's Blodgett presented a paper which
parish, are proving popular, th a t had been prepared on “Romeo's the 40th anniversary of its institution
of Tuesday night bringing a goodly Friends.” There were 21 members A response from each member would
attendance to participate in the pre- present. The next meeting will be be greatly appreciated by the commit
railing indoor sport just now. There Feb. 18 at the home of Mrs. Emily tee in charge.
Rebecca Miller was weekend guest
will be no p a rty next Tuesday owing Stevens, with Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood
of Rev. and Mrs. Perley Miller.
to other parish activities, but they will as leader.
be resumed thereafter.
Mrs. Elmer Allen entertained Mon
Mrs. Martha Koster is spending a day the committee in charge of the
Mrs. Millie Thomas was hostess to month with her daughter. Mrs. S tan 
arrangements for O.ES. anniversary.
Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday evening, ton Swett, in Dedham, Mass.
Josephine Tabbutt, Rinna Andrews.
for cards.
Harriet Rawiey, Fannie 'Morris and
Harriet Long.
Lady
Knox
Chapter,
D
A
B
.
met
Nathan Farwell closes his farm 
Mrs. Margaret Cant, Evelyn Morris
house a t O rf f s Corner this week and Monday a t the home of Mrs. Mary
will be w ith his mother. Mrs. Corp. Ladd, with Mrs. Lois Creighton of and Aune Bragdon attended the East
Farwell, Lindsey street, for the re Thomaston, a past State regent, as ern Star installation a t Camden Mon
honor guest. Mrs. Irene Moran was day evening.
mainder of the winter.
named delegate to the Continental
John Morris harvested his ice last
Commander and Mrs. Douglas W Congress in Washington, D. C.. April week.
Puller are occupying their new home 15-20. with Mrs. Suella Sheldon as
The White Head lifesaving boat a r
at 353 S a n ta Barbara avenue. Oak alternate. Others named were Mrs rived at this place the first of the
Helen Lord. Mrs. Angelica Glover. week to clear the harbor of ice but
land. Calif.
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich. Mrs. Hester
was unsuccessful as the ice was too
Commissioner of Public Works P. Chase. Mrs. Anne-Snow. Mrs. Alice
thick to break.
W. Edwards were in Waltham. Mass., Karl. Mrs Beulah Allen. Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Charles B. Rose attended the
over the weekend to attend the Nye- Cooper and Mrs. Ladd Delegates to
Edwards wedding and the Sportsman the State Conference at Bangor recent meeting of Lady Knox C hap
ter D.A.R. in Rockland.
Show at Mechanics Hall, Boston.
March 20-21 were also named: Mis.
Rich, Mrs. Clara Thurston, Mrs. Shel
The boys and girls of the Univer don and Mrs. Snow, with Mrs. Karl.
SP R U C E H E A D
salist Sunday school classes of Miss Mrs. Katherine St. Clair. Mrs E tta
Miss Florence Batty has returned
Caroline Jam eson and Miss Ellen Stoddard, Mrs. Mary Southard. Mrs.
Cochrane were guests Sunday night Lucy Carter, Mrs. Mabel Sherman, from Monhegan where she has had
of Dr. an d Mrs. E. W. Peaslee. to Miss Ellen Cochran and Mrs. Ladd employment for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland of
meet Fred Kelley of Gardiner, State as alternates. Mrs. Ruth Perry B arn
president of Y.PC.U., who was a ard and Miss Flora Colson, descend Camden were visitors Sunday in this
weekend guest a t their home. Plans ants of John Perry. Revolutionary place.
were made for the reorganization of hero recently honored by Lady Knox
Frank Wall has been ill for the
the local YF.C.U. A social hour with Chapter were received into member past three weeks an d is unable to be
refreshments was enjoyed.
ship. together with Miss Hazel M ar at his place of business.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd1 Singer and
shall. Among the guests were Mrs.
Through a fe c ia l arrangement
Charles Rose of Mercy Warren Chap daughter Nancy of M anana Fog Sig
with the manufacturers the famous
ter. Springfield. M ass. who is spend nal Station are visiting Mrs. Singer's
Arch H ealth shoes will be sold as an
ing the winter a t Tenant's Harbor, parents Mr. an d Mrs. Fred Batty.
advertising offer at 83.95 for two
Ashley Calder has returned from a
and Mrs. Winifred Karl. Mrs. Creigh
weeks beginning today at R. E.
ton presented itwo splendidly pre trip to Boston and with Mrs. Calder
Nutt's Shoe Store. 436 Main street.
pared papers—one on Lady Knox and and two children is spending a 15Sec advertisement page 3.—adv. *
the other of Henry Knox. Mrs. Eva day leave with Mrs. John Kelley. Mr.
For your Valentine Party a 1-pint Wisner, with Mrs. Irene Walker at Calder is officer in charge of Wass
delicious Ice Cream Cake, cherry ice the piano, sang “Hail Columbia.”1 Island coast guard station.
Miss Virginia Drinkwater was
cream, appropriately decorated. Free Several of the members were in
deliveries. Corner Drug Inc. Tel. Colonial costume which added a fes overnight guest last Thursday c i her
tive appearance to the scene. Re mother Mrs. L. C. Elwell.
370—adv.
15-18
freshments were served by the
Mrs. Harry Allard is at th? home
The fam ous pasteurized products hostesses. Mrs. Ladd, Mrs. Stoddard, of her aunt Mrs. Azora Clark in
of Round T op Farm arc available at Mrs. Grace Vcazie. and Mrs. Rich.
South Thomaston for a short time.
any hour. Simply call Rockland
C a rl Godfrey is visiting Sam
38-W and P a t Lawrence and the
Fur work of all kinds. Alterations Batty at Two Bush Light Station.
Round Top truck will make prompt and repairs on garments of men and
Mrs. Lewis Simmons entertained
delivery of your order from the fresh women. Mrs. C. H. Merrifield, 362 Wednesday evening a t picnic supper
daily stodk o n h a n d .
8-W M ain street, R o ck lan d ,
11-tf a n d bridge.

Amusing observations from a clubroom chair:
A woman in grey with a red h at
shooting a grey feather high above
a sea of navy.
The meditating mouth of a velvet
woman deep in thought as enchanted
words meltingly drip like slim icioles
on the roofs beyond.
The1 peace which hovers over
waiting faces a.5 a song sweeps
through like an April rain, shower
ing sweetness to each fragrant flower
before the close of day.
• • «•
The unexpected smile, the helping
hand, the gift of service—how high
they tower as we stroll the barren
land.
• • • »
Thoughts on a Grey Day:
The grey ice blocks in the oily bay
are lazily heaving towards the dank
shore. It is late afternoon, and' the
frozen wharves w ith the snow caked
on its planks, blend coldly with the
grey purple sky. Across the horse
shoe harbor lies the town, all ripped
to pieces with the ice and snow. '
The trees fringe the helpless svminer j
homes barrenly, an d all along the
water front the wooden docks betray
the visit of winter's playmate, the
icicle! Here an d there between the
white faced roofs a dark red chim
ney puffs a line of smoke into the
lap of the deep grey sky. And si
lently my eyes turn out to sea, where '
black irregular Islands lie etched by
the pencil of winter. Just in time
to see a stream ing barge with a
bright blue port side cruise around
the bend. And suddenly I felt she
was a friend. . . .
k * * * ”
It is net so much what is said in
this world, but how it is said!
• • • •
The younger generations are not
going to the dogs. # They've been—
and are coming bask! Perhaps the
older generations should practice
more now th an ever b?fo;e their
ideals, fcr deeds, not doldrums,
count. What takes root within
your.g minds is the glamour, the zip
of life. If you haven't got "zip,"
you haven’t got “it.” The example
cf ino.fferent piety is past and done
with, doesn't count any more. To
b? or not to be. th a t is the question!
To b? worth the respect and love of
young minds, to illumine their path
way: with a zest, a vigor, not worn
threadbare with the years. To live
that life of enchantm ent which the
spirits call the loveliest of all. a give
and take, but more than that—a
reality.
A life filled -with the feeling th at
time eats up a multitude of hours,
that there is much to be done in this
world, and by those who reach be
yond their grasp, and rise above the
commonplace. T he expres.ion of life
must not te killed! We have cur !
youth, our dreams,, our ambitions.
Don't knock us dead because the
NRA isn't working as well as it should
be, and tear down our citadels cf
ambition with the thoughts there are
thou and? more in th e fields cf en 
deavor today, th an yesterday.
What of i t if there are? The J
truth of it is we like to fight! But— 1
we also need th a t realization th a t it
is worth the struggle. We need
mothers who a re mo.hers in every
sense of the word, and fathers who
care. We re a changing world, so it
seems, but a t h eart Were just the
same as you were when you were
young, except perhaps we hate to
admit it! I don't know why, unless
we're a streamline generat.on saying
"poof paof" to a Model T. But we're
both on the same highway, going the
same way.
• • • •
Annoyances which can only be
taken with a smile:
The aroma of onions during a
beautiful symphony on the radio.
A car door of your limousine which
wiU not shut, due to the fact you
really need a new spring in the latch,
but have been putting tt off, and
your fellow pas.engers sit and wait
for you to perform the miracle of the
age by shutting it!
T hat phone call you have been
waiting for. which rings just as you
have slipped into the tub for your
bath.
T hat one 'bar of soap -which you
missed getting on your shopping list
and hence must needs use rinso in a
hurry.
That ptcc.ous copy of Rupert
Brooke you h u n t the house wildly for,
only to learn your kid brother has
taken -it back to college!
Th? one thread which hangs from
your dark skirt, ju st as you step to
go out. knowing full well if you pull
it, your whole hem will be down!
The pang of hunger which sends
you flying into a restaurant and seats
you bcJde a guzzling steak eater,
only to have you raced with the fact
you have but 20 cents in your pocket!
The pompous gesture* of a well
known personage who all unawares
keeps on ta lk in g -while th e soup he
has been sipping c ra w ls magneti
cally down h is v e st coat!

C a lli n g A l l W o m e n !
to see

•

Senter Crane’s

O n e -o f-a -K in d
D RESSES
H alf Sizes . . , M isses’ a n d W o m en ’s . . .

and

$ 6 .9 5 $ 9 .7 5 $14.95

up

O v er twenty-five dresses were received this week fresh
from New Y ork's outstanding style m anufacturers.
M atelasses . . . R o u g h Crepe.
B rand New P rin ts and P rint Com binations.
P ocket effects, boleros, o n e and two-piece styles.
S tu n n in g New N ecklines and Sleeve Styles.

W e have just received the

N e w H a t h a w a y S h ir ts
M ade in M aine
H ath aw ay s have gone collegiate . . . see these shirts that
a re b e in g worn at Prniceton, Yale and other colleges . . .
C hecks and Stripes . . . R egu lation or T ab Collars . . .

Specially priced at $ 1 .6 9 and $ 1 .9 5
SE N T E R C R A N E C O M P A N Y

.^"SNAPSHOT GUIL
B IR T H D A Y P IC T U R E S
We'»t keen getting cards from Florida telling us of the delights
of th a t delightful climate, especially for the aged aaid infirm . Well,
we don't come In th a t class yet. This climate is all rig h t for “he
men” if they dress right. Consult us about it.

This week We suggest as one good buy------

HEAVY W OOL CREW NECK SW EATER
$ 1 .8 7
Don't think because we are selling if at this ridiculous low price
it is no good. O f course it is not one o. our best sweaters which
sell a t 88.75 or S5.M, but is a big buy at this »rie« and w ill give good
service.
Some people th in k an article is of no value unless ihey pay a
big price for It. W ell, a "sucker is born every minute.”

WILLIS AYER

lt'» never too early to start taking
picture* of the babies and in later
y e a r* they will prove to be one of
your priceless possessions.

OO many parents look upon their

children's blitbday anniversa
T
ries only 5s a time to give them a
party or a present No one will argue
against that angle of birthday cele
brations. Birthday parties and gifts
were In vogue long before our time
on this earth and will continue long
after our demise, but there can he
another feature of the celebration
from which botb parents and chil
dren will get long-time enjoyment,
to wit: the birthday snapshot.
Suppose you are to be parents ot
one of the million and a half babies
to be born In the United States this
year. It won't be easy to remember
exactly how th at baby looked ten
y ea n from now, but a few snapshots
will keep the likeness for you. True,
if you are the father, you are lucky
in these prophylactic times, to be
permitted to see your newly-born
heir for several days alter Sir Stork
baa delivered his package, unless
through the heavy glass of a well
guarded window or door. Hut when
the nurses and doctors finally con
cede that you are not a common car
rier of encephalitis lethargleia or
what other germs you are supposed
to have, you should exercise your
authority. Tell them you are deter
mined to shoot the baby, then laugh
lightly, and walk in with your cam
era. ♦
Every month Is usually considered
a birthday In a baby's life until he

Is a year old. At least a picture a
Diontli should be made ot the new
boarder
for the first year. You will
8
be surprised and delighted In seefug the changes which the pictures
record. Aft3r that otic or you should
see that tte camera Is always loaded,
for you can uever tell when your
baby I* going to take his ttrsi ran
tlous, faltering step—and what an
event In your life, even it It means

nothing to the baby lust yet. The
baby is quite matter-of-fact about
this adventure, but you get all ex
cited, let out a couple of whoops,
gasp, laugh and probably' scare the
Infant so thoroughly that he falls
down and has to do II all over again
The chances are that you will not
be prepared tor that lirst step, or II
you should happen to bo holding the
camera In your hand you will. In
your excitement, probably have It
turned the wrong direction and get
an out-of-focus picture of your midsection. But don't miss this moment
of moments the next time. Have
your camera and yourself ready for
action.
There never seems to be enough
of these baby pictures to go around,
for there are grandmothers, aunts,
cousins and friends in distant cities
who are always looking forward to
receiving a snapshot or the newly
arrived commander or the "infan
try.”
There'* always the "first time" tor
everything and this applies to thou
sands ot events In a baby's life.
There Is the first time he discovers
he has toes, and immediately decides
in his own little mind that they are
something good to e a t His first
smile, and then that great moment
when he reaches out with his chub
by little arms and says, "Blab,"
which is at once Interpreted by the
parents to mean "lJaddic" or "Moramie.” sometimes depending on who
Is governor of the hacienda.
Volumes could be written about
baby pictures but space Is limited
here. Whatever you do. however,
don't forget that snapshot* of the
kiddles are Important right now and
In later years they will prove to bo
one ot your priceless possessions
when your children become mothers
and fathers and you are among
those known as grandparents.
JOHN VAN GUILDER.

THE RIGHT SPOT
The o n e spot a person looks w ho wishes to hire a
room or a tenem ent is the ’’T o L et” colum n of T he
C ourier-G azette. Nuff sed. P hone 770.

NOW
PLAYING

“WHITE COCKATOO”
with JEAN MUIR, RICARDO CORTEZ

FR ID A Y

A

T O U C H D O W N in f t

ROMANCE!
Here com es the
a l l - t i m e , A llAmerican college
picture that'll set
the w hole world
cheering!

SA T U R D A Y
ZANE GREY'S

“ ROCKY M OUNTAIN MYSTERY”
with

RANDOLPH SCOTT
LAST CHAPTER “BURN 'EM UP BARXEfc”
Show* 2.00. 6 30, 8.30
CentiBaa«s Saturday
2.00 to 10.30
Phone 892

SUNDAY—JOE G. BROW N in " S IX DAY B IK E R ID E R ”

TH E R E
IS

O N L Y ONE M A G IC W A T E R

AND
SHAT IS

\_ z V j 1 V

i

TAKE H I M '- A BOTTLE
REV. ARE OF IM IT A T IO N S

Every-Other-Day
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P ag e Eight
D O W N IN FLO R ID A

AT STRAND FRIDAY

Rockland' M an Gives First
Im pressions Of a V isit T o
Miami

BACKACHE
Flush Kidneys of Waste M atter,
Poisons and Acid and Stop
Getting t ’p Nights

C H U R C H M E N BUSY

L astY ear

Local Baptist W orkers R e
ceiving V isitors and G oing
a-V isiting

Ford alont gav* all
there great truck attett

Dr. Guy A. Smith and Herman
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I
Prom all reports reaching the
When your kidneys are clogged and Beckwith, respectively captain and
• your bladder
North. Florida is having a wonderful
! scanty and often smarts and burns you • first mate of the Waldo Fishermen's
season. It was swell going until ,
1 need Gold Medal Haarlem Oil Capsules Gospel Team, both of Belfast, were in
a fine harmless stimulant and diuretic i
Christmas, some avow, but since then
that always works and costs but 35 cents the city Sunday, attended the morn
there has been a decided let down.
at any modern drug store. It’s one good
I safe way to put healthy activity Into ing service at the First Baptist
Why? Nobody has the answer.
i kidneys and bladder—you’ll sleep sound
• • • •
the whole night through But be sure Church and Brotherhood Bible Class
1and get GOLD MEDAL—right from Haar
This city can boast of two fine
lem In Holland—you are assured of re- session, and interviewed local pastors
newspapers , morning and evening.
I su’ts.
Other symptoms of weak kidneys and in regard to the Bible Study classes
They must be making money. I have
Ir-itated bladder are backache, puffy
eyes, leg cramps moist palms, burning to be held at the P ra tt Memorial
never seen such a varied dispay of
or scanty passage.
Methodist Church by Miss Elizabeth
advertising in any papers anywhere
else. Everybody in business is after
Evans, under the auspices of the New
ALLEN ON PEN SIO N S
the business and taking full advant
England Fellowship and the Fisher
age of the newspapers to get it for
men's Gospel Teams of Penobscot,
T e n a n t's H arbor M an Not
them.
Waldo and Knox Counties, for the
• • • •
"R idiculing," But D oesn’t next six Friday nights, commencing
Is there anything going on i n •
R o b e r t Y o u n g a n d B etty F u rn e ss in “ T h e B and Plays O n ’’
at 7.30 p m. on Friday night of this
Like Proposed Plan
Miami? Tonight for instance. Ben
week. Similar sessions are being held j
Bernie. Helen Morgan. Vincent Lo
In the picture "The Band Playsi supplied by Robert Young, who has I In the Jan. 31 issue of your valuable in Bangor. Belfast and other places,
pez. Guy Lombardo. Max Baer.
On," which will be shown Friday, a been climbing steadily toward star- paper I see I am taken to task and a different week night in each place
Sophie Tucker, Paul Whiteman, Jack I
.
Iselect group of up-and-coming young dom for three years, and Betty
Pearl and countless other celebrities, i c n r c n n rtlo
, v a x rc crr\ “.c.f r. m t l v /'n llP
„ O 'U
. lt. P„’ F_h lt T
accused of ridiculing the smallness of
Sunday evening they took with
'
screen players
go "strictly collegiate"
Furness, who makes her first appear them Elmer L. Ames. Leroy Williams
all in person. Then there are the dog _
K J __ B __
the
old
age
pension
by
Miss
or
Mrs
for the theatre public. The swift- ance as a Metro-Ooldwyn-Mayer
and Frank H. Ingraham and attend
races, boxing, wrestling, movies,
moving story reveals the trials and leading lady in 'The Band Plays On." Wallace of South Waldoboro.
ed the special revival services that are
shows dancing and what have you.
tribulations of college life, its romanSaturday. Zane Grey’s “Rocky
During my life I have always made
h<,ld at the Methodist Episcopal
Miami Beach. There you rub elbows tic interludes, its lighter moods and Mountain Mystery.” with Randolph it a point never to ridicule or hurt Church. North Waldoboro, of which
with the famous and infamous of the (its spirit of youth The romance is Scott.—adv.
anyone's feelings. I said, and I say Rev Glidden is pastor. These serv
Nation without knowing it. A b u n c h --------------------------------—-------------again, that the old age pension that ices are conducted by Evangelist
of young men were tossing a football an(j mage an easy living. Many are crowded with folks garbed only in
Burleigh Sylvester and his assistant,
is being tecommended is too small
around today. An older man was | succeeding and doing a swell job of bathing apparel.
Stanton Gavitt, who is both a vocal
• • • »
(this is not the Townsend Plan). It and instrumental soloist. There was
showing them how to do it. I t was j extracting the cash from the gullible
If
one
is
interested
in
admiring
figures
less than $7 per week, as I said a large attendance and much interest
Chick Meehan, the famous coach. “honest folks" who come down for a
One of the fellows doing some beau little innocent fun and sunshine. If beautiful women they should come to in my former article. This pension, is being shown in these most worth
tiful tossing was "Marchy" Schwatz they ever wanted to change the name Miami Beach. Such eyefulls. Most as I understand it. is not only to take while services
the famous Notre Dame All-Ameri of the town they might well call it of the ladies are blonds, an d the way people out of the poorhouse, but It is
they cast those "come alongs" to the
Racketville.
can back.
for those people who 'lave worked
GROCERS BEW ARE
s
boys. I should say that they weren’t
• • »•
hard all their lives, be it 50 or 60 years
I was hiking down the .beach. A | If Maine would go in for a little all ladies.
and have not saved e (ything because Fake Bill C ollectors R eported
• • • •
group was being lazy under the more ballyhoo and baloney and less
of circumstances o'.er which they had
Enroute
to
the
Beach
you
pass
Palm
southern skies. Among them were plain conservative advertising our
Preying O n R etailers In
no control, and they are tired.
Gloria Swanson, C arol lom bard and State might come into its own as a Island and if your eyes are sharp
There
are
thousands
of
these
peo
This V icinity
Ronald Coleman. On another section vacationland. Despite the fact that you can get a look at the much pub
ple who have never known what a
of the beach were Earl Carroll and Florida is a glorious place in the win- licized estate of A1 Capone, formerly
Fake "collectors" are aga.n mak.ng
Harry Richmond. Wally Berger and ter time it has nothing except beaches , of Chiea8° an<^ now wherever Uncle ' a^atl°n meant
expenses a the rounds of grocery stores, and all
Sam
decides
to
move
him
next
W
hat
B°mg
on
and
their
earning
power
Lou Gehrig were tossing a medicine to compare with Maine in the sum
a Spot!
I is gone. These people still own their managers are warned to ask for
ball around and Max Baer and King mertime.
places, probably but their income is proper credentials before paying any
Livingsky were surf bathing together.
There
is
one
exhibit
in
the
heart
gone. How can they keep going on of their bills.
You can't complain of the food
The Geat Reed was doing the walking.
The procedure that these men fol
■prices here. Tonight for dinner we of the city that must be an eyesore a pension of $7 a week, pay taxes, into
these
Florida
boosters.
A
great
urance.
fuel.
food,
clothing
and
prob
low
is to represent themselves as
Dr. Harrison Sanborn is well estab- had soup, steak, two vegetables, salad,
lished here and Is a confirmed Florida , dessert, coffee, rolls and butter for 40 structure rises skyward. I t 4s barren ably medical aid and in some cases co.iectors fcr the various companies
booster. I have met several North cents a t an attractive restaurant in and unfinished. It was started for a i pay rent? Some of the government who do business w.th grocery stores
hotel during the boom days and the 1officials tell us what the laboring pep- and offer some special discount for
erners who came to Miami years ago the main business section.
company went broke. There must be 1pie want today is a living wage. That immediate payment of all accounts
•
•
•
•
for a season and stayed. They say
a million dollars tied up in the propo- is right, but when they are handed that are due. When they have ex
Miami
Beach
is
four
miles
from
the
that the "sand gets in your shoes"
heart of the city. You reach it via sition and still it sits in a choice loca- . out $1.40 a day for five days work hausted all the possibilities in one
and you hate to leave.
the Causeway over water. Buses will tion barren and dead.—By Dick Reed and expect people to pay their bills. place, they move on to the next.
• • • •
j this is not living—this is merely
------ ;---------If such a fake collector is spotted,
All the easy money boys In the take you to the Beach for a dime, j
You
can
appear
only
in
trunks
and
Man
is
the
only
animal
th
a
t
c
a
n
, existing for a time,
he should be turned ov .r to the po tc;
country have flocked here this winter.
The Townsend Plan (of which I Am immediately, as retail store propr.eThey are all trying to work a racket the streets of Miami Beach are reason and won't.
I in favor in a modified form) would tors have been mulcted of thousand;
circulate a lot of money and put of dollar-: by this method during the
millions to work Of course people
pa:t few years.
who are drawing a good pension now
—---------------should not expect to get another one
It is said th a t a trombone player
on top of the one they are now re
ceiving,. and the government would is the only one who gets anywhere by
letting things slide Ycwsuh. but if
make a great saving there.
he happens to sl:de into a sharp
I cannot see It any other way.
seventh in the final chord, he's in
Elmer E. Allen
serious trouble.
Tenant's Harbor. Feb. 4

3a• •

d o your W A S H I N G
and I R O N IN G

from your,

Easy Chair
Imagine sitting down and
reading and at the s a m e
time doing your weekly wash,
cleaner, whiter and b e tte r
than you ever did it before.
Then when it comes time
to do the ironing, place your
electric ironer anywhere you
please— where it's warmest in
winter, coolest in summer . . .
by the radio . . . sit down comfortably and m e r e l y glide the pieces
through while the ironer does all the hard
work . . . better, easier than human hands
can.

/

an Easy Washer
and Easy Ironer

TW O
CENTS?
onl

> ■■ an
Electric
Washer
W illi

s5

24 monthly payments of $5.32 each

Special Demonstrators
available for

T R IA L

in your own home

- A S K for yours N O W —

CERTI

POW EI^tbMPAMY

STORES

Ktki mo children
brush their teeth with
supplies given them
by Bartlett.

sturdy people. He attributes It to
the softening influences of the white
Captain “ Bob” Bartlett, who has man's civilization.
When Captain Bartlett first knew
commuted
nuted to the arctic regions since
1898, plans spring vvoyage
oyage.
the Eskimos, a generation ago, they
had perfect health and perfect
ITH the clatter of Times Square teeth. Such ailments as the com
in his ears, Captain "Bob" Bart mon cold and tooth decay were un
lett. veteran Arctic explorer, is lay
known. Recently, though, the In
ing plans today for his 25th. trip to troduction of sweets by traders has
the silent North.
played havoc with teeth and gums.
Captain “Bob", it will be recalled,■
Helps Eskimos To Health
accompanied Peary along the icy
One of the first things he did
wastes farther than any other white
man on his final dash to the pole when this situation came to his at- '
back jn 1909. With less than a tentlon was to educate the Eskimos
hundred miles to go Bartlett turned to take better care of themselves.
back to keep the trail open for his He saw to It that they were sup
plied with the proper food. Later
commander's return.
Now. In his fifty-ninth year and a he supplied them with toothbrushes
famous explorer in his own right, and toothpaste.
On the coming trip he will carry’
Captain iBob is fitting out his
schooner, the Effie M. Morrissey, a new consignment of dental sup*
for another battle with the ice and plies, furnished again by the Col
gate Company, which has long been
snow of the Arctic regions.
interested in polar explorations. One
Bartlett Friend of Eskimos
of Admiral Peary's first financial
But the ruddy faced captain is backers was Samuel Colgate,. son
not only an explorer—he is also a of the founder of Colgate & Com
student of the Arctic peoples. For pany, and grandfather of the firm's
years he has studied the habits and present head, S. Bayard Colgate.
ways of the Eskimos. Since his The latter knows about explora
first trip back in 1898 Bartlett has tions from first hand. In 1920,
never missed an opportunity to when Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews
visit old friends among the Eskimos made his third expedition to the
and he is as welcome as one of Gobi Desert, Colgate, as a member
their own.
of the expedition, had charge of all
On each trip there are new chil transportation.
dren for the captain to pat on the
The Effie M. Morrissey will also
head as well as inquiries to make carry provisions donated by lead
about the health of the older ones. ing food companies as she heads
In recent years, Bartlett says, he out of New York Harbor and point*
has noticed an alarming decline in I her nose along th q J am U ja rjO U tD
JLtkfi_Asaef»LJlSSlUl o l these once 1 to th e F a r Nnrtft a

W

down

exchange plan. • Exclusive, baked enamel finish.

Th IS Y eAR

• FORD a d d sI th is

exclusive group of Truck features
KMWAAD LOAD DISTRIBUTION . . . Gives
more uniform tire wear; better brake life;
improves operation throughout. Permits
acute angle turns with full-width semi
trailers.
NEW TRUCK BRAKES. . . Drums o f cast alloy
iron, w ith integral cooling ribs. M o re effi
cient. Easier to operate. Longer life be
tween adjustments.
NEW TRUCK CLUTCH . . . Centrifugal force
increases plate pressure as speed advances.
Oil-less ball-thrust bearing. 20% more
frictional surface. Longer-lived.
NEW COOLING SYSTEM . . . Cooling area of
radiator 15% larger. Assures efficient oper
ating temperatures for engine and oil.
NEW COUDE-TYRE CAR. . . Dispatiffi box on

dash. W indshield opens. Screened cowl
ventilator. Clear vision window ventila
tion. Adjustable seat.
IMPROVED SPRING SUSPENSION . . . Front
spring longer, mounted on oil-less shackles.
Gives greater stability. Less frame distor
tion. Rear springs free to cushion load.
DEEP, RUGGED FRAME . . . 7 inches deep, of
special high-carbon steel. 5 cross mem
bers. Body-weave minimized. N o “ kickup”. Easy mounting o f special bodies.
4-SPEED TRANSMISSION . . . Shafts and
gears from special chromium steel forg
ings. Extra low first gear. Internal friction
reduced. Power take-off opening.
TWO WHEELBASIS . . . 131K or 137-inch
wheelbase. W id e choice of bodies.

Afore than ever America'! G reat Truck Value

THE N E W

FORD V-8 TRUCKS
A U T H O R IZ E D

M A IN E S C H O O L O F
COM M ERCE

FORD

DEALERS

OF

Easy terms through Univer
sal Credit Co., the Author*
ized Ford Finance Plan.

NEW

G O R H A M N O RM A I
(By Mabel Esancy)

ENG LAND

quet was held for the members of
the Green and White Beard, faculty
advisors ind the printer of the year
book, John Dooley, of the Printwell
Pr.ntlng Company of Portland.

(By Jon Fortes)
The nemesis of many a student j
The last semester of the school
came to pa u last week. With their I
Ab.ent Mindad: Dr. L. B. Walton
I year
began Thursday. Student
undying skill and integrity the
of Gambier. Oh.o, gathered a bundle
*
. ..
.
. teachers for this quarter include Re
teachers and their flam ing swords,
M
of asbestos shingies from a wrecked
,.
, ' broca Muler, Tenants Hanbor. grade
(exams) seagirt to conquer the stuhouse for kindling. He was greatly
,
.
. ... ,.
fwo; and Anita Gattr, Rockland,
dents who were armed with the puny j
annoyed when they didn't burn. He
weapons of pen and pencil. The old t ?ra e o u r‘
. . . .
is a Professor of Biology.
axiom still holds true, “The pen to|
We are sorry to learn th a t Anna
Mother: “Now, Johnnie, I know
mightier than the sword." and with
VinaJ of Vlnalhaven must leave
thousands of little boys and girls who
few casualties the students once
school, because of 111 health. Mary
; would be glad to eat Chat spinach.”
again ba:tied and won the eternal
Stockbridge of South Thomaston has
Johnnie: 'Name three of them.”
struggle of wits.
been selected to fill her place as sec
• • • a
IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
A miniature flotilla of ships of retary and treasurer of the Knox <
CAN IT BE CURED?
many types and sizes was di played , County C'ub Katherine True of
Hope
was
chosen
to
serve
on
the
pub
A
booklet
containing the opinions
' in the office last week. The ships
were frem a collection made and licity committee for the coming of famous doctors on this interesting
subject will be sent FREE, while they
owned by the ce.ebra.ed maker of quarter of school.
last, to any reader writing to the Edu
j sh pmodels, Capt. Ernest Metcalf,
cational Division. Dept. F 148. 546
Earle Achorn was soloist a t the p y th Ave.. New York, N. Y.
better known as “Cappy Ricks'' to
Boy Scouts and similar organizations. School Street Methodist C hurch,1------------------------------------------- --—
Mrs. Lena K Sargent, director is I Jan. 27
the proud possessor of a Chinese j
junk made and presented to her by i Miss Patr.cia Elwell and Mks
Aiice King: were weekend guests of
j "Cappy." This model now graces
Mary Sleeper of South Thomaston
the deck in Mrs. Sargent's private
at the Normal School. Miss Elwell
office.
and Miss King both of Portland
. . . .
Mrs. Sargent, director, and Mrs. gi actuated last June from Gorham
Georgia Lincoln, head of the ac- Normal.
• • • •
! counting department, attended the
Dr.
and
Mrs.
W. E. Res ell enter
J municipal concert Sunday.
• • • •
tained a t dinner Jan. 25. in honor
A rthur Hart passed the weekend of Mis Loud of the kindergarten de
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. H. A. partm ent, A similar party was held
H art of South Hope.
earlier in the week, also in honor of
• • • •
Miss Loud.
• • • *
B E A C O N STREET
T he speech department is giving
M 'ts Katherine True was a recent
, special attention to the poetry of
BOSTO N
the Rockland 'born poet Edna St. Vin guest of Miss Constance Lincoln of
cent Millay—especially the poems in Waltham, Mass.
• a • •
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
I her last book “Wine From These
beside the State House, and
I Grapes."
Outdoor Club sponsored a dance in
overlooking Boston Common
Center Jan. 19. Music was furnished
and Public Gardens.
Makers.
Old Pessimo says efficiency is only by KeithZs Rhythm
•*
A
a department of futility.
Miss Be s Lewis of the English
R E ST A U R A N T
Department entertained1 with a tea
a la carte and table d’hote
Jan. 19. Flowers and lighted can
Club breakfast
dles provided a charming back
Lunch
ground for the occasion. Miss EtheDinner
lyn Upton of Machias and Mrs.
Chase Boothby of Gorham poured.
During the afternoon Mrs. Lawrence
C A F E T E R IA
CiUey gave several musical readings
Pleasant outside location fac
and Avis Hinds and Richard Barbour
W in Back Pep . . . V ig o r • . . V itality
ing B o w d o in a n d Beacon
of the Normal School gave sever*!
Medical authorities agree th at your kidStreets. M odem and up-toinstrumental selections. Guests in
n e y i contain 15 M ILES o f tin y tubes or
date. A variety of foods
filters which help to p u rify the blood and
cluded
members
of
the
faculty
and
k eep you healthy.
moderately priced.
I f you have trouble w ith too frequent
friends in Gorham.
bladder passages with sca n ty am ount caus
• • • *
in g burning and discom fort, the 15 MILES
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
o f kidney tubes need w a sh in g out. This dan
Knox County sponsored an e n 
ger signal may be the b egin n in g o f nagging
backaohe, leg pains, lo ss o f pep and vitality,
joyable social hour in Center Tues
Rooms without bath
g ettin g up nights. Iuni ba c o , sw ollen feet
and ankles, rheumatic pains and dizziness.
day afternoon, Jan. 29. Cards,
$2.00 Up
I f kidneys don t em pty 3 pints every day
dominoes and other games were en
and g et rid o f 4 pounds o f w aste matter,
Room
s
w
ith
b
a
th
your body will take up th ese p oisons causing
joyed by those who attended. The
serio u i trouble. It m ay knock you out and
$3.00 up
la y you up for many m onths. D o n ’t wait.
committee in charge of arrangements
Ask your druggist for D O A N S PIL L S . . .
a doctor's prescription . . . w hich has been
comprised Mary Stockbridge and
used successfully by m illio n s ot kidney su f
Special rates for
Helen Stone.
ferers foi over 40 years. T h ey give quick

B E LLE V U E

Bartlett’s schooner, Effie M. Morrissey, plow
through icy floes to the polar regions.

B O TH

FO R

l h e full-floating rear axle;

• Perfected full torque tube and radius rod drive. • Low-cost engine

H O T E L

N O W —

would you do
a full size
family wash

FREE

Captain “ Bob” Bartlett Navigator With
Peary in 1909, Plans 25th Dash to Arctic
=□

a 80-h o rs ep o w er, V -8 truck engine. •

WASH OUT
15 MILES OF
KIDNEY TUBES

relief and will help to w ash ou t the 15
M IL E S o f kidney tubes.
Bui. don t take chances w ith strong drugs
or so-called “ kidney cures that claim to fix
you up in 15 min ites for th ey may seriously
in ju re nnd irritate d elicate tissues. Insist
on D O A N S PILLS . . . th e eld reliable re
lief that contain no “dope" o r habit-form ing
drugs. Be sure you g et D O A N ’S PILLS

•t your druggist. © 1934, Foster-Milburn Co.

• •aa

Girls active in basketball during
the p a t season attended a dinner
party Jan. 30. Katherine True and
Idella Jackson of Waldoboro were
present. T hat same evening a ban-

permanent occupancy

BO STO N

